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Contested Patriarchy
John Cleves Symmes and the Struggle for
Family Control in the Post-revolutionary West

c at h y r o da bau g h

Tapping into a deep well of New England tradition, John Cleves Symmes
attempted to shape and later launch two motherless grandsons during problematic years following the death of Maria Symmes and near-ruin of their
disgraced Kentucky planter father, Peyton Short.1 Differing perceptions held
by the two men of their respective roles complicated Symmes’s relationship
with the boys and forced him to confront the possibility that connections
to their Symmes ancestry were under threat. Despite differences in origins,
at first Symmes and Short saw in each other kindred spirits as farsighted
businessmen-speculators poised to become gentlemen Ohio Valley land
magnates, and Short’s quixotic nature was either overlooked or misinterpreted. When Short’s affairs collapsed, the realities of financial uncertainty
forced Symmes to examine his idealization of the gentleman landowner and
reconsider the importance of deportment, vocations, and locale for young
men such as his grandsons confronting life in the post-revolutionary emerging West. In the process, the son-less Symmes also revealed that there were
tensions regarding his eastern legacy in raising a Kentucky planter’s sons.
The mid-eighteenth-century New England culture into which Symmes was
born dictated that fathers provide a source of livelihood for sons approaching
1. On Symmes and his grandsons, see Beverley W. Bond Jr., ed., The Intimate Letters of
John Cleves Symmes and His Family (Cincinnati: Historical and Philosophical Society of
Ohio, 1956). On Symmes, see Beverley W. Bond Jr., ed., The Correspondence of John Cleves
Symmes: Founder of the Miami Purchase (New York: MacMillan Company, 1926); John A.
Garraty and Mark C. Carnes, eds., American National Biography (New York: Oxford Univ.
Press, 1999), 21:230–32.
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adulthood. Occasionally, older brothers or other close kin assisted those
unable to launch sons entirely themselves. Aid from family patriarchs had
traditionally come as a gift or inheritance of land, but could include money,
professional contacts, college education, or guidance. Families tended to
decide each son’s path and sometimes expected them to repay the family
coffer from their earnings.2
Symmes understood traditional New England patriarchal roles. In fact,
much later he reminded a grown daughter that because he had consciously
relaxed the usual patriarchal manner of granting land gifts, he expected her
particular appreciation. It remains uncertain exactly who aided Symmes’s
rise to become a New Jersey notable, but he achieved “many influential connections” through three well-placed marriages, especially for a boy whose
clergyman father had become an itinerant missionary after losing his settled church.3 In any case, by the time Symmes was advising his grandsons,
he identified with the national elite and imagined his patriarchal role involved guiding them gently into lives of plenty, engaging the professional
or commercial marketplace as part of a gentleman’s well-rounded activities
and not as a survival strategy.
Symmes had served New Jersey as a revolutionary militia colonel, constitution author, Supreme Court judge, legislator, and Continental Congress
delegate. Reared by maternal grandparents on Long Island, he was the son
of a Harvard-educated Massachusetts minister turned itinerant missionary
during the Great Awakening. Symmes always felt a little defensive about not
being college educated himself, although he trained in surveying, law, and
the classics.4
Struck with western fever like so many after the Revolution, Symmes petitioned Congress to buy vast holdings in what is now southwestern Ohio—
often called the Miami Purchase because it is bounded by the Great and
Little Miami rivers. By 1788, he was a territorial judge and later led early
settlers to the tract.5 He divided his time over the next decade among traveling the legal circuit, erecting his house and farm buildings, and colonizing
his extensive property.
Scholars describe Symmes as quarrelsome, careless, and avaricious, but
also meticulous, generous, good-natured, and wise.6 His life suffered the
2. Lisa Wilson, Ye Heart of a Man: The Domestic Life of Men in Colonial New England (New
Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1999), 13–36.
3. Bond, Intimate Letters, xvi–xvii, xxiii.
4. Ibid.
5. Garraty and Carnes, American National Biography, 230–32.
6. R. Douglas Hurt, “John Cleves Symmes and the Miami Purchase,” in Builders of Ohio,
ed. Warren Van Tine and Michael Pierce (Columbus: Ohio State Univ. Press, 2003), 24;
Beverley W. Bond Jr., The Civilization of the Old Northwest: A Study of Political, Social, and
Economic Development, 1788–1812 (New York: MacMillan Company, 1934), 85; Andrew R.
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bipolar tensions of plenty and penury, status and embarrassment, love and
loss. An important figure, Symmes nonetheless lost all his substantial holdings in legal settlements and was eventually reduced to writing his nephew
to borrow a dollar to buy peaches.7 Eventually, Symmes made his conclusions regarding the best path to success as a man disillusioned by his own
experience and when he was finally aware of the inadequacy of social connections in overcoming the insistent incursions of a market economy.
By the dawn of the nineteenth century, Symmes had served over a decade
as one of three federally appointed territorial judges of the Old Northwest.8
Son-in-law William Henry Harrison, territorial delegate to Congress, was
optimistic that Symmes’s creative interpretation of his Miami Purchase contract would garner a sympathetic hearing in that body.9 In 1800, Harrison
secured passage of a federal act setting reasonable prices on public lands in
the Northwest Territory, temporarily forestalling Symmes’s fears that Congress would undercut per-acre charges in his own tract. That year the ambitious Harrison benefited from the creation of the Indiana Territory when
Congress appointed him territorial governor.10 These developments also
had a down side. The loss of Harrison in Congress left Symmes with fewer
connections there. Unfortunately, the Harrison Land Act also offered Ohio
Country settlers easy purchase arrangements through regional land offices,
potentially siphoning buyers from private developers such as Symmes.11
The 1801 inauguration of President Thomas Jefferson offered some optimism concerning Symmes’s situation, as doubtless he foresaw the diminishing national influence of territorial governor Arthur St. Clair—super-

L. Cayton, The Frontier Republic: Ideology and Politics in the Ohio Country, 1780–1825 (Kent,
Ohio: Kent State Univ. Press, 1986), 61; Timothy J. Shannon, “‘This Unpleasant Business’: The
Transformation of Land Speculation in the Ohio Country, 1787–1820,” in The Pursuit of Public Power: Political Culture in Ohio 1787–1861, ed. Jeffrey P. Brown and Andrew R. L. Cayton
(Kent, Ohio: Kent State Univ. Press, 1994); Fred J. Milligan, Ohio’s Founding Fathers (Lincoln,
Neb.: iUniverse, 2003), 94–98. On the importance of early Ohio, see Daniel Feller, “Oh Why,
Oh Why Ohio?,” Reviews in American History 17 (June 1989): 205–9.
7. Symmes to Daniel Symmes, 1809–11 (date uncertain), Bond, Intimate Letters, 136.
8. David K. Watson, “The Early Judiciary, Early Laws, and Bar of Ohio,” Ohio History 3
(1897): 141–60; William L. Jenks, “Territorial Legislation by Governor and Judges,” The Mississippi Valley Historical Review 5 (June 1918): 36–50; Bond, The Civilization of the Old Northwest; R. Douglas Hurt, The Ohio Frontier: Crucible of the Old Northwest, 1720–1830 (Bloomington: Indiana Univ. Press, 1996). Also see, George W. Knepper, Ohio and Its People (Kent,
Ohio: Kent State Univ. Press, 1989).
9. Bond, Correspondence, 19; Robert M. Owens, Mr. Jefferson’s Hammer: William Henry
Harrison and American Indian Policy (Norman: Oklahoma Univ. Press, 2007); Jenks, “Territorial Legislation,” 44–45; Bond, Civilization of the Old Northwest. The younger of Symmes’s
two daughters, Anna, married Harrison in 1795.
10. Shannon, “‘This Unpleasant Business,’” xv; Bond, Civilization of the Old Northwest, 151;
Knepper, Ohio, 89.
11. Shannon, “‘This Unpleasant Business,’” 26–27; Bond, Correspondence, 19.
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Federalist, judicial antagonist, and determined obstacle to Symmes’s haphazard land sales.12 Savoring his enemy’s certain decline was not long on
Symmes’s mind, however, for soon he was experiencing the first in a series
of distressing personal setbacks.
Grandsons John and Charles Short were ages nine and seven, respectively,
when their mother and Symmes’s beloved elder daughter died that same year.
Maria Symmes Short was only thirty-eight years old. Always frail, her health
had declined after the birth of her third child, daughter Anna. Her recurrent
bouts of illness always left the devoted Symmes feeling “extremely afflicted.”
He was actually convinced neither daughter possessed the robustness necessary to reach old age, and always hoped their families would eventually move
near him, where he could watch protectively over them. Consequently, he
convinced their husbands to invest in land nearby.13
The boys’ father was Peyton Short, scion of an influential Virginia family.
After receiving the usual fine education of Virginia planters’ sons, he had
struck out to explore investment possibilities in the newly opened lands west
of Virginia, including its Kentucky district. On one 1788 trip there Short met
Maria Symmes, then a guest in the home of Gen. James Wilkinson.14
Wilkinson had been a high-ranking Revolutionary War officer from Maryland and, like Symmes, also an acquaintance of George Washington. Locating
later in Lexington, he stood out in a local elite already known for its “charm,
hospitality, and ‘conscious superiority.’” Aspiring men admired the dashing officer’s self-assertive eloquence and suavity. Consistent with tendencies
within the southern gentry, Wilkinson was actually more adept at charming
rich acquaintances and creditors than supporting his luxurious lifestyle with
earnings. He entertained lavishly, doubtless impressing Maria—and Symmes,
if he was with her. It was there that Short, a suave Virginian with the most
impressive conversational skills and manners, first caught Maria’s eye.15
Short’s social graces surely impressed Symmes, but perhaps even more so
his pedigree as the son of a well-known Virginia planter whose mother was

12. Bond, Correspondence, 146–47.
13. Bond, Intimate Letters, xviii–xix; and Symmes to Peyton Short, Apr. 22, 1798, Mar. 17,
1800, Bond, Correspondence, 54 and 58.
14. Ann Biddle Wilkinson and Thomas Robson Hay, Letters of Mrs. Ann Biddle Wilkinson from Kentucky, 1788–1789 (n.p.: Kessinger, 2006), 36; Thomas Speed, The Political Club,
Danville, Kentucky, 1786–1790 (Louisville, Ky: Filson Club Publications, 1894), 78; C. W. Short
and Mary Churchill Richardson, “A Chronological Record of the Families of Charles Wilkins
Short and Mary Henry Churchill” (unpublished manuscript), Short Family Papers, Filson
Historical Society.
15. Lowell H. Harrison and James C. Klotter, A New History of Kentucky (Lexington: Univ.
Press of Kentucky, 1997), 59–60; Owens, Mr. Jefferson’s Hammer, 17; Richard C. Wade, The Urban Frontier: Pioneer Life in Early Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Lexington, Louisville, and St. Louis
(Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 1959), 107.
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the daughter of a Cavalier British nobleman. Of even greater interest might
have been Peyton’s slightly older only brother, William, a prominent American diplomat to Europe who was then enmeshed in the highest circles of
power in the Western world. He had begun as Jefferson’s protégé but Jefferson
now called him an “adoptive son.” The Short brothers had received an inheritance from their father, which Peyton was busy investing and managing—or
mismanaging—but Symmes could not know that yet.16
Apparently Symmes saw no compelling reason to question Short’s suitability as a son-in-law, and he was busy amassing a group of Jerseyans to locate with him in Ohio. Symmes may not have realized how deeply involved
Short was with Wilkinson, who was dogged by postwar rumors of insubordination, dishonesty, and incompetence, but whose circle included, after all,
other prominent men. Besides, fear of Indian attacks made Maria unwilling
to join Symmes on his Ohio tract, which, to Symmes’s sure dismay, shortly
bore the nickname “Miami slaughter house.”17
Wilkinson and Short identified with other prominent “anti-Virginia” Kentuckians then promoting the district’s independence from Virginia’s control,
especially concerning navigation rights on the Spanish-controlled Mississippi
River. Both belonged to a self-styled “political club” that debated issues important to Kentuckians, where the showy Wilkinson made “inflammatory
and eloquent speeches” regarding Mississippi navigation. Most of Kentucky
differed from Lexington and a few other growing western cities, “pockets of
civility in a sea of insecurity,” and men labored to gain some advantage in the
“sordid mess” of 1780s Kentucky. Moreover, Kentuckians shared no foregone
conclusion that independence from Virginia would necessarily align them
with the new United States. In 1787 Short and Wilkinson were “deputed” to
visit Congress on “business of a public nature,” doubtless advocating Kentucky’s interests to a federal government that often seemed insensitive to
western needs. They partnered in town development and commercial shipping ventures, and Short’s 1789 appointment as Louisville customs collector
on the Ohio River juncture may have appealed to the scheming Wilkinson.
Short’s role as customs official and his reaching ambition certainly would
16. George Green Shackelford, Jefferson’s Adoptive Son: The Life of William Short, 1759–
1848 (Lexington: Univ. Press of Kentucky, 1993). Also see Short and Richardson, “A Chronological Record.”
17. Andro Linklater, The Artist in Treason: The Extraordinary Double Life of General James
Wilkinson, Commander in Chief of the United States Army and Agent 13 in the Spanish Secret
Service (New York: Walker, 2009), 76, 106, 119, 128, 150; Short and Richardson, “A Chronological Record”; Thomas Marshall Green, The Spanish Conspiracy: A Review of the Early Spanish
Movements in the South-West (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell Univ. Library, 2009), 326; William E.
Connelley and Ellis M. Coulter, History of Kentucky, in Five Volumes (n.p.: American Historical Society, 1922), 1170–71; John T. Faris, The Romance of Forgotten Men (Freeport, N.Y.:
Books for Libraries Press, 1969), 179; Wade, Urban Frontier, 25.
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have appealed to Symmes. When Maria married Peyton that same year, rumors of Wilkinson’s alleged treason had not yet circulated openly. Secretly
swearing Spanish allegiance, he negotiated a private treaty with the governor
of Spanish Louisiana, contracting for a near-monopoly of Mississippi navigation rights for Kentucky goods.18
Short shared Wilkinson’s imagination that Kentucky gentlemen’s fortunes
eventually might link more closely to the Spanish than to Virginia or even to
the new United States, so overwhelmingly focused on its more settled coastal
regions. Short’s recent extensive explorations of the Mississippi and adjacent
regions must have convinced Wilkinson that Short was not only adventurous
but a valuable source of information. Together they shipped tobacco to New
Orleans, where Wilkinson had earlier struck his private treaty. Whether or
not Short knew the depth of Wilkinson’s intrigues, he was in thick with powerful men and marked by a dangerously quixotic disposition. Wilkinson’s full
mettle became clear a few years later when Short alone faced paying large
debts incurred jointly, which Wilkinson avoided by reentering the military.
Sharing their concerns about waterway access, Symmes would not have
faulted Short and Wilkinson—treason aside, perhaps—for working all commercial angles. Moreoever, post-revolutionary western speculation only
mirrored a near-consensus that the national expansion of markets and territory offered incomparable benefits to any man willing to pursue them. To
many, the Revolution merely confirmed that general social benefit resulted
when masses of responsible citizens pursued their self-interest.19 That Short
was a grasper and schemer did not mark him as necessarily different from
any of the other well-placed ambitious men in the Ohio Valley at the time,
including Wilkinson and the other anti-Virginia men, or Symmes himself.
There was a rumor circulating, however, that might give a protective father pause. Shortly before meeting Maria, Short was involved in a scandal
that reverberated widely through gentlemanly circles. While boarding with
a well-to-do Kentucky family as he scouted business prospects, Short decided that he had met there the love of his life. Only one obstacle blocked the
fulfillment of his plan to spend a blissful lifetime with the vivacious twentyyear-old Rachel Donelson Robards: her husband. The extended Robards
family of Virginia transplants lived with Rachel’s widowed mother-in-law.
Rachel was much younger than her husband, lonely for her own family, and
friendlier to boarders than decorum suggested. Lewis Robards suspected
18. Speed, The Political Club, 29; Patrick Griffin, American Leviathan: Empire, Nation, and
Revolutionary Frontier (New York: Hill and Wang, 2007), 184–211, 250; Short and Richardson,
“A Chronological Record”; Shackelford, Jefferson’s Adoptive Son, 326; Connelley and Coulter,
History of Kentucky, 1170–71; Linklater, The Artist in Treason, 76, 106, 119, 128, 150.
19. Gordon Wood, The Radicalism of the American Revolution (New York: Vintage Books,
1993); Gordon S. Wood, Empire of Liberty: A History of the Early Republic, 1789–1815 (New
York: Oxford Univ. Press, 2009).
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something invidious behind the “extreme politeness” of Short’s chats with
his wife. Eventually, he accused them of being secret lovers.20
Rachel shortly wound up at her mother’s Nashville house, fetched at Robards’s request. Meanwhile, Short fled the Robards’ home for Virginia, stopping en route to write Rachel and beg her to run away with him to the Spanish territories. He assumed, of course, she would ditch her husband. Short
suggested that he would leverage his recent inheritance to fund their escape.
A watchful Robards intercepted the letter, however, and set out after Short,
intent on receiving satisfaction. Eventually Robards’s mother convinced men
mutually friendly to Robards and Short to urge Short to settle the matter in
such a way that Robards would agree to have Rachel back.21
Short offered Robards a duel or a cash settlement as satisfaction for “excessive attentions” paid Rachel. Robards, recently pinched for funds, accepted the latter. Initially, Short had offered to pay Rachel an annual installment while she remained separated from her husband, clearly hoping for
some future contact. However, Robards and their mutual male friends in the
region wanted this unsavory and embarrassing matter put to rest, so Short
agreed to a larger one-time payment made directly to Robards, and Robards
agreed to reconcile with his wife.22
Convinced that Rachel did not love Robards, Short must have felt crushed
when she soon reconciled with her husband, who had joined her at her
mother’s in Nashville for the time being. Pressured by regional gentlemen
to relinquish his scandalous obsession, Short moved on and then shortly
later met and married Maria Symmes. Later he learned that the Robards’
marriage failed after all. In Nashville, Robards soon again accused Rachel
of attracting improper attention from a young gentleman, a boarder on her
mother’s property. After several arguments and a near duel with the boarder,
Robards finally stomped away, leaving Rachel and her love interest—a young
Tennessee lawyer named Andrew Jackson—to their own devices.23
20. Ann Toplovich, “Marriage, Mayhem, and Presidential Politics: The Robards–Jackson
Backcountry Scandal,” Ohio Valley History 5 (Winter 2005): 3–22; Boynton Merrill Jr., Jefferson’s Nephews: A Frontier Tragedy (Lincoln: Univ. of Nebraska Press, 2004), 170; Patricia
Brady, A Being So Gentle: The Frontier Love Story of Rachel and Andrew Jackson (New York:
Palgrave, 2011), 35, 53; Harry Innes to Peyton Short, July 21, 1787, and James Overton Mercer
to Peyton Short, June 29, 1788, Short-Symmes-Harrison Papers, Library of Congress.
21. Ibid. On the rarity of legal divorces in the South in this period, see Catherine Clinton
and Christine Lunardini, The Columbia Guide to American Women in the Nineteenth Century
(New York: Columbia Univ. Press, 2000), 64–65; Marylynn Salmon, Women and the Law
of Property in Early America (Chapel Hill: Univ. of North Carolina Press, 1986), 63–64; and
Toplovich, “Marriage, Mayhem,” 3–22.
22. Clinton and Lunardini, The Columbia Guide, 64–65; Salmon, Women and the Law of
Property, 63–64; and Toplovich, “Marriage, Mayhem,” 3–22.
23. Merrill, Jefferson’s Nephews, 170; and Brady, A Being So Gentle, 35, 53. See also Harry
Innes to Peyton Short, July 21, 1787, and James Overton Mercer to Peyton Short, June 29, 1788,
Short-Symmes-Harrison Papers, Library of Congress.
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Rumors about the Robards–Short scandal, involving one gentleman’s attempt to steal the wife of another, would have spread among well-placed
Kentucky and Virginia men. Men’s rights to personal property, including
wives, were sacrosanct in this period from New England to the Chesapeake.
William sent Peyton the name of the best “married attorney” he knew, planning that Rachel be portrayed as the possessor of such charms that no man
could hope to escape them.24
Symmes had also just endured heartbreak, migrating to the West despite
intense unrequited love for a woman back East. Angry that he could not
shake thoughts of her, if he heard then of Short’s romantic obsession, perhaps
he sympathized or attributed it to the willfulness that characterized some
planters’ sons. In any case, Short’s male circle appeared to have reined in his
recent recklessness and Symmes was probably surprised to hear that Maria
had attracted a man of such impressive charm and pedigree. Maria lacked Rachel’s appeal. She was older than the typical bride of her background and well
beyond the age of most planters’ brides. Unlike the vivacious Rachel, Maria
was “retiring,” sickly, anxious, and prone to bury herself in domestic affairs.25
By rapidly marrying in the wake of the scandal, Short might hope to convince observers—especially other gentlemen—that he was stable and trustworthy. Fortunately for Short, Robards did not file suit against him—a necessary step before petitioning the legislature for a divorce—until two years after
Short’s marriage to Maria. Nonetheless, that brought the scandal into full
public view. The adultery judgment against Short, called a “criminal conversation,” required a $1,000 payment to Robards and granted him the divorce.26
It may have also planted a seed of doubt in Symmes’s mind regarding the
character of his new son-in-law.
Not in doubt was the appeal that Symmes’s control of a huge tract of
western land had for Short. On the other hand, Short’s recent inheritance
probably led Symmes to hope that Short was not of the myriad southern
gentry whose vaunted reputations far outstripped their actual wealth. If
Symmes or Maria feared she might never attract a husband of appropri-

24. Shackelford, Jefferson’s Adoptive Son, 139.
25. John Cleves Symmes to Richard Clough Anderson, June 21, 1787, Anderson-Latham
Family Papers, Filson Historical Society; Michael R. Haines, “The White Population of the
United States, 1790–1820,” in A Population History of North America, ed. Michael R. Haines
and Richard Hall Steckel (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 2000), 305–70; Elizabeth Haven Appleton, In Memory of Elizabeth Haven Appleton Is Printed This Selection of Her Lectures
(Cincinnati: Robert Clarke and Company, 1891), 261; and also see Short and Richardson, “A
Chronological Record.”
26. Mary W. M. Hargreaves and James F. Hopkins, eds., The Papers of Henry Clay, vol. 6,
Secretary of State, 1827 (Lexington: Univ. Press of Kentucky, 1981), 227; Marquis James, The
Life of Andrew Jackson (New York: Garden City Publishing, 1940), 855–56; Lawrence Stone,
Road to Divorce: England, 1537–1987 (Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 1990), 231–33.
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ate status, marriage to Short resolved those concerns. The match may have
held social benefits for each partner, and the life created for the children
who soon arrived was not unpleasant. Maria was lonely when Peyton was
absent on countless long business excursions and Peyton also missed his
family while away. Despite the financial misfortunes that dogged the impulsive and careless Short, he situated his family in appropriate comfort in the
fashionable Kentucky town of Lexington, where they eventually owned an
impressive country estate in addition to a house in town.
If Symmes had serious doubts about the match, he did not act on them as
he did later before daughter Anna’s marriage to Harrison. Symmes withdrew
his prior permission, apparently doubting Harrison’s ability to support Anna,
despite his impressive pedigree. Certainly Symmes expected that the remarkably beautiful, serious, and well-educated Anna could make any number of
favorable matches. When the couple married anyway, Symmes became estranged for a time. On the other hand, Maria’s marriage proceeded smoothly
and soon Symmes had involved Short—and his inheritance—in land deals.
He also expected Short to lobby Congress on his behalf regarding his Ohio
tract. Moreover, Symmes apparently gave Short’s judgment some respect
early on, for facing a trip to Congress alone; he wrote Short that he “wished
for your counsel.”27
After Maria’s untimely death, Symmes worked more avidly to influence
her sons’ development. Over the next several years, however, crises followed
heartache, creating in Symmes a more overt longing for family connection.
He was still mourning Maria’s loss when Congress rejected his request for
flexibility on the boundaries of his territorial holdings. Land buyers, many
now holding invalid titles, began to file claims against Symmes.28 In New
Jersey the next year, 1803, he was arrested on three warrants by claimants
from that state. Unable to pay bond, Symmes offered his old New Jersey
homestead, Solitude, to secure the debenture.29
The possibility of losing this beloved Jersey farm dismayed Symmes. There,
three decades earlier, he and first wife Anna Tuthill had joined thirteen-yearold Maria in welcoming baby sister Anna, and only a year later, grieving the
untimely death of Mrs. Symmes. Symmes had been left motherless himself
as a boy and was subsequently raised by maternal grandparents. Similarly,
the widowed Symmes sent toddler Anna into the care of his wife’s influential
27. Owens, Mr. Jefferson’s Hammer, 39–40; John Cleves Symmes to Peyton Short, Nov. 14,
1796, Short-Symmes-Harrison Papers, Library of Congress; Short and Richardson, “A Chronological Record.”
28. Bond, Correspondence, 20. On Symmes’s troubled land dealings, see Brown, “‘This
Unpleasant Business.’”
29. Bond, Intimate Letters, xvii, xviii; Bond, Correspondence, 21; Faris, Romance of Forgotten Men, 181–82.
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Long Island family. This pattern was common among planter families, too.
Upon her death, Maria’s children were divided between the households of
Short’s two Lexington sisters.30
During this time, Symmes was mired by legal and financial trouble, the
care of his Cincinnati-area farm, and the demands of his massive frontier legal circuit. Still, he imagined himself playing an important patriarchal role to
Maria’s motherless children, especially the boys, to whom he wrote regularly.
Symmes hoped his enormous speculative undertaking would one day provide his grandchildren with “an elegant situation.” He purchased Ohio acreage for the boys near his own, planning that it generate lifelong rents once
developed, just as Jersey land they received through their mother’s estate was
already doing. Symmes envisioned for them lives of status and wealth, tempered by the work necessary to pursue a rural gentleman’s life.31
Familiar with the advantages of favorable social connections, Symmes
meant to teach his grandsons gentle manners, to “make every body love you
and speak well of you.”32 However, family offered the truly reliable bonds,
so Symmes constantly emphasized loyalty, even in the case of step-relatives.
When Short’s second wife, Jane Henry, died in 1808, a consoling Symmes
referred to the loss of the boys’ “late deceased mother,” terms he might have
reserved for his beloved Maria. He always sent love to little Anna and urged
the boys to court her affections also: “[A]bove all things, you must love and
take care of your dear little sister Anna.”33 Of all that Symmes tried to instill
in the boys, honoring the bonds of family was most important to him.
Longing constantly for his grandsons’ companionship, Symmes felt especially alone after 1808 when Susanna Livingston, whom he had married in
1794, deserted Symmes permanently to return to her prestigious New York
family.34 Moreover, a number of enemies lived nearby. Symmes suspected
that episodes of arson on his property were the work of disgruntled clients or
tenants; some of the latter had threatened retaliation when he tried to collect
long-overdue rents. Symmes shared his sense of isolation with the boys over
the years, and frustration at how difficult it was to find trustworthy hired
help, which kept him from visiting them as much as he wanted.35
30. Bond, Intimate Letters, xvi–xvii, xxiii.
31. Symmes to Charles Short, Nov. 7, 1809, and Feb. 23, 1810, Bond, Intimate Letters, 34,
35–38.
32. Symmes to Charles Short, June 2, 1803, Bond, Intimate Letters, 1.
33. Symmes to John Cleves Short, May 21, 1808, and Symmes to John Cleves Short and
Charles Short, June 2, 1803, Bond, Intimate Letters, 3, 26.
34. Bond, Intimate Letters, xxv–xxvi; Cuyler Reynolds, ed., Genealogy and Family History
of Southern New York and the Hudson River Valley, vol. 3 (New York: Lewis Historical Publishing Company, 1914), 1336.
35. Symmes to Charles Short, Mar. 8, 1809, Apr. 9, 1810, and to John Cleves Short, Aug. 3,
1807, Bond, Intimate Letters, 25, 29–30, 38–40. See also Symmes to John Cleves Short, Mar. 3,
1811, Bond, Correspondence, 303.
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Symmes’s most meaningful frontier community consisted almost entirely of close family members, myriad other connections notwithstanding.
Spread mainly across the trans-Appalachian West, they were his source of
emotional wholeness, and Symmes felt their absence intensely. After a day
herding cattle, Symmes penned a poignant letter to John. “My dear Grandson,” he wrote, “ . . . I missed you exceedingly, and I fear it will be long
before we go again together.”36 Land and legal difficulties in New Jersey and
Ohio, Maria’s death, and a failed marriage left Symmes wishing for a closer
bond with family and more meaningful connection to John and Charles.
Despite the increased distance between them, Symmes was pleased when
seventeen-year-old John began studies at Princeton in New Jersey in 1809.
There, predicted Symmes, “you will meet with hundreds who are acquainted
with your grand-pah.” He hoped Charles, then fifteen, would soon follow.37
The previous year, their stepmother of six years died after the birth of a baby
son, who died four months later. Peyton’s marriage to Jane Henry had only
cemented the Henrys of New Jersey society to the Short and Symmes families, as Jane had been not only Maria’s dear friend, but the sister of Symmes’s
second wife. Jane’s demise now left the boys and their sister, as well as several
younger half-siblings, motherless. Fortunately, her mother, whom Symmes
always called Mama Henry, remained in the Short home to oversee the family. Probably much to her relief, the boys were often away at school. So by
the time John went off to Princeton, fulfilling the dearest hopes of his grandfather, the family was managing fairly well, despite the recent death of Jane
Henry Short. However, a family crisis that began late that year soon changed
the complexion of Symmes’s concern for the boys. Their father, through unsuccessful land speculations and injudicious business agreements, suffered a
spectacular collapse.38
Despite owning land in Ohio, Kentucky, and New Jersey, Short found
himself in late 1809 in a real financial mess. He overestimated his speculative
abilities, even in Symmes’s Miami tract, and payments came due well beyond
what he could cover by the usual means. When gentlemen speculators like
Short owed payments or taxes beyond what they could raise, the result of a specie shortage in the emerging West, they often asked friends to cover for them
or sold other holdings. The Virginia gentry were notorious for loose personal
36. Symmes to John Cleves Short, Dec. 18, 1804, Bond, Intimate Letters, 18. Carolyn Earle
Billingsley suggests that scholars consider kinship as “a discrete category of analysis complementary to and potentially as powerful as race, class, and gender.” See Carolyn Earle Billings
ley, Communities of Kinship: Antebellum Families and the Settlement of the Cotton Frontier
(Athens: Univ. of Georgia Press, 2004), 1.
37. Symmes to John Cleves Short, Jan. 1, 1806, and to Charles Short, Feb. 22, 1809, Bond,
Intimate Letters, 18, 22.
38. Details of extended family connections appear in Short and Richardson, “A Chronological Record.”
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business arrangements and averse to asking about intentions to repay. Men in
Short’s world apologized dramatically when initiating inquiries, assuring the
debtor that only an extreme present shortness of cash could induce them to
even mention the matter. Successful relationships often depended less on actually managing business affairs well, which few did, than on promoting—and
protecting—reputations as men of honor.39
Rapidly running out of options, however, Short thought he could devise
a possible way out; he would sell the plantation outside Lexington and concentrate his family at the house in town. Short hid from that buyer the fact
that he had secretly placed a lien on part of the property to guarantee another debt, and hoped that he could use the earliest payments on the plantation to quietly remove the lien. However, the holder of the lien revealed
the scheme. Feeling duped, the potential buyer of the plantation publicized
Short’s secret machinations and abandoned the deal.40
Short knew now that he appeared as a schemer, not an honorable man
whom gentlemen could trust in business dealings. Moreover, he expected
every man to whom he owed money would rush to collect before his assets
were depleted, possibly leading to his family’s complete devastation. As he
later explained, this “derangement of my finances . . . produced a restlessness
among my creditors . . . and excite[d] an alarm in the heart of every man to
whom I owed a schilling.” Short envisioned his family “turned into the streets
without a way to cover their heads or a cent wherewith to buy them bread.”
He was a man of prestige who owned one of Kentucky’s finest estates, “well
stocked” with slaves and cattle. Facing a “fatal dilemma” and with his reputation crumbling, Short now feared others might view him as a man “standing
on the brink of ruin.”41
Deranged with panic, Short hastily devised a plan to escape the horrible
events about to befall him: he ran. Hurriedly drafting powers of attorney
naming the boys’ two local uncles—each married to one of Peyton’s sisters—
he fled Lexington for other Kentucky lands he owned and managed. Un39. Kenneth S. Greenberg also recognizes this honor-based system of personal loans and
relates it to the larger culture of planter gifts that maintained their superiority as a class. See
Kenneth S. Greenberg, Honor and Slavery: Lies, Duels, Noses, Masks, Dressing as a Woman,
Gifts, Strangers, Humanitarianism, Death, Slave Rebellions, the Proslavery Argument, Baseball,
Hunting, Gambling in the Old South (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1996), 78–80.
40. Short details his financial collapse in letters to Frederick Ridgeley and Charles Wilkins
in late 1809 and 1810 in the Short-Symmes-Harrison Papers, Library of Congress. However,
letters exchanged between other men in Peyton’s circle during that period illuminate the
details considerably.
41. Peyton Short, undated statement, Short-Symmes-Harrison Papers, Library of Congress.
This document appears to have been written in late 1809 or early 1810 and was probably included in a letter to either Frederick Ridgeley or Charles Wilkins. Also see Peyton Short to
Messr’s Charles Wilkins or Doctor Frederick Ridgeley, Oct. 22, 1809, Short-Symmes-Harrison
Papers, Library of Congress; Short and Richardson, “A Chronological Record.”
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expectedly collecting some money there, he began to realize that he could
live as cheaply on horseback as at home. So, Short departed on a grand tour,
also scouting for land in which to speculate later and recoup his fortune.
He wandered through states and territories for well over a year and went
nowhere near Kentucky. This behavior demonstrated the essence of Peyton
Short, who was an impulsive dreamer and failed chaser of grand schemes
and fast fortunes.42
The escape route initially resembled the one he suggested to Rachel Robards as he planned their flight from her husband. The Louisiana Purchase
had since added much of the lower Mississippi Valley to United States holdings, but Short rode on to Florida, still under Spanish control, and imagined
pursuing a life of true opulence there with much smaller investment.
Short left a little money and store credit with the aging Mama Henry,
who had been overseeing the household since Jane’s death the year before.
Periodically he wrote his uncle, begging him to watch over his “deranged
affairs” and “distressed family,” whom he dared not see “until the stain in
some measure subsides at home.” Uncertain of exactly how his family felt
about him now, Short pleaded with Uncle Ridgeley to consider him dead
and the children “bereaved orphans . . . consigned to the mercy of the
world.” Short announced his plan: “by some bold effort, either regain my
former standing in society or sink forever in the attempt.” He said he longed
to hear how his children fared, but Short’s unpredictable travel pattern did
not allow mail to reach him efficiently, possibly because he also wished to
avoid being reminded of abandoned responsibilities. Moreover, word soon
spread that financial association with Short had contributed somehow to
the recent loss of Mrs. Henry’s personal wealth. It was all finally too much
for poor old Mrs. Henry, who died during Short’s absence.43 The younger
children were again divided among kindly local relatives. Fortunately, John
and Charles already spent much of their time boarding at school.
Symmes was furious even before realizing what would be the eventual
length of Short’s flight from his personal reality. He had wanted rents on some
New Jersey lands to fund John at Princeton, but Short had begun selling those
lands. Symmes forgot an earlier caveat to the boys that gentlemen never speak
ill of others. He railed against Peyton’s “cruelty” and “imprudence,” charging
that he had effectively “disinherited” John and Charles.44 Short apparently
42. On the occasional “unsettled disposition” of males migrating to the frontier Southwest, see Joan Cashin, A Family Venture: Men and Women on the Southern Frontier (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Univ. Press, 1994), 36.
43. Peyton Short to Frederick Ridgeley, Dec. 22, 1809, and Jan. 20, 1810 (dated 1809 in error);
and James Henry to Charles Wilkins, Jan. 26, 1810, Short-Symmes-Harrison Papers, Library of
Congress.
44. Symmes to Charles Short, Feb. 23, 1810, and July 3, 1810, Bond, Intimate Letters, 36, 43. Also
see Symmes to Charles Short, Jan. 4, 1815, Short-Symmes-Harrison Papers, Library of Congress.
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crossed a line that signaled he no longer deserved to be treated as a gentleman, even before his own sons. For Symmes, Short crossed that boundary
when he risked his grandsons’ fortunes along with Short’s own.
Symmes’s letters acquired an urgent tone for the next two years as he
desperately sought to bring John home and, as the boys’ closest male relative besides Short, attempted to chart their paths. Their calamitous finances
and Symmes’s own fiscal difficulties forced the conclusion that a young
man without enough property already in hand to guarantee his support
should train for a professional career and leverage connections to the regional elite. Meanwhile, Short chased dreams as the Lexington uncles-bymarriage oversaw the care of his children. Prominent physician Frederick
Ridgeley and Charles Wilkins, a successful merchant, deserved the boys’
complete cooperation and obedience, Symmes urged his grandsons. Short’s
absence from overseeing the boys’ futures allowed other male relatives to
claim de facto fatherly roles. Symmes occasionally suggested that the boys
might choose their own paths, but preferred posing as family patriarch. He
urged Charles to “fly immediately to me” when his school term ended and
wanted both boys in Ohio to assess their “talents” and acquaint them with
the “more respectable parts of the inhabitants.”45
A gentlemanly competition ensued as Symmes and the uncles negotiated
their roles. Ridgeley visited Symmes to report the alarming state of affairs.
Later Symmes, observing that letters to Lexington went unanswered, suspected he was being left out of the process. He was partly right. The uncles
confided by letter to William Short—who was, unfortunately, residing again
overseas—that they meant just to “indulge the old man” until Short sent
some instruction. Wilkins also admitted that they feared crossing Symmes
too much might “enrage” him and endanger the “expectation” of John and
his family to receive some inheritance from Symmes. Granting that the uncles had the boys’ welfare “as much at heart as is possible for the best of
men to have,” Symmes still confided to Charles that “we may not perfectly
agree as to the measures that are to be pursued.” Symmes may have overasserted his patriarchal role early on. “John must be a lawyer,” he had insisted
to Charles, “but what I shall make of you, my dear grandson, I can better decide when you come to live with me.” The tug-of-war over directing the boys’
futures abated while Short continued to roam. For now, John would live with
Symmes and study law, although the uncles viewed time with Symmes “not
profitably spent.” A conciliatory Symmes wrote Charles to disregard earlier
instructions to join him immediately: “I now release you of this call.”46
45. Symmes to Charles Short, Nov. 7, 1809, Bond, Intimate Letters, 33–34.
46. Symmes to Charles Short, Apr. 9, 1810, Feb. 23, 1810, and Apr. 14, 1810, Bond, Intimate
Letters, 35–42. Also see Charles Wilkins to William Short, Oct. 25, 1810, Short Family Papers,
Filson Historical Society.
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Symmes presented Charles with three career choices: “Law, physic [i.e.,
medicine], and commerce are open before you.” He added, “I can aid you in
either which you may prefer.”47 Doubtless Symmes could guide an aspiring
lawyer, but asserting that he could position Charles favorably in commerce
or medicine may reveal a desire to leverage his involvement in the boys’
futures. The uncles, already successful in those very occupations, probably
could offer more potential patronage and connections. Symmes, however,
warned that the boys could not “live in Kentucky reputably without Negroes,” and commanded that they “must both settle on this side of the Ohio.”
He urged them to consider the merits of locating on free Ohio soil, where “a
man . . . may go from the bench of the supreme court to his woodpile” and
still be respected.48
Would-be patriarch Symmes could imagine his grandsons practicing
law or medicine, which, as true professions, were regulated voluntarily by
practitioners also imbued with great social trust.49 Granted, true country
gentlemen did not depend solely upon such careers for income. He had
long urged the boys to learn widely, hoping they might become “judges or
members of Congress, [or] something still higher.” Such men controlled the
national flow of justice and law, so he exhorted them to “learn men and the
world,” hopeful that one day they might partake in that exchange. Symmes
recognized the relative ease with which he could help an aspiring lawyer,
for despite regulating access to the bar, Ohio still allowed apprenticeships
and left decision making to other legal practitioners. Symmes had saved his
law library for John’s eventual use, and, although continually cash-poor,
he expected he could barter land or horses to cover apprenticeship with a
colleague. Recognizing that John must leave Princeton, Symmes simultaneously defended his own informal training and validity as the older male relative capable of launching John’s career. Besides, he rationalized, the “damp
walls of a college” only led to “mental rust.”50
Above all, Symmes’s concern for the boys’ future plans following Short’s
failure was for their financial security. Choosing marketable professions underlay that strategy. Lacking independent means, they would have to com47. Symmes to Charles Short, Feb. 23, 1810, Bond, Intimate Letters, 38.
48. Symmes to Charles Short, Apr. 9, 1810, Bond, Intimate Letters, 39.
49. Daniel H. Calhoun, Professional Lives in America: Structure and Aspiration 1750–1850
(Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 1965), 4; Michael Grossberg, “Institutionalizing Masculinity: The Law as a Masculine Profession,” in Meanings for Manhood: Constructions of Masculinity in Victorian America, ed. Mark C. Carnes and Clyde Griffen (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago
Press, 1990), 134.
50. Symmes to Charles Short, June 2, 1803, and Feb. 23, 1810, Bond, Intimate Letters, 2, 37.
Also see Watson, “The Early Judiciary, Early Laws, and Bar of Ohio,” 150; Wood, The Radicalism
of the American Revolution, 344; Grossberg, “Institutionalizing Masculinity,” 134; Symmes to
Charles Short, Apr. 9, 1810, and Feb. 23, 1810, Bond, Intimate Letters, 36–39.
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pete in a rapidly changing environment, now “doubly called upon to exert
[them]selves” to remedy their father’s “folly.” With “application to oeconomy and business,” Symmes predicted the boys might still go “through life
in very easy circumstances.”51
They would still compete as gentlemen, if Symmes had any say. He
pushed the tenets of good behavior: “[B]e studious, be prudent, careful and
wise . . . improve yourself also in suavity of manners [and] be genteel in
your deportment.” Symmes presented an organic ideal, never separating
the encouragement of personal virtues and social graces from instruction
on how to make and save money. The benefits of virtue were as axiomatic
to him as they were to Benjamin Franklin. Men achieved success by developing admirable traits, although Symmes’s maxims existed alongside a
reminder of the value of appearances and advantageous connections.52
All was pragmatic, designed not only to win his grandsons general respect,
but maintain a lifestyle identifying them with the elite, the wellspring from
which patronage and favorable connections might flow. Symmes panicked
when Short’s affairs crashed, making him unable to guarantee the boys’ status. The crisis not only endangered their financial futures, but—equally vital
to their eventual well-being in Symmes’s mind—their ability to claim the respect of neighbors and peers.
Given Short’s fine education, manners, and pedigree, plus Lexington’s
reputation as a cultural center and the presence of devoted kin there, it seems
remarkable that Symmes had felt so compelled over the years to instruct the
boys in such careful detail. Perhaps he feared they might follow after those
many planters’ sons who became unruly and profligate before finally settling down. On the other hand, Short also wrote them occasionally regarding
proper conduct, and although his letters were much shorter and not nearly as
didactic as Symmes’s, Short made clear his expectation of generally respectable behavior. Lorri Glover maintains that “drinking, gambling, sexual experimentation, and dueling and other forms of orchestrated violence” were “accepted and even encouraged in southern male culture” and did not negatively
impact a man’s place in “genteel society.” Even though there is no evidence
that either grandson was ever prone to those particular behaviors, “Southern
scions” were typically raised “with a strong sense of self-satisfaction and little
inclination toward obedience.” Symmes clearly felt the boys would benefit
from his influence, especially after Maria’s death. Short had offered to duel
with Robards over his wife. In the lack of self-awareness that seems central
51. Symmes to Charles Short, Nov. 7, 1809, July 3 and Apr. 9, 1810, Bond, Intimate Letters,
34, 43, 39.
52. Symmes to Charles Short, July 3, 1810, Bond, Intimate Letters, 42–44; Benjamin Franklin, Memoirs, quoted in John G. Cawelti, The Apostles of the Self-Made Man (Chicago: Univ. of
Chicago Press, 1965), 16.
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to Symmes’s nature, he viewed Short’s overreaching tendencies as different
from his own—perhaps he even saw it as evidence of the planter’s gambling
mindset. In any case, Symmes put a lot more of his instructions to paper than
did Short, and they were not only much more detailed, but encouraged behaviors decidedly opposite those that characterized many elite young men in
the early national South.53
When Maria married a Virginia planter’s son and moved to Lexington,
Symmes bemoaned her situation in a letter to James Henry, the uncle of
Symmes’s deceased second wife. “Poor, dear Maria, she seems lost to us all,
and buried at Lexington in a circle of strangers.”54 Symmes viewed the New
Jersey Henry clan as part of his own extended family circle, but could not
imagine the “strangers” among whom Maria was metaphorically “buried”—
including her new husband’s family circle—in quite the same potential light.
For a man such as Symmes, broadly acquainted with the nation’s regions and
its influential men, this seems a rather parochial statement, unless Symmes
felt some kind of permanent chasm existed. Without being overtly chauvinistic, he still preferred northern culture to that exemplified by the southern
gentry. When his other daughter also married one of Virginia’s westering
sons, Symmes knew he would have to make the best of it to remain emotionally close to his daughters and their children.
After Maria’s death, Symmes hoped to instill a sense that her family still
had significant influence in the boys’ lives. In a sense they were the ones now
potentially “lost” to him and “buried” among the same people Symmes could
once only envision as strangers, despite Maria’s marriage to Short. Doubtless Symmes also suspected that his childhood had suffered in the absence
of his parents, as had his baby daughter’s when she was sent to live with
her deceased mother’s family. In each case grandparents had accepted the
obligation of child rearing. Symmes may have wondered if Virginia planter
ways would now prevail without Maria’s potentially tempering influence,
especially since the two Lexington aunts were Short’s sisters. His daughters’
marriages intertwined Symmes’s family deeply with the Virginia migrant
culture of Kentucky, where transplanted planters’ sons dominated affairs almost from the start. Symmes occasionally assessed his grandsons’ upbringing by contrasting it with his own Yankee beginning. He thought the boys’

53. Lorri Glover, “‘Let Us Manufacture Men’: Educating Elite Boys in the Early National
South,” in Southern Manhood: Perspectives on Masculinity in the Old South, ed. Craig Thompson Friend and Lorri Glover (Athens: Univ. of Georgia Press, 2004), 22–47; Lorri Glover,
Southern Sons: Becoming Men in the New Nation (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 2007), 28. Also
see Bertram Wyatt-Brown, Southern Honor: Ethics and Behavior in the Old South (Oxford:
Oxford Univ. Press, 1982), 161–65.
54. Appleton, Lectures, 261; John Cleves Symmes to Charles Short, Apr. 9, 1810, William
Henry Harrison Papers, Indiana Historical Society.
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schooling started too late; Symmes’s had begun before he was even three
years old. Widowed Virginia planters were notorious for stashing children
with relatives, then “dissipating” their way to another wife, even if they were
barely able to support the first family. Given circumstances, Symmes easily
could worry whether Short had the determination and wherewithal to protect the boys’ futures when he began his second family, and certainly knew
otherwise by 1810.55
Actually, Symmes and Short were more alike than Symmes would ever
have wanted to admit. They instructed the boys similarly, emphasizing
classical history and diligence in study, standard training for prospective
gentlemen. The difference in this regard was one more of degree than content. Granted, Symmes spilled a lot of ink on the topic of deportment and
manners, but of the two men, he was probably less convinced that the boys’
future status might ride comfortably atop their pedigree. It was something
that in his experience partly had to be learned. Both men were grasping
and careless, chasing dreams larger than managerial skills could produce.
Each wound up selling land with unsecured titles while trying to become
a wealthy gentleman land magnate. And when each man failed—and each
failed spectacularly—he complained that persecutory enemies meant to
rob him of the legitimate rewards of sacrifice and hard work.
For a long time Symmes had no hesitation in upholding Short as a man to
be honored and respected, and before Short’s collapse, he reminded the boys
that much respect was owed their “honored pah.” At some point he must
have learned of the “Spanish Conspiracy,” as the Wilkinson intrigue came
to be called. By the time of the adultery hearing, he certainly also knew of
Short’s scandalous foiled attempt to steal a fellow gentleman’s wife. Within a
few years of Maria’s marriage, Symmes had to know that Short was in financial trouble, the aftermath of his foolish connections to the slippery Wilkinson. And by 1802, when William Short arrived stateside to check on Peyton’s
management of their affairs, Symmes must have heard of William’s extreme
displeasure at finding their assets rapidly dwindling due to Peyton’s impulsive speculations. Doubtless, eventually Symmes knew all of these things.
Outwardly, he urged the boys to respect their father, but perhaps the awareness of Short’s uneven past is one more reason Symmes wrote the boys such
careful instructions and watched them so wistfully from afar.
Intense familial affection was common to many planter families in the
South. However, Short’s sons felt his relationship to them was distant and
55. John Cleves Symmes to Anna Symmes Harrison, Dec. 10, 1802, William Henry Harrison Papers, Indiana Historical Society; David Hackett Fischer and James C. Kelley, Bound
Away: Virginia and the Westward Movement (Charlottesville: Univ. of Virginia Press, 2000),
especially 159. The “dissipating” comment comes from William Short and is quoted in Short
and Richardson, “A Chronological Record.”
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reserved. Parenting and grandparenting styles likely varied widely. Given
Symmes’s connections to both the New England and middle Atlantic regions, the salient cultural referents informing his own fatherhood or grandfatherhood remain unclear, but surely he valued the precious nature of family relations partly because he himself had been deprived of some of them
over the years. The hallmarks of affectionate care typical among colonial
New England fathers—concern for children’s proper behavior and education—were foremost among the concerns Symmes expressed regarding his
grandsons’ development.56
Despite the judge’s tender slant, scholars who offer instead a grasping, quarrelsome, and self-centered Symmes are not necessarily incorrect in their assessments. The ugly realities of an uncertain economy exacted the same toll from
the most confirmed gentleman that it demanded from everyone else. Apparently, land speculation and failure created a Symmes whose behavior ventured
away from reflecting his personal ideal. However, as long as he believed his
grandsons possessed the certainty of a secure and easy future, Symmes could
promote the illusion that men of pure gentility still rose above the fray. The
boys’ financial crisis forced Symmes to finally verbalize the changes he already
embodied, but clearly hoped would not become part of the permanent landscape confronting men in the Ohio River regions of the new republic.
Symmes was a man of the new nation. The texture of his life included influences from New England, the middle Atlantic, the South, and the emerging West—on both sides of the Ohio River. His life was not tied completely
to any particular American region, but at the same time connected loosely to
all of them. That being the case, Symmes seemed to fit in wherever duty took
him, in civic affairs and in life. To be sure, he made enemies. Political enemies
he expected; vengeful purchasers of confused land titles he thought were responsible for their own problems.
In the Ohio Valley and frontier Kentucky, Symmes blended fairly seamlessly into a world that, despite the diversity of its inhabitants, was closely
tied to and often dominated by migrating Virginia planters. For the sake
of relations with his daughters’ families, somehow Symmes kept his own
negative views of southern slave culture from creating serious rifts with
slaveholding associates or relatives. The Shorts’ large Kentucky plantation
56. Cynthia A. Kierner, “Martha Jefferson and the American Revolution in Virginia,” in
Children and Youth in a New Nation, ed. James Marten (New York: New York Univ. Press,
2009), 30; Stephen M. Frank, Life with Father: Parenthood and Masculinity in the Nineteenth
Century (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Univ. Press, 1998), 2; Wilson, Ye Heart of a Man, 115–39.
Stephen Frank cautions that a “wide range of parental behavior and beliefs” characterized
the nineteenth-century northern fathers he studied. See Frank, Life with Father, 2. Given
Symmes’s connections to both New England and the middle Atlantic region, the salient cultural referents that informed his own fatherhood or grandfatherhood remain unclear. No
work on grandfatherhood as a separate condition exists.
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was “well stocked” with slaves, and even Jersey native Mama Henry apparently purchased slaves after moving to Lexington. Symmes and Harrison,
his other son-in-law, shared the labor shortage frustrations common to the
Old Northwest, where slavery was banned by the Northwest Ordinance.
However, Harrison threw his influence as Indiana Territory governor into a
movement there to circumvent the ban; indeed, Harrison and others there
kept slaves or “indentured servants,” as some called them.57
For Virginia-born Harrison, establishing himself as a slaveholder could
allow him to reclaim a social rank that had diminished some alongside a
small paternal inheritance that he had mismanaged. Men of his background
certainly never expected to do much labor on their own extensive lands.
Symmes, however, took some pride in his agricultural activities, although
he despaired of finding reliable and loyal help. He was among Ohio Country settlers residing north of the river who believed Kentuckians generally
lacked ambition or a work ethic, characteristics northerners often assigned
to southerners and attributed to the cultural impact of slavery.58
When Short’s absence lengthened, Symmes took advantage of the vacuum to press the boys to plan living on free soil, which Short may have later
resented. “You must both settle on this side of the Ohio,” he insisted. “You
cannot live in Kentucky reputably without negroes.” Symmes claimed slaves
were not only unnecessary in Ohio, but “a curse here to the master” because
“lowbred whites” were “always conspiring with the black to rob their owner.”
Here, boasted Symmes, “a man may feed and saddle his own horse without
danger of losing either his bride or his election, or may go from the bench
of the Supreme Court to his woodpile, chop his wood and make his own fire
without danger of having his legal judgments set aside as vulgar errors.”59
Emboldened by the recent calamity, Symmes promoted the superiority
of free soil to the slave South while downplaying the labor frustrations that
dogged large landowners in a region where slaves were banned and potential employees could often afford their own plots. Symmes defended his
honor as a man who occasionally performed hard labor while asserting that
the boys’ path to living “reputably” was an easier one to travel in free Ohio.
Symmes’s plea was couched in decidedly pragmatic language, but it also
hints that he felt a little defensive.

57. Paul Finkelman, An Imperfect Union: Slavery, Federalism, and Comity (Union, N.J.:
Lawbook Exchange, Ltd., 2000), 85; Owens, Mr. Jefferson’s Hammer, 68; Cayton, Frontier Indiana, 187–93.
58. Cayton, Frontier Indiana, 187; and Nicole Etcheson, The Emerging Midwest: Upland
Southerners and the Political Culture of the Old Northwest, 1787–1861 (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana Univ. Press, 1996), 6–7.
59. Symmes to Charles Short, Apr. 9, 1810, John Cleves Symmes Papers, Indiana Historical
Society. Also see Bond, Intimate Letters, 39.
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Symmes kept a fairly low profile regarding his feelings on slavery, despite
his upbringing in a family that supposedly opposed it strongly. As territorial judge he occasionally ruled on cases involving illegal servitude, and
had even freed two slaves brought into the region. However, family attachments and the aspiration he shared with his sons-in-law to become wealthy
gentlemen land magnates kept Symmes focused on harmonious relations.
It took the boys’ financial crisis to stir Symmes to press openly for their
relocation to free soil, but apart from a little tension between Symmes and
the two uncles, family relations apparently suffered little upset as a result.60
There was an ongoing conflict, however, one that only Symmes and Short
knew much about and the significance of which was not lost on either man.
Symmes may not have paraded his attachment to his ancestral past, but as the
boys grew older, he realized how much he wanted them to connect in a meaningful way to their Symmes heritage. It had begun with their maternal inheritance of Symmes family land in New Jersey. When control of it went to Short,
supposedly in trust for the boys, Symmes realized that Short would rather sell
and invest in western acreage. For other Jersey land Short controlled, that was
fine, but Symmes hoped that portion closely tied to his early history would
remain for descendants to visit, as well as provide college income for John.
Wanting the boys to appreciate their eastern roots, Symmes described for
them in lengthy detail a journey about which he fantasized whereby he escorted them to those lands for which he was so sentimental, what Symmes
called “that hallowed ground.” Regarding the property where he was born,
Symmes pointedly exclaimed, “Hallowed spot on earth! Were it mine I would
not exchange it for a kingdom.” Symmes proposed also to tour New England
and pay homage at the graves of long-dead ancestors. Certain lands signified
respect for heritage. Toward that end, Symmes gave the boys Ohio land near
his own, hoping they might one day settle near him.61
Short understood the vocabulary of heritage; it was a language the planter
aristocracy spoke flawlessly. Bertram Wyatt-Brown notes, however, that
“some Northern families were as conscious of lineage, honor, and patriarchal
authority as Southern families were.”62 While Symmes did not wear his ancestral consciousness as overtly as did Boston Brahmins, he still promoted the
respectability of his grandsons’ maternal background. The problem was that it
really did reside, figuratively speaking, in the background. Doubtless Symmes
wearied of hearing Short’s maternal relatives referred to with the titles of English nobility. With Maria gone, Symmes knew that after his own death, there
would be few tangible reminders that the boys had ancestral connections to
something other than the Virginia and Kentucky planter aristocracy.
60. Bond, Intimate Letters, xxix–xxx; Owens, Mr. Jefferson’s Hammer, 39.
61. John Cleves Symmes to Charles Short, Mar. 8, 1809, Bond, Intimate Letters, 29–33.
62. Wyatt-Brown, Southern Honor, 127.
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By leaving John and Charles patrimony gifts in Ohio land, Symmes hoped
to guide them toward gentlemanly futures, plant their roots on free soil in a
region founded by a remembered grandfather, and create a sense of permanence that they could pass on to their own sons. Rents produced on ancestral
New Jersey land would supplement their incomes and give them reason to
go back East periodically, where Symmes expected they would be thankful
that they would gaze upon the former possession of their grandfather not as
outsiders, exiles from its precious memories. At least that is what Symmes
insisted to Short when Short first talked about selling it.
Short secretly nurtured a different idea of patrimony. Lands specifically
assigned to either boy pulled attention—and assets—away from creating the
best family estate Short could acquire. This was the true heritage, what would
one day pass to his sons. In keeping with planter culture, Short envisioned
that young sons’ ambitions should be to preserve the family fortune and focus
honor upon their father. At one point, Short complained bitterly that Symmes
expected that land gifts to his sons-in-law would be held by them for future
generations, a stipulation Symmes placed upon no others. Short marked it up
to “jealousy,” but should have realized Symmes did not want his ancestral lands
or the memories they evoked leveraged to increase Short’s personal estate.63
At the time of Short’s collapse, Symmes had plenty of reasons to be angry. Short abandoned his children, was unreachable for over a year, and so
strained his dead wife’s mother—Symmes’s own beloved former motherin-law—that she soon died as well. However, what really enraged Symmes
seems rather minor by comparison—that Short had begun the sale of John’s
New Jersey lands. For all Symmes knew, those payments were funding John
at Princeton that very term. But Symmes had pointedly predicted to Short
earlier that when John went to Princeton, he would grieve to lose his connection to lands tied to Symmes’s lineage. And while no evidence indicates
that John felt so inclined—in fact, Short had challenged Symme’s claim at the
time—the point Short should have seen was that Symmes cared deeply, and
hoped that when John got to New Jersey, he too would learn to care. When
Symmes raged that Short’s collapse had disinherited John, he meant it in the
most literal sense, that of taking away John’s maternal heritage.
Just as Symmes might have expected, Short’s eventual recovery, if it can
be called that, eventually was funded partly from assets that Symmes always
meant for the boys. When John reached legal age, Short had him leverage
those holdings to help develop Kentucky land that Short was buying, another too-good-to-be-true opportunity that in the end really was. Short had
63. Ibid., 120–21; Peyton Short to John Cleves Symmes (unnamed), Short-Symmes-Harrison
Papers, Library of Congress. Facts in the letter date its writing to somewhere between 1794 and
1809.
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once insisted that Symmes’s assessment of him was misplaced; he would
never endanger his children’s inheritance. Moreover, he noted, “We have
both passed through a rigid discipline in the school of adversity. If our respective sufferings have not inspired our bosoms with a mutual sympathy,
they ought at least to have taught us a lesson of charitable forbearance.”64
Symmes never agreed.
In 1813 Symmes was broke, living in Cincinnati with the Harrisons and
possibly suffering early symptoms of the cancer that killed him the next year.
Days passed with infrequent contact from John and none from Charles, in
medical school in Philadelphia. He had long ceased sending greetings to their
“honored pah” in letters to the boys—now men, actually. John had finished
legal training, but was prone to moodiness, and for a time flitted from one
life plan to another, which alarmed Short, ironically. But Short needed John’s
full commitment to leverage all their assets toward creating for himself—he
said for his whole family—a new Kentucky estate. Repeatedly, he appealed
to John’s sense of family loyalty. He asked John to sympathize with the “late
as well as present state of my affairs,” which, “like a once robust constitution”
had been “shocked by a most violent combination of disorders.” Likening his
estate to a convalescing patient, Short reminded John that he was the chosen
physician whose “fidelity and care” might cure the “disease,” while “neglect”
or “mismanagement” would likely bring “death and dissolution.”65
The boys knew well their father’s dramatic tendencies, and John probably took that into account when he read this overdrawn metaphor of estate
as the very essence of life. In other correspondence, Short had been blunt:
they had assets he needed to rebuild the family plantation, which was meant
to become later a traditional inheritance of planters’ sons. Nonetheless, the
level of obligation placed on John to make the family estate his foremost
concern appears remarkable.
Symmes died early the next year, and if the Short men took special notice
of it, that fact is not evident in their correspondence. John and his Uncle Harrison were co-executors of Symmes’s personal estate, the condition of which
was so precarious that Symmes had told them to keep any money they could
produce from it for their efforts.66 That year and thenceforth, the boys leveraged various assets in an attempt to rebuild Short’s landed legacy in Kentucky.
John’s law training came in handy in drawing up legal papers. Although John
remained in Ohio, some Ohio lands helped fund the lives that Peyton and
64. Peyton Short to John Cleves Symmes (unnamed), Apr, 20, 1812, Short-Symmes-Harrison
Papers, Library of Congress.
65. Peyton Short to John Cleves Short, Feb. 26, 1813, Short-Symmes-Harrison Papers, Library of Congress.
66. William Henry Harrison to James Henry, Mar. 4, 1814, William Henry Harrison Papers, Indiana Historical Society.
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Charles built elsewhere. The New Jersey lands passed to people who had no
special connection to its past. There is no evidence the boys ever took the
excursion their grandfather dreamed of for them and paid homage to their
northeastern forebears.
Mark Kann writes that the traditional American patriarch of the late eighteenth century viewed marriage partly as a vehicle by which to produce legitimate sons and “continue his ‘accomplishments, indeed his very character,
into the future.’” One such man even claimed that grandfathers favored grandchildren over their own progeny because through them they might achieve a
“further degree of eternity.” Without sons of his own to produce this “sense
of immortality,” Symmes transferred that expectation onto grandsons John
and Charles. If, as Kann also claims, southern men desired to “extend family
dynasties” much longer than the one generation typical of northerners, then
in promoting a long view of his northeastern heritage for the boys’ memory,
Symmes actually may have been adapting to southern cultural influences.67

67. Mark E. Kann, A Republic of Men: The American Founders, Gendered Language, and
Patriarchal Politics (New York: New York Univ. Press, 1998), 7.
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Ralph Keeler
A Delightful Arabesque of Invention and Sentiment

l a r ry l e e n e l s o n

Ralph Keeler was born in 1840 amid the unsettled wilderness of northwest
Ohio’s Great Black Swamp. Orphaned at eight and sent to live with abusive
relatives, he ran away and became a cabin boy on steamers plying Lake
Erie and its tributaries. Returning to Toledo, he bought a banjo, a “woolly
wig,” screwed pennies into his boot heels, traveled to the Ohio River, and
became one of the most famous hambone-dancing, female-impersonating,
wisecrack-delivering, blackface minstrel entertainers in America.
Abandoning the stage, he traveled throughout Europe and wrote about
his experiences. When he returned to the States, he joined the lecture circuit
and toured with Mark Twain. Dividing his time between Boston, northwest
Ohio, and San Francisco, he was friends with some of the greatest literary
figures of his time, including satirist Bret Harte, novelist Charles Warren
Stoddard, editor Thomas Bailey Aldrich, and essayist William Dean Howells. Keeler so impressed this distinguished fraternity that Twain published
an essay entitled “Ralph Keeler” in 1889, as did Stoddard in 1905. Howells
based a character, Fulkerson, in his 1890 novel A Hazard of New Fortunes,
in part on Keeler’s life, and after Keeler’s death, penned his obituary.
Keeler failed as a novelist, but in 1870 published a lively and engaging autobiography. He also wrote for periodicals, including Harper’s New
Monthly Magazine and The Atlantic Monthly, and traveled the Mississippi
and Ohio valleys as a correspondent for Every Saturday. By the early 1870s,
he had become a widely recognized and respected journalist, essayist, and
nonfiction writer.
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Despite his meteoric rise, he never escaped the
particular combination of drama and misfortune
that defined his early years. In the minstrelsy,
Keeler became adept at navigating in a world in
which it was possible to present oneself in a variety of identities through simple, unsophisticated
disguises. Whether performing in blackface or
dancing in a wig and a skirt, he learned to use
the technique to great success. As an adult, Keeler continued to employ these same innocent deceptions as a world traveler and journalist. Ultimately, his reliance on these thinly veiled, gentle
masquerades led to his death when in 1873, at age
thirty-three, he became embroiled in political intrigue that resulted in his murder by a Spanish
loyalist off the coast of Cuba.1
Ralph Keeler from Laurence Hutton, CuriKeeler’s passing brought an untimely end to a
osities of the American Stage (1891).
distinctive American literary voice. His early demise also denied him the lasting recognition and
1. Keeler awaits a full biography. The most recent treatment is Philip Graham, “Ralph Keeler,
Journalism’s Mystery,” Journalism and Mass Communication Quarterly 40 (1963): 45–52. Graham’s essay is competent, but brief and dated, and is superficial in its treatment of Keeler’s murder. Charles Sumner Van Tassel penned a more thorough, but convoluted biography, “The Story
of Ralph Keeler,” in The Story of the Maumee Valley, Toledo, and the Sandusky Region (Chicago:
S. J. Clarke Publishing Company, 1928), 1:937–78. George Kummer’s “Ralph Keeler, A Huckleberry Finn of the Lakes,” Inland Seas 9 (1953): 155–61, and Calvin Goodrich’s unpublished “Vagrant, Train-Boy, and Minstrel in Michigan of the 1850s,” Calvin Goodrich Papers, 1938–1946,
Michigan Historical Collections, Bentley Historical Library, Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, are
both slender and derived entirely from Keeler’s autobiography. Many of Keeler’s writings, materials related to his public appearances, and some personal correspondence survive in two
scrapbooks kept by his sister, Amelia E. Suly, and are now housed at the Bancroft Library, Univ.
of California–Berkeley (hereafter cited as “Scrapbooks 1 and 2”). Several of Keeler’s acquaintances wrote about their friend after his death. See Mark Twain, “Ralph Keeler,” in Mark Twain,
Autobiography of Mark Twain, ed. Harriet Elinor Smith (Berkeley: Univ. of California Press,
2010), 1:150–54; Charles Warren Stoddard, “Ralph Keeler of Vagabondia,” National Magazine,
Oct. 1905, 65–73; William Dean Howells, “Some Literary Memories of Cambridge,” Harper’s
New Monthly Magazine, Nov. 1900, 832–35; William Dean Howells, “Ralph Keeler,” The Atlantic
Monthly, Mar. 1874, 366–67. For Howells’s use of Keeler as a model for Fulkerson, see William
Dean Howells, “Autobiographical” in A Hazard of New Fortunes, ed. Everett Carter (Bloomington: Indiana Univ. Press, 1976), 499–510, and Irene C. Goldman-Price, “‘In this particular instance, I want you’: The Booster as Mentor in A Hazard of New Fortunes,” in American Literary
Mentors, ed. Irene C. Goldman-Price and Melissa MacFarland Pennell (Gainesville: Univ. Press
of Florida, 1999), 47–57. The best sources for Keeler’s life until 1863 are his own autobiographical
writings. Keeler expanded and merged his essays “Three Years as a Negro Minstrel” and “The
Tour of Europe for $181 in Currency” to create his book-length autobiography Vagabond Adventures in 1870. See Ralph Keeler, “Three Years as a Negro Minstrel,” The Atlantic Monthly, July
1869, 71–85; Ralph Keeler, “The Tour of Europe for $181 in Currency,” The Atlantic Monthly, July
1870, 92–105; Ralph Keeler, Vagabond Adventures (Boston: Fields, Osgood, & Co., 1870).
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scholarly interest accorded to many of his contemporaries. William Dean
Howells acknowledged as much many years after Keeler’s death when he lamented that Keeler’s autobiography had been undeservedly forgotten. This
article’s purpose is to reintroduce Keeler, especially his career as a journalist
and writer, to present-day students of mid-nineteenth-century America, and
to look closely at the circumstances surrounding his death.2
Ralph Keeler’s father, Ralph Olmstead Keeler, moved to Perrysburg, Ohio,
following the War of 1812. Ralph Olmstead’s friends remembered him for his
“eccentricities and peculiarities of character,” and claimed that he possessed
an “inexhaustible fund of wit and humor.” He engaged in the Indian trade
until shortly before his marriage in 1829 to Orlantha Brown, and in the early
1830s, entered into a partnership with John and Frank Hollister to manage
a large herd of cattle owned by the two brothers. In 1833, Keeler purchased
four hundred acres in what is today Weston, Ohio, in rural Wood County,
but what at the time was a broad, unoccupied swamp eight miles south of the
Maumee River many miles from any significant settlement. Here, he built a
large frame house, planted an orchard, brought his wife, and raised their five
children. Within a few years, other settlers made their way to the area and
the site became known informally as Keeler’s Prairie, New Westfield, Westfield, and Taylortown.3
Life on the Keeler ranch was always difficult, but it was more uncertain
than usual during the winter of 1842–43. Uncommonly harsh temperatures
devastated families and their livestock. Amos Dewese, who worked for Keeler from January through March 1843, remembered that during this time
Jonathan Stull, one of Keeler’s neighbors, lost eight horses, twenty-eight
cattle, and 260 hogs, and that Keeler himself had lost seventy-five cattle
and then “taken sick.” Further, Dewese also reported that another neighbor,
Thomas Taylor, had lost forty-five head of cattle while others living nearby
had lost almost as many “in proportion.” The hardships took their toll. Ralph
Olmstead died shortly thereafter, as did Milicent, one of his daughters. In
1848, his wife passed away in Maumee, Ohio, leaving Ralph and his surviving siblings orphaned.4
2. William Dean Howells, My Mark Twain: Reminiscences and Criticisms (New York:
Harper & Brothers, 1910), 6–7; Howells, “Some Literary Memories of Cambridge”; Howells,
“Ralph Keeler.”
3. Charles W. Evers, Pioneer Scrap-book of Wood County and the Maumee Valley (Bowling
Green, Ohio: Bowling Green Democrat, 1910), 66, 75; J. H. Beers, Commemorative Historical
and Biographical Record of Wood County, Ohio (Chicago: J. H. Beers & Co., 1897), 1:426–28;
Harvey Scribner, Memoirs of Lucas County and the City of Toledo, from the Earliest Historical
Times to the Present (Madison, Wisc.: Western Historical Association, 1910), 1:208, 210; H. S.
Knapp, History of the Maumee Valley (Toledo: Blade Mammoth Printing and Publishing, 1872),
315–16; Suly, “Scrapbook 1.”
4. Evers, Pioneer Scrap-book, 245–46.
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No one knows whether the estate’s executor was incompetent or dishonest, but Keeler claimed in later life that the trustee sold all of the elder Keeler’s
property for $52 and then pocketed or squandered the proceeds. After that,
Keeler’s relatives passed him “from one natural guardian to another, very
much as wood is loaded upon Mississippi steamboats.” Within a few months,
his Ohio custodians sent him to live with an uncle in Buffalo, New York.5
Keeler traveled from Toledo to Buffalo aboard the steamboat Indiana.
The trip was uneventful except that it sparked in Keeler a lifelong love of
steamboats and the pleasures that life aboard them seemed to promise. His
time in Buffalo, though, was a calamity. His uncle was physically abusive.
After two years, Keeler resolved to run away and find work on one of the
many steamboats that visited Buffalo’s harbor.
Shortly before he left, he and another young friend visited Buffalo’s Eagle
Street Theatre. “I do not remember how we got in,” he recalled, but “it was
not, certainly, by paying our way.” The experience was transformative. Keeler
claimed that “I have never since seen anything . . . so absorbingly thrilling or
so gorgeously magnificent as the old Eagle Street Theatre was to me that night.”
At that moment, he had acquired many of the traits that defined the remainder
of his life: a sense of self-sufficiency, a willingness to take risks, a fondness for
travel, a love of steamboats, and an infatuation with if not theater, then theatricality, all leavened by a peculiar and persistent strain of tragedy.
A few days later, he stole down to the wharfs and was hired as an assistant
steward aboard the steamship Diamond, where the captain eventually promoted him to cabin boy. Later, he sailed aboard Baltic, Arrow, Pacific, May
Flower, and Northern Indiana, where, on the latter, in addition to wages, he
earned money selling books to the ship’s passengers. The activity was lucrative and by fall, seven months after he ran away, he had earned enough to
“keep me handsomely and send me to school all the next winter.”
While on board Northern Indiana, Keeler saw his first blackface minstrel
show, Kunkel’s Nightingale Minstrels. The minstrelsy was, by far, the most
popular of many forms of theatrical amusement available during the era.
Advances in transportation technologies had created performance venues
far from eastern urban centers. Americans throughout the Midwest were
accustomed to professionally staged theatrical productions and operas by
both resident and traveling companies, performances by nationally known
performers such as The Hutchinsons and Jenny Lind, and appearances by
numerous, lesser-known itinerant circuses, menageries, lecturers, elocutionists, and musical ensembles. White performers had co-opted African
American songs and performed them in dialect, and occasionally in black
makeup, for many years. But in 1851, “cork opera” minstrelsy, with its ex5. For this and the following two paragraphs, see Keeler, Vagabond Adventures, 18–97.
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aggerated blackface makeup, conventionalized and outrageous caricatures
based upon racial stereotypes, low-brow humor, and a repertoire of song
and dance derived in large measure from contemporary African American
culture, was still in its infancy. “I can convey no idea of the pleasurable thrill
I felt at the banjo solo and plantation jig,” recalled Keeler, and “I resolved on
the spot to be a Negro minstrel.”6
Keeler returned to Toledo late in 1851, formed a troupe with young
friends, tried to learn the banjo, and taught himself to “juba,” or hambone
dance. Within a few months, he abandoned his education completely to devote himself to promoting his entertainment career without interruption.
The results, though, were disappointing. His company, he claimed, had “zeal,
but little talent.” Keeler was an indifferent banjo player, and his accordion
player never could learn more than one song. Moreover, neighboring businesses were complaining that the group’s noisy and incessant rehearsing was
driving their patrons away and Keeler’s unsympathetic landlord was threatening him with eviction.
But the experience revealed one of Keeler’s great abilities. “For dancing,”
he claimed, “I had such a remarkable gift as few have ever had. Up to this day,
I do not think I ever have seen a step done by man or woman that I could
not do as soon as I saw it.” He was so good that his talent brought him a fame
and admiration that extended well beyond his immediate neighborhood. I
was “capable of producing so much noise with the coppers on my heels,” he
recalled, “that I was considered in the light of a prodigy and made to shuffle
my feet at almost all hours and in almost all localities.”7
6. For this and the following eight paragraphs, see Keeler, Vagabond Adventure, 101–222, and
Keeler, “Three Years as a Negro Minstrel.” For Kunkel, see Commemorative Biographical Encyclopedia of Dauphin County (Chambersburg, Pa.: J. M. Runk and Co., 1896), 247. For the emergence and growth of American minstrelsy, see Christopher J. Smith, The Creolization of American Culture: William Sydney Mount and the Roots of Blackface Minstrelsy (Urbana, Chicago,
and Springfield: Univ. of Illinois Press, 2013); Robert C. Toll, Blacking Up: The Minstrel Show in
Nineteenth-Century America (New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1974); William J. Mahar, Behind
the Burnt Cork Mask: Early Blackface Minstrelsy and Antebellum American Popular Culture (Urbana: Univ. of Illinois Press, 1999); Dale Cockrell, Demons of Disorder: Early Blackface Minstrels
and Their World (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1997). For cultural studies
that examine historical minstrelsy and link it to modern genres, including Hip Hop, see Stephen Johnson, ed., Burnt Cork: Traditions and Legacies of the Blackface Minstrelsy (Amherst and
Boston: Univ. of Massachusetts Press, 2012), and Annemarie Bean, James V. Hatch, and Brooks
McNamara, eds., Inside the Minstrel Mask: Readings in Nineteenth-Century Blackface Minstrelsy
(Hanover, N.H.: Wesleyan Univ. Press, 1996). Lawrence Levine argues that the modern distinction between “highbrow” and “lowbrow” cultural expressions was far less pronounced in the
mid-nineteenth century, and that audiences from even isolated, rural communities recognized
Shakespearian and operatic allusions when parodied in the popular entertainment of the day.
See Lawrence W. Levine, Highbrow/Lowbrow: The Emergence of Cultural Hierarchy in America
(Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 1988).
7. Laurence Hutton, Curiosities of the American Stage (New York: Harper and Brothers,
1891), 107–9.
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Late one night, John “Johnny” Booker from nearby Adrian, Michigan,
watched Keeler during an impromptu performance at a local saloon. Booker
was a well-known minstrel performer, songwriter, and one of a rising class of
impresarios eager to exploit America’s growing appetite for minstrel entertainment. At the time, he and a small troupe were touring through the upper
Midwest. Booker invited Keeler into a backroom and asked him to dance
while Booker provided various rhythms and tempos by clapping his hands
and stomping his feet. The audition was successful, and Booker hired Keeler
at once as the company’s blackface dancer. The next night, Keeler made his
professional debut dancing before a Toledo audience in flannel knee-pants,
cheap lace, gold tinsel, corked face, and a black curly wig. The act was a tremendous success. Audiences adored Keeler, and he recalled that after his
start, the house was nearly always crowded and that it was not unusual for the
audience to call him out three times after each performance for curtain calls.
Leaving Toledo, the company toured from Chicago to Pittsburgh and
throughout Michigan and Ohio, performing engagements lasting from one
night to a week, staying at the best hotels, and “leading the merriest of lives
generally.” Keeler continued to improve as a dancer and to develop his comedic talents. Soon, in addition to juba, he became one of the troupe’s wisecracking end men, performed in comic sketches dressed as a black “wench,” and
(without blackface) danced the Highland fling as a Scottish lass. “The Booker
Troupe wandered all over the Western country,” recalled Keeler, “traveling at
all hours of night and day and in all manner of conveyances, from the best to
the worst. The life was so exciting, and I was so young, that I was probably as
happy as an itinerant mortal can be.” Keeler had found place and purpose in
the minstrelsy and, for the first time in many years, reveled in the company
and attention of adults whom he considered family and who returned Keeler’s appreciation with genuine admiration and affection.
The troupe broke up in Cincinnati in 1855, but Booker and Keeler hired on
immediately with Mitchell’s Minstrels and Jesters, and played for a time at the
Queen City’s Melodeon Hall. Afterward, the company toured nearby until it
too disbanded. The following day, Keeler and Booker joined Dr. Spalding’s
troupe, one of the largest, most accomplished, and best-known companies
traveling the Ohio and Mississippi rivers.8
Gilbert R. Spalding managed Spalding and Rogers’s Floating Palace, an
enormous floating amphitheater built by Spalding and his partner, Charles J.
Rogers. The vessel, one of a vast flotilla of steam-powered craft carrying raw
materials, cargo, and passengers across America’s western waters and employ8. For Mitchell, see William L. Slout, Burnt Cork and Tambourines: A Sourcebook of Negro
Minstrelsy (San Bernardino, Calif.: Bongo Press, 2007), 87.
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ing thousands as pilots, captains, stewards, cooks, chambermaids, bartenders,
musicians, engineers, firemen, deckhands, and roustabouts, was unrivaled by
any other showboat in its size, sophistication, and flamboyance.9
Floating Palace was a two-story barge pushed by the steamboat James
Raymond and constructed to stage a circus (including an equestrian act featuring more than forty horses) and theatrical presentations. James Raymond
housed a smaller concert-saloon, The Ridiotto, for staging minstrel shows.
The showboat accommodated 3,400 patrons, including nine hundred seats
reserved for blacks, and was staffed by a crew of more than one hundred personnel. A twelve-piece brass band and a steam calliope on James Raymond
and a carillon aboard Floating Palace played concerts, entertained guests,
and provided music during the interludes between theatrical performances.
Drummond lights burning calcium-oxide, or “limelight,” brilliantly illuminated the Floating Palace’s exterior, making the vessel at night one of the
most dazzling spectacles anywhere along the Mississippi.10
Once aboard Floating Palace, visitors could also view a museum displaying over 100,000 “curiosities.” The exhibition included a live bear, a stuffed
menagerie, wax figures, “ancient” relics, and a mammoth oyster shell purported to be from the Red Sea and estimated by the museum to be nearly
two thousand years old. “Conjecture could go further,” speculated the Palace Journal, a newspaper prepared by the Floating Palace’s staff for the convenience of its patrons and guests, “it may have lain in its bed when Pharaoh and his host were swallowed up by the command of the Almighty.”
“Governor” Dorr, a friend of Keeler’s, provided the descriptions for the
museum’s displays. Keeler greatly admired Dorr’s depictions, and believed
that “the picturesque joy with which he would pursue the history of some
bogus war-club through the hands and over the heads of whole dynasties
of savage kings; the sunny sea voyages upon which he would send his adventurous rhetoric to far tropic islands after some insignificant shell, which,
perhaps, was in reality captured in the neighborhood of Long Branch; the
fearful and bloody deeds of midnight assassins that he would group about
some old rusty sheaf-knife, which was curious only because it had been
9. Louis C. Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers: An Economic and Technological History (New York: Dover, 1993); Thomas C. Buchanan, Black Life on the Mississippi: Slaves, Free
Blacks, and the Western Steamboat World (Chapel Hill: Univ. of North Carolina Press, 2004);
Adam I. Kane, The Western River Steamboat (College Station: Texas A & M Univ. Press, 2004);
George Byron Merrick, Old Times on the Upper Mississippi: The Recollections of a Steamboat
Pilot, 1854 to 1863 (Cleveland: Arthur H. Clarke Co., 1909).
10. Gleason’s Pictorial Drawing-Room Companion, Feb. 19, 1853, 19–20; Penelope M. Leavett and James S. Moy, “Spalding and Rogers’ Floating Palace, 1852–1859,” Theatre Survey: The
Journal of the American Society for Theatre Research 25 (1984): 15–27; Philip Graham, Showboats: The History of an American Institution (Austin: Univ. of Texas Press, 1951), 29–32.
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rusted to order by chemicals” were “delightful arabesques of invention and
sentiment” that would never be equaled.11
From Cincinnati, Floating Palace traveled to Marietta and then began an
extended tour down the Ohio, along the full length of the upper and lower
Mississippi, and throughout the navigable portions of the Cumberland and
Tennessee rivers. The vessels moored wherever they could attract an audience, and the minstrel company performed at two and sometimes three
landings per day. Keeler, performing as “Master Ralph,” headlined the show.
His fame spread so widely that Christy’s Minstrels, at the time the most
successful minstrel production in the nation, attempted unsuccessfully to
persuade him to join its cast. Still in his early teens, he was a star.
Despite his success, Keeler was growing weary of life as a traveling performer. “The novelty and excitement of this odd life were wearing away,” he
claimed. “All audiences at last looked alike to me.”
They laughed at the same places at the performance, applauded at the
same place, and looked inane or interested at the same place, day after
day, week after week, and month after month. I became gradually indifferent to their applause, or only noticed when it failed at the usual
step or pantomime. Then succeeded a sort of contempt for audiences,
and, at last, a positive hatred of them and myself. I noticed, or thought
I noticed, that their faces wore the same vacant expression whether
their eyes were staring at me or the stuffed giraffes or the dancing puppets of the museum.12
Moreover, Keeler was keenly aware of his lack of formal education. He purchased textbooks and devoted himself to mastering them, working diligently
to learn mathematics, understand grammar, appreciate and compose poetry,
and navigate the broad themes and subtle nuances of history and biography.
One afternoon, Floating Palace passed a small Jesuit school, St. Vincent’s College, in Cape Girardeau, Missouri. The student body turned out
to watch the boats pass and, from the deck of James Raymond, Keeler stared
back. Three years had passed since he had become a minstrel performer.
Significantly, his adopted stage persona was a black wench, or “yaller gal.”
Yaller gals were conventionalized theatrical characterizations of mulattoes,
or mixed-race African American women. Unlike other black female minstrel characters, they were young, slender, fair-skinned, beautiful, and flirta-

11. Palace Journal, Aug. 3, 1855, in Suly, “Scrapbook 1.” Keeler, Vagabond Adventures, 185.
For Dorr, see Thomas Bailey Aldrich, “The Friend of My Youth,” The Atlantic Monthly, Feb.
1871, 169–77.
12. Keeler, “Three Years as a Negro Minstrel,” 80; Keeler, Vagabond Adventures, 177–78.
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tious. These qualities led them to try to rise above their circumstances by
passing as a white. In the minstrelsy, these pretentions led to comedic results. But in serious dramas, the consequences were inevitably tragic. Now,
as St. Vincent’s receded into the distance, Keeler, the white youth who on
stage embraced a black identity, decided to rise above the minstrelsy.13
Keeler stayed with the company long enough only to acquire money for
tuition. Floating Palace continued its tour until it reached New Orleans.
There, the troupe traveled to Galveston, Texas, and performed a three-week
engagement. These performances marked the end of Keeler’s minstrel career. When the engagement ended, Keeler traveled back to Cape Girardeau
and enrolled at St. Vincent’s. There, he remained a student from February
1856 until June 1857, completing his rudimentary education and demonstrating an exceptional ability for foreign languages.14
From St. Vincent’s, Keeler returned briefly to Toledo and then enrolled
at Kenyon College in Gambier, Ohio, in the fall of 1858. The Rev. George
Pratt, one of his classmates, recalled that Keeler was small, thin, nervous,
and a “little erratic as a student.” But Pratt also admitted that his friend was
“keen and smart,” and in fact, Keeler ranked first in his class in English composition and rhetoric. According to Pratt, when Keeler and his classmates
walked the “Middle Path,” the long stone walkway that bisected the campus
and led to Kenyon Hall, where their classes were held, Keeler would often
“turn around and give us boys the double shuffle” that he had performed
as a minstrel. He made his way through school by “sheer force of audacious
wit, good humor, and indefatigable labor,” claimed Pratt. Dr. Eli Tappan, the
college’s president, agreed. “He maintained himself here, pursued his studies, kept a fair standing in his class, and was all the while one of the merriest
of the students,” said Tappan years later, but “beneath the sunshiny surface
which he usually displayed, there seemed always to run a more somber undercurrent.” Keeler remained at Kenyon through the end of his junior year in
1861 when his inability to pay tuition forced his withdrawal, and he returned
to Toledo.15
13. Keeler, “Three Years as a Negro Minstrel,” 83–84; Keeler, Vagabond Adventures, 214;
Toll, Blacking Up, 76–77, 81, 139–41. For cultural studies addressing minstrel cross-dressing, see
Annemarie Bean, “Transgressing the Gender Divide: The Female Impersonator in NineteenthCentury Blackface Minstrelsy,” in Bean et al., Inside the Minstrel Mask, 245–56, and Eric Lott,
“White Like Me: Racial Cross Dressing and the Construction of American Whiteness,” in Cultures of United States Imperialism, ed. Amy Kaplan and Donald E. Pease (Durham: Duke Univ.
Press, 1994), 474–95.
14. Family members claimed that Keeler could read and write eight languages. See Beers,
Commemorative and Historical Record, 2:881.
15. Van Tassel, Story of the Maumee Valley, 1:946–49; A. D. Rockwell, Rambling Recollections: An Autobiography (New York: P. B. Hoeber, 1920), 105–6; Kenyon College: Twentieth
Anniversary of the Class of 1861 (Rushville, Ind.: Republican Book and Job Office, 1882), 14–19;
Suly, “Scrapbook 1.”
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In Toledo, Keeler worked in the post office for only a few months before
he indulged a long-held desire to tour Europe. The timing of Keeler’s voyage is puzzling. The Civil War had begun only months earlier, and enthusiasm for the Union cause was widespread in Ohio. Twice since the declaration of war—in April and again in September 1861—the state had sent so
many recruits to federal authorities that their numbers overwhelmed the
facilities set up to process their induction. But it seems clear that when the
war began, Keeler pocketed as much as he could, left as soon as he could,
and stayed away as long as he could. Why did Keeler find it so necessary to
avoid the conflict?16
Keeler had endured a difficult childhood, and his writings speak of moments when he defended himself physically against some danger. He was no
coward. As a performer, Keeler had also traveled extensively along the full
course of the Mississippi, but evinced no overt sympathy for the Confederacy or its institutions, nor any dissatisfaction with the North and its policies.
While his later writings speak occasionally with admiration of those who
served in the Union Army, Keeler’s autobiographical writings are utterly silent on the conflict, its issues, or its consequences.
Keeler’s 1873 passport application describes him as five foot four inches
tall. Charles Stoddard remembered that Keeler was “slender.” William Dean
Howells recalled Keeler as “slight,” with hands and feet of “almost womanish littleness,” while Frank Warren Hackett, who met Keeler some years later,
described him as “unconventional” and a “true Bohemian.” Perhaps the apolitical, diminutive, and carefree Keeler simply was unwilling to submit to the
rigors and discipline of military life to fight a war that was not his own.17
With just $181 in his pockets, he traveled for free to New York disguised as
a drover aboard a cattle train. From New York, he sailed for England, where
he visited the London World’s Fair. In London, he discovered that because of
his American straw hat, London “sharpers” took him for an unsophisticated
country rube, and were continually attempting to lure him into “skittle-allies
and thief-dens.” A helpful police officer urged Keeler to purchase an English hat, which he did. The new hat ended his troubles, and Keeler believed
that the purchase allowed him to leave England without being robbed. From
16. For general studies, see Eugene H. Roseboom, A History of the State of Ohio, The Civil
War Era: 1850–1873 (Columbus: Ohio Historical Society, 1944), and James Bissland, Blood,
Tears, and Glory: How Ohioans Won the Civil War (Wilmington: Orange Frasier Press, 2007).
17. National Archives & Records Administration (Washington, D.C.), Passport applications 1795–1905, ARC identifier 566612/MLR #A1 508; Stoddard, “Ralph Keeler,” 65; Howells,
“Some Literary Memories,” 835; Frank Warren Hackett, Reminiscences of the Geneva Tribunal
of Arbitration 1872: The Alabama Claims (Boston and New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1911), 331.
A description written soon after his death by an acquaintance claimed that Keeler was “very
small, little more than a child in stature.” See “Ralph Keeler in College,” Daily Alta California,
Jan. 18, 1874.
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London, he went to Paris, then Strasbourg, and finally Heidelberg, where he
matriculated at Karl-Rupert University.18
Although he had little money, Keeler lived inexpensively and enjoyed the
aristocratic-like status accorded German students. Moreover, he admitted
that “my calendar and that of the university did not always agree. I often
took vacations in session time in the shape of long excursions on foot, and
sometimes disappeared from Heidelberg for weeks together.” He wandered
throughout Germany and then explored the Tyrol, Switzerland, northern
Italy, and France. To avoid the high prices normally charged American
tourists, he traveled dressed as a handwerksbursche, a wandering European
tradesman. “When addressed in French,” he claimed, “if my broken speech
was noticed, it was supposed that I was from one of the German cantons;
and, in the same manner, if my bad German was detected, I was set down
as from one of the French cantons.”
Despite his thrift, Keeler eventually came to the end of his finances. He
realized that because of Europe’s remnant guild system, it would be impossible for him to find work, even as a laborer. Therefore, he sent accounts of
his travels to American newspapers, hoping to have them purchased for
publication. Completely out of money on Christmas Eve 1861, he received
a $25 check in the mail and eventually several more. “Never,” he claimed,
“have I been happier or richer.” With his funds refreshed, he continued his
travels, touring Holland, Belgium, and Paris.19
In Paris, Keeler met George Alfred Townsend, who would achieve wide
fame in America as a correspondent during the Civil War. Townsend encouraged Keeler to send his reports to Chambers’ Journal, England’s leading literary periodical. Desperate now for money, Keeler did so, but spent
nearly a week without food waiting for a reply. But the magazine’s response
carried a check “for a sum which seemed to me at that time almost fabulous.” “I was,” remembered Keeler, “now arrived at the appalling dignity of
magazinist, [a] contributor to the widest circulated periodical in the language.” To celebrate, he packed his bags and set out for Italy.
He spent the winter of 1862–63 in Florence. Unable to sell any other articles and again nearly out of money, he traveled to Pisa, Rome, and Livorno.
In Livorno, he boarded an American freighter and convinced the captain
to give him free passage back to the States. He arrived in Boston safely, but
without a cent. Fortunately, a letter forwarded from Florence and containing a check for an article accepted in Edinburgh was waiting for him. Keeler
paid the captain and used the remainder to return to northwest Ohio.
18. For this and the following four paragraphs, see Keeler, Vagabond Adventures, 223–74,
especially 231; Keeler, “The Tour of Europe,” especially 94.
19. These anecdotes, substantially revised and expanded, would serve eventually as the
basis for “The Tour of Europe” and Vagabond Adventures.
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By early 1864, Keeler was living in San Francisco. He had proven that he
could support himself with his pen, and the city was, like Cincinnati a generation before, the American West’s center for literary activity. Moreover, San
Francisco was home to a vibrant and influential community of like-minded
Bohemian writers, performers, and artists, many of whom, like Keeler, had
also traveled to the West Coast to avoid military service. Keeler taught modern
languages in a private academy and, soon after his arrival, began contributing a humorous column under the pen name Allaquiz to the Golden Era, the
town’s literary weekly. But the nom de plume was only “the merest ghost of a
disguise,” wrote a friend. It was generally known that Keeler and Allaquiz were
“one and the same.” Under his own name, he also penned a number of poems
in a collection written by Pacific Coast poets, wrote articles for the Overland
Monthly, and became a regular correspondent for the Alta California.20
Mark Twain arrived in San Francisco in June 1864 and stayed through
much of 1865, working as a reporter for the San Francisco Morning Call and
also contributing articles to the Golden Era. Keeler and Twain met during
this time and became close friends. It is likely that no one in America’s literary community knew Twain’s Mississippi and its tributaries, or understood
its people and customs, or was as familiar with steam vessels and their operation, as well as Keeler. Keeler also socialized with Charles Warren Stoddard, another contributor to the Golden Era before Stoddard became widely
recognized as an author, and became friends with Bret Harte, who edited
the Overland Monthly.21
20. Franklin Walker, San Francisco’s Literary Frontier (Seattle and London: Univ. of Washington Press, 1969), 122, 127, 138–42, 180, 264, 282; Albert Bigelow Paine, Mark Twain: A Biography (New York and London: Harper & Brothers, 1912), 253–63. For San Francisco’s Bohemian
community, see Ben Tarnoff, The Bohemians: Mark Twain and the San Francisco Writers Who
Reinvented American Literature (New York: Penguin, 2014), and Joanne Levin, Bohemia in
America (Stanford: Stanford Univ. Press, 2010), 1–124. For the significant community of writers
(including Mark Twain) who had come to San Francisco to avoid military service, see Daniel
Aaron, The Unwritten War: American Writers and the Civil War (Madison: Univ. of Wisconsin Press, 1987), 91–146. See also Ralph Keeler, “The Eldest Scholar,” The California Teacher 5
(1867): 135–44; Ralph Keeler, “A View of the National Capital,” The Overland Monthly, July 1869,
400–407; May Wentworth, ed., Poetry of the Pacific: Selections and Original Poems from Poets of
the Pacific States (San Francisco: Pacific Publishing Company, 1867), 153–57; Stoddard, “Ralph
Keeler,” 66. For Keeler’s contributions to the Golden Era, see Suly, “Scrapbook 1.”
21. Van Tassel, “The Story of Ralph Keeler,” 952. For Twain, see Twain, Autobiography,
150, and Paine, Mark Twain, 253–63; for Harte, see Richard O’Connor, Bret Harte: A Biography (Boston: Little Brown, 1966), and Gary Scharnhorst, Bret Harte: Opening the American
Literary West (Norman: Univ. of Oklahoma Press, 2000). For Stoddard, see Robert L. Gale,
Charles Warren Stoddard (Boise: Boise State Univ., 1977). Stoddard had met Keeler at a ball
given by a local fraternal society. According to Stoddard, Keeler was a “spritely youth who, by
his spirited antics, soon attracted our undivided attention.” His feet “were as agile as a rope
dancer’s,” claimed Stoddard, and while at the dance, Keeler “pirouetted like a master of the
opera ballet,” “leaped into the air and alighted upon the tips of his toes,” and “skipped among
the dancers as airily as a puff of thistle down.” See Stoddard, “Ralph Keeler,” 65.
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In 1866, Twain began his career as a lecturer speaking to a sold-out San
Francisco audience about his recent experiences in the Sandwich Islands.
Keeler, perhaps with Twain’s example in mind, joined the circuit the following year, speaking on “Views Barefooted; or, The Tour of Europe for $181 in
Greenbacks.” With his easy charm, quick wit, and a stage presence honed
by years of minstrel performances, Keeler was an immediate success. Harte,
who attended an early presentation, was impressed, claiming that the lecture “was instructive, entertaining, and graceful without flippancy, slang, or
coarseness. While relating his adventures with a good deal of quiet humor,
the lecturer never lost his self respect or dignity, nor for a momentary applause sacrificed his sense of literary propriety.” Another audience member
remembered that Keeler’s presentation was “light” and “gossipy,” the kind
“we should ask for if he sat down with us alone, stopping now and then for
an incident, but always carrying us on in his company, entertaining us as
he went.” Keeler, the viewer added, was “modest in appearance,” possessed
a “fine, clear voice,” and seemed to combine all “the necessary qualities for
a successful lyceum lecturer.”22
But Keeler harbored higher ambitions than columnist or lecturer; he aspired to be a novelist. While in San Francisco, he had been working on a novel,
Gloverson and His Silent Partners. The plot centered on a young woman who
lived in San Francisco and her male friend, who mysteriously disappeared.
Keeler consulted Stoddard for advice frequently throughout the book’s creation, and likely did the same with Twain, who, with a smile, predicted to his
friend William Dean Howells that the “noble classic” would be eventually
“translated into all the languages of the earth” and “adored by all nations and
known to all creatures.”23
In 1867, Keeler left San Francisco for the East Coast. He continued to
submit essays to the Alta California and lecture as he traveled, but the reason for the journey was to find a publisher for Gloverson. Keeler submitted a
draft to Howells, who was editor for the Atlantic Monthly. Howells believed
that the manuscript was not yet ready and urged Keeler to delay his submission and revise the text, but Keeler pressed on, and in 1869, Boston publishers Lee and Shepard brought out the book.24
The novel was a disaster. Critics universally panned Gloverson. “The story
is weak, some of its incidents are extravagant, [and] many of the personages of
it are colorless and shadowy,” sniffed The Independent. The Overland Monthly
22. Paine, Mark Twain, 291–96; Stoddard, “Ralph Keeler,” 68–71; The [Findlay, Ohio] Hancock Jeffersonian, Jan. 6, 1868. See also Suly, “Scrapbook 1.”
23. Samuel L. Clemens to William Dean Howells, Nov. 20, 1874, Albert A. and Henry W.
Berg Collection, New York Public Library, New York; Stoddard, “Ralph Keeler,” 67–68.
24. Ralph Keeler, Gloverson and His Silent Partners (Boston: Lee and Shepard, 1869); Stoddard, “Ralph Keeler,” 68–69; Howells, “Literary Memories,” 834.
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believed that the plot was “inadequate and insufficient,” while The Roundtable
opined that “the habitual novel reader will find nothing especially attractive
in the plot.” Gloverson “fell from the hands of the publishers,” said Stoddard,
“with a dull thud.”25
The reviews stung Keeler, who had returned to Wood County to await
the book’s release with his brother and other friends. But he continued to
lecture, and within a few months had turned his attention to other projects. He began writing two lengthy autobiographical sketches, one about
his career in the minstrelsy and the other about his travels in Europe. In the
summer of 1869, Howells invited him to come to Boston to work as a copy
editor for the Atlantic Monthly. The prospect of steady employment allowed
Keeler to cut back his grueling lecture schedule. He confided to Stoddard
that his most recent tour had taken him from Boston to New York and then
throughout the upper Mississippi, but had netted him “more miles than
dollars.” During the same tour, in Minnesota he lived through two railroad
accidents within six hours. It was time for a change. Keeler accepted Howells’s invitation and within a few weeks, was living in Cambridge.26
Keeler loved Boston, and Boston reciprocated. “I never made so much
money before in my life,” he told Stoddard, “and it will be some time, at least,
before I shall be worth what I get.” Howells, after insisting that Keeler rigorously edit and rewrite, accepted both of Keeler’s articles, now titled “Three
Years as a Negro Minstrel” and “The Tour of Europe for $181 in Currency”
for publication in the Atlantic. The essays were so popular that Keeler expanded and combined them into a book-length autobiography, Vagabond
Adventures. Critics raved over Keeler’s volume, which they found realistic,
unaffected, whimsical, and thoroughly charming. The volume even received
an unsolicited testimonial from P. T. Barnum, who described Keeler’s memoir as “stunning.”27
Keeler continued to write for the Atlantic throughout 1869. Further, his so25. The Independent: Devoted to the Consideration of Politics, of Social and Economic
Tendencies, History, Literature, and the Arts, Dec. 24, 1868; Overland Monthly and Out West
Magazine, Apr. 1869, 388; The Roundtable: A Saturday Review of Politics, Finance, Literature,
Society, and Art, Jan. 23, 1869, 58; Stoddard, “Ralph Keeler,” 68.
26. Stoddard, “Ralph Keeler,” 68–70; Howells, “Literary Memories,” 832–34.
27. Stoddard, “Ralph Keeler,” 72; Howells, “Literary Memories,” 833; Keeler, “Three Years
as a Negro Minstrel”; Keeler, “The Tour of Europe”; Keeler, Vagabond Adventures. For P. T.
Barnum, see Suly, “Scrapbook 1.” The American Literary Gazette and Publishers Circular described Vagabond Adventures as a “humorous pleasantry which is very entertaining,” while
Overland Monthly and Out West Magazine praised the work for its “good taste” and “humor.”
“Older readers,” claimed the reviewer, “will be glad to learn something of a kind of American life and character in regard to which good American literature has been unwarrantably
reticent, and in which we cannot help thinking must be found the true American Romance.”
See American Literary Gazette and Publishers Circular, Dec. 1, 1870, 20, and Overland Monthly
and Out West Magazine, Mar. 1871, 295.
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cial circle expanded to include, in addition to Howells, novelist Thomas Bailey Aldrich, publisher James Thomas Fields, poet John Boyle O’Reilly, and the
Unitarian minister and historian Edward Everett Hale. Keeler possessed “an
essential gayety not to be dampened by discipline,” said Howells. He never
quite outgrew his early minstrel experiences and “something of the End Man
clung about him still.” The Norwegian author and academic Hjalmar Hjorth
Boyesen recalled how Keeler would sit in Howells’s library and tell “stories of
his Negro minstrel days and his wild adventures in many climes, and did not
care whether you laughed with him or at him, but would join you from sheer
sympathy, and how we all laughed in chorus until our sides ached!” Convivial, boisterous, fun-loving, and with an endless store of minstrel puns, conundrums, and malapropisms, Keeler was embraced eagerly by Boston’s literati.28
Keeler’s fame as a lecturer and reputation as a writer continued to expand.
He added a second lecture entitled “Broken China” to his repertoire. While
visiting his brother in Custar, Ohio, in late 1869, he entertained Toledo audiences with a comedic presentation, “A Conglomorological Account of Cus
tar,” in which he included a poem, “Second Vision of Judgment,” claimed to
have been written by Lord Byron and received through a spiritual medium
living in the small village. “Toledo has come to look upon the young littérateur as a sort of protégé,” crowed the Toledo press, “and we expect to see the
hall filled tonight with the most intelligent people of this vicinity.”29
In January 1870, Keeler became the art editor for Every Saturday, a weekly
edited by Aldrich. Soon thereafter, he translated George Sand’s novel, The
Marquis de Villemer, into twenty installments for the periodical. But Saturday’s publishers wanted to transform the journal from an eclectic literary serial into a more general illustrated magazine in the style of the widely popular
Harper’s Weekly. Aldrich sent Keeler along with illustrator Henry Fenn, and
later with Alfred R. Waud, on an extended steamboat tour throughout the
Ohio and Mississippi River valleys. Keeler visited Pittsburgh, Louisville, St.
Louis, Vicksburg, Baton Rouge, and New Orleans. The people of Memphis,
wrote Keeler, were strong and tall, with hearts “in proportion to their bodies.”

28. Samuel Clemens to Olivia L. Clemens, Nov. 1, 1871, Mark Twain Papers, The Bancroft Library, Univ. of California–Berkeley; Howells, “Literary Memories,” 835; William Dean
Howells, Life in Letters of William Dean Howells, ed. Mildred Howells (Garden City, N.Y.:
Doubleday, Doran and Co., 1928), 2:156–57; Howells, My Mark Twain, 6–7; William Dean
Howells, “Editor’s Easy Chair,” Harper’s Monthly, Dec. 1903, 153–59; Howells, “Ralph Keeler,”
366–67; Hjalmar Hjorth Boyesen, “A Dialogue Between William Dean Howells and Hjalmar
Hjorth Boyesen,” McClure’s Magazine, June 1893, 3–11. For Fields, see Warren Stenson Tryon,
Parnassus Corner: A Life of James T. Fields: Publisher to the Victorians (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin, 1963); for Hale, see Jean Holloway, Edward Everett Hale: A Biography (Austin: Univ.
of Texas, 1956); for O’Reilly, see Francis G. McManamin, The American Years of John Boyle
O’Reilly, 1870–1890 (New York: Arno Press, 1976).
29. Perrysburg (Ohio) Journal, Dec. 3, 1869; Suly, “Scrapbook 1.”
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Those living in New Orleans ate French and talked English, and made “a carnival out of business and, assuredly, a business out of carnival,” while those
in Pittsburgh spoke about the city’s smoke and grime with the same affection
that those in San Francisco used when speaking about earthquakes. Keeler’s
observations, published weekly from March through December 1871, constitute some of his finest writing, showing a keen sensitivity to place and custom, and empathy for the region’s people and their circumstances.30
In October 1871, Keeler and Waud traveled to Chicago in the immediate
aftermath of the Chicago Fire. Chicagoans would make the city “rise again
from its ashes,” he predicted. “These stricken people bear their terrible affliction in a manner worthy of the generous sympathy of the world.” His
descriptions of the city and its people’s resiliency reaffirmed his reputation
as a serious and competent journalist.31
From Chicago, Keeler returned to Cambridge. In November 1871, he accompanied Twain on a lecture tour that took them to Boston and several
nearby towns. Later in 1871, Keeler accompanied jurist Morrison R. Waite
to Geneva, Switzerland. Waite was serving as one of three counsels representing the United States at an international tribunal created to settle the
Alabama Claims, demands for reparations made by the United States against
Great Britain for the United Kingdom’s assistance to the Confederacy during the Civil War. During the hearings, Keeler filed two pieces describing
the city and nearby Lake Leman with Harper’s New Monthly Magazine. Following the tribunal’s conclusion, he traveled to Paris, where he wrote a vignette describing the Franco-Prussian War, and then to London, where he
and Prentice Mulford, an old friend and fellow Bohemian from California
and former Golden Era contributor, wrote and produced a small theatrical
comedy that closed after one night.32
Keeler returned to the States in the spring of 1873 and again made his home
temporarily with his brother in northwest Ohio. He began a serious, book30. Ferris Greenslet, The Life of Thomas Bailey Aldrich (Boston and New York: Houghton
Mifflin, 1898), 100–101; Every Saturday: A Journal of Choice Reading, Mar. 4–Dec. 9, 1871.
31. Ralph Keeler, “The Great Fire at Chicago,” Every Saturday, Nov. 4, 1873.
32. The Alabama Claims were referred to international arbitration by the 1871 Treaty of
Washington. The American delegation successfully argued its case and in 1872, the tribunal
awarded the U.S. $15,500,000 in damages. Waite was from Maumee, Ohio, and served as chief
justice of the Supreme Court from 1874 to 1888. See Hackett, Reminiscences, 331; Bayard Taylor
to William Winter, Oct. 6, 1872, in Bayard Taylor, Selected Letters of Bayard Taylor, ed. Paul
C. Wermuth (Lewisburg: Bucknell Univ. Press, 1997), 385–87; Henry James to William Dean
Howells, May 12, 1873, in Letters, Fictions, Lives: Henry James and William Dean Howells, ed.
Michael Anesko (New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1997), 81–82; Stoddard, “Ralph Keeler,” 71–
72; Ralph Keeler, “Geneva,” Harper’s New Monthly Magazine, Nov. 1872, 867–83; Ralph Keeler, “Around Lake Leman,” Harper’s New Monthly Magazine, Dec. 1873, 18–34; Ralph Keeler,
“With the American Ambulance Corps at Paris,” Lippincott’s Magazine of Popular Literature
and Science, July 1873, 84–93. For his tour with Twain, see Twain, “Ralph Keeler,” 1:153–54.
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length study of John Brown and his 1859 raid against the federal armory at
Harpers Ferry, and spent much of the summer at Put-in-Bay, Ohio, on South
Bass Island interviewing two of Brown’s sons, Owen and John Jr., who lived
on the island. But even as he compiled his information, events far from Ohio
were converging that would bring personal tragedy back into Keeler’s life.33
In October 1868, planters in Cuba (then a Spanish colony) began an armed
revolt against the Madrid government. Americans watched the insurrection
with interest. The United States had long looked to extend its influence into
the Caribbean. Pro-expansionist Americans, including President Grant, regarded the Caribbean as the proper theater in which to advance U.S. commercial and economic aspirations. But Grant’s secretary of state, J. Hamilton
Fish, counseled restraint. Therefore, the United States adopted a policy that
respected Spanish sovereignty and promised American neutrality.34
Spanish authorities, though, remained wary. America had a long history
of military intervention against Spanish interests in Mexico and Nicaragua.
Further, most observers agreed that if the rebellion was to succeed, it would
necessarily require financial and logistical support from the United States.
Although the United States had declared neutrality, many Americans,
including democratic ideologues, antislavery activists, pro-Cuban sympathizers, commercial expansionists, and an assortment of opportunists and
profiteers were willing to actively support the rebels. In 1870, the insurrection clandestinely acquired Virgin, a decommissioned Civil War–era
Confederate blockade runner. From 1870 through 1873, Virgin, now rechristened Virginius, flying American colors and piloted by a series of American captains, all of whom knew the vessel’s true political affiliation, carried
arms, ammunition, artillery, supplies, and recruits to rebel forces in Cuba.
The vessel was so successful that it became notorious. Spanish authorities
were well aware of the vessel’s activities, and the Spanish Navy attempted
repeatedly to intercept Virginius without success.
On October 31, the Spanish corvette Tornado discovered Virginius a short
distance from Cuba and, after a short pursuit, captured the vessel and its cargo.
Tornado escorted the ship to Santiago, where Spanish officials tried the captain and forty-eight members of his crew as pirates and put them to death.
The Americans were executed by firing squad, and accounts of the killings
appearing in the American press claimed that after shooting the Americans,
33. Ralph Keeler, “Put-in-Bay and the Wine Islands,” Appleton’s Journal of Literature, Science, and Art 10 (Dec. 13, 1873): 751–54; Ralph Keeler, “Owen Brown’s Escape from Harpers
Ferry,” The Atlantic Monthly, Mar. 1874, 342–66.
34. For this and the following five paragraphs, see Richard H. Bradford, The Virginius
Affair (Boulder: Colorado Associated Univ. Press, 1980); see also Rudolph de Cordova, “The
Virginius Incident and Cuba,” Nineteenth Century 60 (Dec. 1906): 976–85; “The Butchery in
Cuba,” Harper’s Weekly, Nov. 29, 1873.
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the Spanish bayoneted and decapitated the deceased. Some American reports
also stated that the executioners then pulled the corpses into a nearby road,
where Spanish cavalry desecrated the bodies by riding roughshod over the
remains. Although other observers disputed these later descriptions, the episode was nonetheless a vicious event in which Spanish authorities publicly
communicated their displeasure with the United States’ unwillingness to
honor its diplomatic obligations.
The Virginius affair unleashed both a groundswell of anti-Spanish sentiment within the United States and an equal degree of anti-American sentiment by Spanish sympathizers in Cuba. Only Secretary of State Fish’s
judicious diplomacy prevented the incident from spiraling into a serious
military confrontation between the two nations.
In early November, the New York Tribune asked Keeler to go to Cuba to
cover the story for its readers. Given the volatility of the situation and the
degree of anti-American feeling in Cuba, the assignment was inherently
dangerous. Howells and Aldrich urged their friend not to go, but Keeler was
undeterred. In an eerily prescient moment of gallows humor, Aldrich made
him promise that when “with a halter about his neck, he should be carted
out to the public square of Havana for execution,” Keeler would utter as his
last words, “Ladies and Gentlemen: If I had taken the advice of my friend,
Mr. T. B. Aldrich, author of Marjorie Daw, and Other People, I should not
now be in this place!”35
Keeler set out for Cuba on November 25. He arrived in Havana safely
after the first of the month and traveled immediately to Santiago, the site of
the executions. His early dispatches describe widespread animosity toward
America and Americans. While traveling by ship from Havana to Santiago,
Keeler and another American found the anti-American sentiment on board
so intense that they concealed their nationality by speaking only French.
During the journey, Keeler spoke often with a young Spanish military officer. The Spaniard vigorously supported the government and told Keeler
that rebels and Protestants were the “direst scum of humanity,” and that he
wanted only to “shoot them all, the Americans included.”36
The following day, someone revealed Keeler’s true identity. Moreover, the
ship’s officers began to identify him to every passenger on board as a proinsurgency American journalist. Keeler hastily concocted a story in which
35. Greenslet, Thomas Bailey Aldrich, 100–101; Howells, “Literary Memories,” 834; Twain,
“Ralph Keeler,” 154.
36. “From Havana to Santiago de Cuba,” Suly, “Scrapbook 1”; “The Feeling in Cuba Before
the Settlement,” New York Tribune, Dec. 3, 1873; “Public Feeling in Havana” and “Opposition
to the Authority of Spain,” New York Tribune, Dec. 5, 1873; “The Late Excitement at Havana,”
“First Impressions of Havana,” and “Key West,” New York Tribune, Dec. 10, 1873; “Ralph KeelerCorrespondence Relative to the Missing Correspondent,” New York Tribune, Jan. 17, 1874.
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he claimed to be a mining engineer, and believed that he had defused the
situation, but nonetheless spent the remainder of the journey locked in his
room with a towel stuffed over the keyhole.
Keeler arrived safely in Santiago. A. N. Young, the United States consul in the
city, reported that Keeler continued to represent himself to Spanish authorities
and others as a civil engineer working for an English client. But Young also
claimed that the ruse was transparent and short-lived. Spanish officials had
seen through it immediately and were having Keeler watched closely.37
On December 12, Keeler appeared onboard the U.S.S. Juniata in a near
panic, claiming he believed that his life was in imminent danger. Keeler
begged the commanding officer, Com. D. L. Braine, to allow him to remain
on the vessel until he could depart the island safely. Braine agreed and reported that Keeler told him that a close friend had warned him that he was
in danger, and that Spanish spies were following him everywhere he went,
and were occupying the room adjacent to his in the hotel where he was staying. Keeler had attempted to elude his followers, but without success. Keeler
stayed on the ship for two days.38
On December 14, American authorities took possession of Virginius and
towed it to Key West. Keeler left Juniata and followed aboard the Spanish
vessel Cienfuegos, captained by Valentin Lavin, an ardent Spanish nationalist. When Cienfuegos reached Manzanillo the following day, Keeler was
missing. A passenger, Jose Bocardi, remembered seeing Keeler (now speaking French) at about 8:00 the previous evening, as did two others, the ship’s
steward, Cipriano Laureire, and Jesus Cigarrau about half an hour later. In
a deposition, Lavin admitted that he had spoken with Keeler on the ship’s
deck at midnight, but insisted that Keeler was mentally unstable and had
probably thrown himself overboard. But others stated that Keeler was neither despondent nor unbalanced, and none thought that had he committed
suicide. Keeler’s family and friends believed that Lavin murdered the writer
and then tossed him into the sea. His body was never recovered.39
Aldrich remembered that Keeler, in spite of his extensive travels and varied careers, “retained in many things the innocence and simplicity of inexperience.” Perhaps a naively overconfident Keeler had employed in Cuba
the same simplistic subterfuges that had served him as a youth when he had
sought free passage from Toledo to New York disguised as a cattle drover;
or that he had discovered when he acquired a new hat in London; or that he
had used as he traveled Europe dressed as a handwerksbursche; or that he had
engaged in when he wrote under a pen name in San Francisco; or that he used
37. “Ralph Keeler-Correspondence Relative to the Missing Correspondent.”
38. Ibid.; Suly, “Scrapbook 1.”
39. “Ralph Keeler-Correspondence Relative to the Missing Correspondent.”
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in the minstrelsy when he danced in a skirt and performed in blackface. If so,
these disingenuous misrepresentations proved fatal when perpetrated amidst
a brutal and callous counterinsurgency.40
Keeler’s friends mourned his passing deeply. Howells claimed that his
life was full of “patience, perseverance, and honorable aspiration.” He believed that Keeler, had he lived, was capable of becoming one of America’s
finest novelists, and noted that his dispatches from Cuba “fairly rose from
the level of journalism to that of literature.” Twain agreed that Keeler had
come of age as a writer, and later stated that Keeler’s article on John Brown,
published posthumously in the Atlantic Monthly, was “so vivid and so real
that I seemed to be living those adventures myself and sharing their intolerable perils, and the torture of it all was so sharp that I was never able to
follow the story to the end.” At the conclusion of Keeler’s obituary, Howells
observed that within his too brief life, Keeler had “accomplished a good
deal more than most men who succeed more spectacularly. Peace to his
most kindly spirit!”41
Keeler had grown up with the nation. Like America, he was an exuberant
youth full of enthusiasm, buoyancy, and optimism who had weathered great
hardship to emerge in the 1870s as a capable and confident adult poised on
the threshold of greatness. An Ohioan by birth, he had become a celebrity
and world traveler who retained his ties to the Buckeye State throughout his
entire life. His vagabond adventures had carried him from the isolated remoteness of northwest Ohio’s wilderness to the seats of world power, from
anonymity to prominence, and from poverty to affluence. His observations
are infused with indomitable spirit, good humor, and a penetrating understanding of the human condition. They demonstrate enormous empathy
for apprentices, domestics, stevedores, and laborers and are quick to mock
social pretention and the abuse of authority. Moreover, they are framed
within a moral compass that acknowledges hard work, good intention, and
simple decency. Collectively, they serve as a revealing window onto midnineteenth-century America. Peace to his kindly spirit indeed.

40. “A Tribute to Ralph Keeler by T. B. Aldrich,” New York Tribune, Jan. 6, 1874; Howells,
“Literary Memories.”
41. Twain, Autobiography, 154; Howells, “Literary Memories,” 833; Howells, “Ralph Keeler,”
367.
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Peace Be with You
Leftist Activism at John Carroll University, 1967–69

m i c ha e l da n i e l g o o d n o u g h

During the 1960s the daughters and sons of America’s “greatest generation”
formed pockets of resistance to the established cultural, political, and social structures of the United States to create an identity that subverted official socio-ideological discourse. These individuals, many of them students,
challenged the power structures of the nation through activities that ranged
from the militant mobilization and organization of largely marginalized and
traditionally apolitical groups within American society to a commitment to
participatory democracy and/or revolutionary violence. These challenges revealed that the base of the nation’s superstructure countered the legitimacy of
U.S. power not only through issues of class, gender, and race but also through
issues of age, as an unprecedented number of America’s youth first realized
their political consciousness and later actualized their political power. The
largest and most famous radical New Left organization during the 1960s was
the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS).1 This group’s activity at larger
1. The seminal work on SDS is Kirkpatrick Sale’s SDS: The Rise and Development of the
Students for a Democratic Society (New York: Random House, 1973). Sale’s book is the most
thorough examination of the group and remains relevant in contemporary SDS historiography. A more recent study, “If I Had a Hammer”: The Death of the Old Left and the Birth of
the New Left (New York: Basic Books, 1987), by Maurice Isserman, examines the connection
between the Old Left and the New Left to argue that the ideologies of antiwar and “radical”
demonstrations were not something exclusive to SDS, but rather a negotiated understanding of older leftist thought. Rebecca Klatch’s A Generation Divided: The New Left, the New
Right, and the 1960s (Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 1999) explores SDS and the Young
Americans for Freedom (YAF) through themes of identity, gender, and convergence to pre
sent the connections between the activism of the New Left and the New Right. Jennifer Frost’s
Ohio History, Vol. 122 © 015 by The Kent State University Press
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and more prominent universities is well told, but this article explores how
SDS operated at John Carroll University (JCU), a smaller religious institution
located in the hotbed of leftist activism in northeast Ohio.
The activities of SDSers at JCU outline how the university’s religious culture reinforced the secular demands for change and why the fusion of religious teachings with leftist ideologies restricted the formation of a distinct
SDS identity on the campus. JCU, affiliated with the Jesuit Brotherhood, was
founded in the late nineteenth century by Cleveland’s bishop, Richard Gil
mour. With the assistance of Father Henry Behrens and Father John Neustich, the Brotherhood opened Cleveland’s first Catholic university, St. Ignatius College. Located in Cleveland’s west side, the university outgrew this
location by the early 1920s, forcing university officials to seek a new location.
Renamed John Carroll University and moved to University Heights, Ohio,
on Cleveland’s east side, construction began on July 5, 1931, and it opened
October 7, 1935. The university continued to expand through the 1950s under the direction of President Hugh Dunn, S.J., and enrollment numbers
exceeded 2,500 students by 1967.2 JCU, like many other Jesuit schools, had a
long commitment to social justice, and during the 1960s, had several antiwar
clergy members. JCU’s religious culture affected the formation of a distinct
SDS protest culture and identity, and the relationship leftist students had
with university officials at JCU challenged understandings of SDS and its
organizational strategies.
JCU’s size, religious affiliation, and focus on social activism posed difficulties for its SDSers to demonstrate themselves as a unique protest culture to
the campus community. Some students felt it largely unnecessary for a revolutionary movement to occur on their campus. Many of JCU’s student activists
had already united in opposition to the war in Vietnam and the desire to end
poverty in America through social justice because of the Jesuit brothers, who
promoted activist sentiment. To further reflect the Brotherhood’s propensity
for activism during the 1960s, 27 percent of American Catholic universities
had registered leftist organizations by 1967 compared to 85 percent of Jesuit

An Interracial Movement of the Poor: Community Organizing and the New Left in the 1960s
(New York: New York Univ. Press, 2001), like Klatch’s study, provides insight into the theme
of gender, along with race, in relation to the New Left and student activism during the 1960s.
Offering a “global” approach to New Left historiography, Martin Klimke’s The Other Alliance: Student Protest in West Germany and the United States in the Global Sixties (Princeton,
N.J.: Princeton Univ. Press, 2010) examines the relationship between student activists in the
United States with those in West Germany, and thus reveals the transnational exchange of
“radical” ideas. Kenneth Heineman’s Campus Wars: The Peace Movement at American State
Universities in the Vietnam Era (New York: New York Univ. Press, 1993) does pay particular
attention to SDS activities in northeast Ohio.
2. “JCU History,” John Carroll University 125th Anniversary, accessed July 16, 2013, http://
sites.jcu.edu/125/history-2/.
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institutions.3 Jesuit clergy activists or “protest priests” were not exclusive to
JCU or even northeast Ohio. Many younger Catholic priests found themselves swept up in the turbulent 1960s via radical theology, or “the idea that
priests should behave more like Jesus and act on behalf of the alienated, poor,
or outcast.” Like many within the New Left, these priests recognized the economic and racial inequalities that plagued the United States, and they felt that
“being ‘committed’ was being ‘religious,’ and being a religious person often
meant direct action based on conscience, often without regard to the church
hierarchy or American law.”4 The belief in upholding radical theology caused
many priests to participate in protests alongside student activists at a number of Catholic universities. This situation was an important development
in the bidirectional power relationship between those who represented the
“Establishment” and those who protested against it. When protest activities
increased, “Catholic colleges, which could have banned protests, did not,” and
even though older members of the clergy “tried to maintain tradition against
countercultural threats” on their campuses, “they were not draconian.”5 In
other words, Catholic universities accepted the similarities between the New
Left and certain aspects of church dogma. The Catholic priests who marched
alongside SDS activists during the civil rights struggle and openly opposed
the war in Vietnam refused to embrace all aspects of 1960s youth culture,
though. Clergy activists, therefore, remained a part of the “Establishment” in
important ways. They avoided expressions of free love and open drug experimentation; however, their connection to the movement showed how a protest
culture can create unlikely alliances.
JCU operated like many other Catholic institutions of higher learning
even with its presence of clergy activists. Although the Jesuits who ran JCU
were more progressive in nature when compared to the church’s mainstream
culture, they still upheld the conservative social guidelines of the Vatican,
especially in terms of gender relations. For example, the university did not
operate as a coeducational university until 1968; before this change, female
3. Sale, SDS, 448n, 529–31n. “Map of Jesuit Institutions in the United States,” Association of
Jesuit Colleges and Universities, accessed Aug. 14, 2013, http://www.ajcunet.edu/institutions.
4. Terry Anderson, The Movement and the Sixties (New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1996),
381. Shawn Francis Peters explores the radicalized clergy activists during the antiwar movement by briefly discussing SDS’s relationship with the Catonsville Nine in his book The Catonsville Nine: A Story of Faith and Resistance in the Vietnam Era (New York: Oxford Univ.
Press, 2012).
5. Mark Oppenheimer, Knocking on Heaven’s Door: American Religion in the Age of Counterculture (New Haven, Conn.: Yale Univ. Press, 2003), 198. Scholarly studies on the fusion
of leftist activism with religious activism are underdeveloped in New Left historiography.
Mitchell K. Hall’s Because of Their Faith: CALCAV and Religious Opposition to the Vietnam
War (New York: Columbia Univ. Press, 1990) investigates the antiwar movement among
clergy activists outside of an SDS context, but provides useful background knowledge on the
clergy members who protested the Vietnam War.
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students were permitted to attend the university only part-time and were
prohibited from living on campus. Yet, in many other areas the campus was
progressive. JCU’s student newspaper, the Carroll News, often commented
on America’s involvement in Vietnam and America’s social inequalities. The
newspaper used JCU’s position as a Jesuit institution to legitimize opposition
to the war in Vietnam through arguments about the immorality of the war,
and, by 1967, university students had participated in several antiwar protests.
The Carroll News reported on April 4, 1967, that JCU’s Non-Committee
Opposing War (NOW) sent students and faculty clergy members to an antiwar protest in New York.6 The members of JCU’s NOW were different than
the antiwar organizations at secular universities; it was made up of both
university students and faculty clergy. The presence of this antiwar organization at JCU connected many students to the countercultural ideologies
that defined the broader student movement. NOW’s membership complicated leftist categorizations of the Establishment, since the Jesuit brothers at
the university represented the Catholic Church and were considered agents
of the Establishment. Yet, these brothers challenged the Establishment’s
authority by protesting the war in Vietnam, and thus rejected the typical power relations at secular universities in the United States. Those JCU
students who gravitated toward leftist ideologies initially had little to fear
from university officials and accepted that support for their protests could
come from individuals who wielded religious authority. This relationship
between students and faculty members had a profound impact in SDS’s attempts to create its own protest culture at JCU.7
Although JCU students had already used protest tactics to outline opposition to the Vietnam War, some students used the spring semester of 1968 as
an opportunity to call for an SDS chapter. On February 27, 1968, a number of
JCU students participated in a draft card–burning protest outside the university’s administration building.8 The Carroll News reported that the demonstration aroused antiwar fervor on the campus and exposed the campus
community to protest methods that often occurred outside of the campus.
Prior to the draft card protest, some JCU students had challenged the Establishment’s authority off campus, such as NOW’s visit to New York, but the
draft card protest informed JCU students that their campus was no longer
6. “Non-Committee Opposing War (NOW),” Carroll News (University Heights), Apr. 4, 1967.
7. Heineman notes that Kent State University’s professors were traditionally quiet on issues that SDS sought to advertise. It is probable that some university professors decided that
voicing disapproval of the Establishment might result in termination, and thus supported
dissent privately. But a minority of Kent’s faculty participated in antiwar committees and
meetings. For an overview of KSU professors and their ideologies during this time, along
with professors at other state universities, please refer to Heineman, Campus Wars, 42–75.
8. “Draft Card Burners Arouse Anti-war Fervor on Campus,” Carroll News (University
Heights), Mar. 8, 1968.
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immune to instances of on-campus protest. The radical act of burning draft
cards to defy the Selective Service System was not a new tactic by the time it
came to JCU. This symbolic act had gained prominence among antiwar activists in 1967 when “The Resistance,” an organization composed of West Coast
student radicals, publically burned their draft cards in New York and the San
Francisco Bay Area.9 When JCU students imitated antiwar activists by burning their draft cards, it announced the birth of a protest identity and culture.
The draft card demonstration exposed the campus to the oppositional nature of a protest culture. It also provided protestors with an opportunity to
call for the formation of an SDS chapter. Andrew Tymowski, a JCU student
who would later become a prominent member in the university’s leftist culture, explained that JCU needed an SDS chapter to reinforce its emphasis on
social justice and “based the legality of such an organization on the Declaration of Student Rights,” which the university’s president, Father Joseph O.
Schnell, supported.10
Tymowski’s justification in calling for the creation of a chapter was typical of most students who advocated for SDS chapters at their universities.
He used official university language to support the creation of an SDS chapter by citing the university’s Declaration of Student Rights as validation.
Tymowski showed how the university’s power structure protected and
technically supported the right to disseminate leftist ideologies. This rationalization provided an example of how student activists at JCU understood
the importance of approval from the university before they could develop
an SDS identity capable of presenting unique approaches to social justice.
Tymowski’s public justification of the legality of an SDS chapter at JCU indicated that he expected some form of resistance from the campus community. By going on the offensive, he hoped to forestall individuals from
challenging the creation of a JCU SDS chapter. All through March 1968,
the concept of an official SDS chapter aroused controversy when SDSers,
anti-SDS students, and university faculty members weighed in with their
opinions of the organization.
Tymowski, who participated in the draft card protest, felt it necessary to
discuss the need for an SDS chapter in an article in the Carroll News. Titled
“Is Carroll ‘SDS’ Entirely Feasible?” Tymowski first explained that an SDS
chapter at JCU would not affect or destroy other campus groups like NOW.11
His emphatic clarification that other groups would not be absorbed by a
JCU SDS chapter suggests other campus groups feared SDS would steal their

9. Irwin Unger and Debi Unger, The Movement: A History of the American New Left, 1959–
1972 (New York: Dodd, Mead, 1974), 141.
10. “Draft Card Burners Arouse Anti-war Fervor on Campus,” Carroll News.
11. A. Tymowski, “Is Carroll ‘SDS’ Entirely Feasible?,” Carroll News, Mar. 22, 1968.
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members or overshadow their activities. Tymowski also addressed the concern that a JCU SDS would be required to follow larger and more violent
SDS chapters, arguing that “The only thing absolute about the character of
local SDS chapters is their relativity,” and that local SDS chapters operated
with “total autonomy, based on the needs, resources, and orientation of their
various constituencies.”12 Accordingly, he believed the campus community
needed to focus on what a JCU SDS chapter could add to northeast Ohio’s
already growing protest culture and identity. He also discussed the power
structures of the university and northeast Ohio and reviewed the main
points of SDS from a national standpoint. The article, unlike the literature
released by other SDS chapters, did not label the power structures as enemies. For example, SDS chapters often referred to the power structure as
being composed of bigoted “Thugs,” “Pigs,” and war criminals who needed
to be removed from their positions of authority.13 A JCU SDS chapter, on the
other hand, desired to initiate action to promote a constructive relationship
between the “Establishment” of northeast Ohio and JCU SDS to allow for
“participatory democracy.”14
This public justification was a unique approach to the student movement
when compared to more radicalized campuses in the America. SDSers at
other universities typically created their chapters without seeking approval
from the campus community. It was only after the establishment of an official SDS chapter that discussions about the feasibility and functions of SDS
occurred. In other words, SDSers at other universities often created their
chapters behind closed doors through a bureaucratic process so they would
be allowed to hold official meetings and have access to university facilities.
The protest culture at JCU, conversely, found it necessary to publically inform the campus community about how an SDS chapter would affect the
campus culture and other activist groups. Thus, JCU SDSers redefined the
typical power relations between those involved in activism and those who
were not in an attempt to make campus politics more democratic.
Tymowski’s reference to participatory democracy as a goal of SDS was
first explained in the organization’s 1962 manifesto, the Port Huron Statement, which emphasized the “interconnections between social ills like
militarism, racism, and poverty, American capitalism, and the need for a
comprehensive solution.”15 According to Tymowski, JCU’s religious culture
12. Ibid.
13. Kent State SDS, Kent SDS—Twenty Years of Schooling and They Put You on the Day Shift
(Kent: Kent State SDS, 1968); Kent State SDS, Kent Thugs (Kent: Kent State SDS, 1969), May 4
Collection, CWRU SDS, War/Game (Cleveland: CWRU SDS, 1969).
14. Tymowski, “Is Carroll ‘SDS’ Entirely Feasible?”
15. Stanley Rothman and S. Robert Lichter, Roots of Radicalism: Jews, Christians, and the
New Left (New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1982), 22.
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made a potential SDS chapter feasible for the campus. His reference to the
Port Huron Statement connected the potential JCU SDS chapter to the older
guard of SDS, which, by 1968, had fallen out of favor. For many SDSers the
intellectual nature of the Port Huron Statement did not resonate with their
identities; it was not a document that spoke to the youth’s need for direct
challenges to authority in a “hip” manner. This disconnection from the earlier days of SDS made many SDSers “terribly ignorant of their intellectual
predecessors. Pete Seeger’s and Bob Dylan’s folk music . . . probably had
more influence on many New Left activists than the sometimes complex
books and articles” that informed and inspired the founders of SDS.16 At
JCU, however, the Statement complemented the social Catholicism of JCU.
Tymowski navigated and negotiated the moral connections between the
original guiding principles of SDS and JCU’s religious culture, while downplaying the popular culture connections.
Even with Tymowski’s justification, anti-SDS students voiced their disapproval in an attempt to discredit the organization and its members. Miles
McKearney, a JCU student, countered Tymowski by portraying SDS as an
organization dangerous to the university’s religious culture. On April 5, 1968,
he outlined the history of SDS to argue that it was a “Communist front.”17
McKearney provided a brief review of the Student League for Industrial Democracy (SLID) and its parent organization, the League for Industrial Democracy (LID), which McKearney labeled Communist organizations. McKearney then summarized how SDS formed as an extension of SLID, yet failed
to recognize (or simply chose not to recognize) that SDS broke away from
the dogma of SLID and LID in the early 1960s. This breakaway identified one
key moment in the development of the New Left and made SDS a distinct
and autonomous student organization. His reference to SDS as a Communist
organization was also questionable. SDS did have members who espoused
Communist ideologies, but SDS did not function as a Communist organization and it often chastised the bureaucratic structures of Communist nations
and Communist parties across the globe. McKearney’s analysis followed the
logic of many on the right side of America’s political spectrum during the late
1960s. In his 1969 article, “The Students and the Establishment,” Gary Allen
also used the history of SDS to argue that its only objective was to create a
“domestic Vietcong” aimed at the violent overthrow of the U.S. government.18
McKearney and Allen based their generalizations of SDS on the violent demonstrations conducted by the more radical chapters at other universities.
16. Kevin Mattson, Intellectuals in Action: The Origins of the New Left and Radical Liberalism, 1945–1970 (University Park: Pennsylvania State Univ. Press, 2002), 6.
17. Miles McKearney, “Student Traces History: ‘SDS Is a Communist Front,’” Carroll News
(University Heights), Apr. 5, 1968.
18. Gary Allen, “The Students and the Establishment,” American Opinion, Jan. 1969, 49–64.
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Even though McKearney attacked SDS in an attempt to persuade the
campus community, he failed to disconnect the moral relationship a potential SDS could have with JCU’s religious culture. He explained that SDS’s
initial desire to help the poor through social justice was a noble goal that all
students needed to recognize. McKearney was quick to point out, however,
that social justice “has become passé” for SDS as it had lost its founding values and was only interested in rabble rousing for the sake of publicity.19 His
assumptions that SDS’s main interest was radicalism for the sake of radicalism might have been true for some SDS chapters in America, but McKearney’s claims conflicted with Tymowski’s promise that a JCU SDS chapter
would operate with total autonomy from the national office in Chicago.
Tymowski responded to McKearney’s arguments several weeks later. He
attempted to disprove that SDS was a “Communist front” by reiterating that
even if SDS had some members who were connected to Communist ideologies, a JCU SDS chapter would operate with autonomy, and that its ultimate
goal would be to promote a relationship with university officials to help bring
about collective action for social justice.20 He then argued that, although
Communist ideologies conflicted with many aspects of the Catholic Church’s
teachings, students should not be opposed to engaging in constructive dialogue to explore the commonalities between Communism and Catholicism.
He substantiated this argument through an explanation that Catholic students
should combat anti-Catholic ideologies in a loving, “Christian” manner.21
Tymowski’s response reveals two motives. The first was to counter claims
that he, as an individual who sought the formation of an SDS chapter, was
a Communist. Tymowski wrote that he was not a Communist and was not
interested in creating a Communist organization by presenting to JCU’s
campus communities the proper language to utilize when speaking to those
who opposed church dogma. The second motive was the use of religious
rhetoric to quell attacks on those who aligned with leftist organizations like
SDS. Although Tymowski did not directly attack McKearney, he hinted that
those who did not consider opposing viewpoints in a loving manner, even if
the viewpoints conflicted with church dogma, failed to be good Catholics.
Tymowski’s article utilized an interesting rhetorical device to disrupt Mc
Kearney’s argument. As Americans and Catholics, JCU students had been
subject to anti-leftist rhetoric on two fronts. The first way was the axiom that
communism was a dangerous force to be avoided at all costs due to its opposition to America’s capitalist and democratic functions. The second way
was communism’s promotion of atheist societies and challenges to church
19. McKearney, “Student Traces History.”
20. A. Tymowski, “How to Talk to Communists,” Carroll News (University Heights), Apr.
26, 1968.
21. Ibid.
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authority. Tymowski attempted to disprove these arguments by explaining
students had nothing to fear from engaging in constructive discourse with
those whom the power structure declared as enemies. Tymowski ensured
his protection from future attacks by using church teachings to legitimize a
potential SDS chapter, and he exposed McKearney as someone who did not
approach individuals in a “Christian” manner.
The articles written by Tymowski and McKearney provide insight into the
cultural functions of JCU. Despite the differences in approach, Tymowski and
McKearney both agreed that helping the poor was a goal that all students
should seek to accomplish. Their dialogue also illuminated that many JCU
students were united in the belief of achieving social justice, but differed in
how an SDS chapter could contribute to such a program. McKearney’s article
implied that the potential SDS chapter at JCU alarmed certain members of
the campus community who feared the organization would harm the religious integrity of the campus. Tymowski attempted to negotiate a relationship between leftism and Catholicism to argue that SDS would help uphold
JCU’s religious integrity by supporting Catholic values. By the end of the
spring semester in 1968, a robust leftist culture and identity defined by oppositional protests would remain dormant in physical space until the fall.
The resurrection of JCU’s protest culture came when students returned in
the fall of 1968, at the same time that presidential candidate Richard Nixon
increased his campaign calls for “law-and-order.”22 JCU SDSers held a meeting in the university’s administration building on Thursday, September 12,
1968, to discuss official recognition from the university’s administration.
The Carroll News reported that members of the university’s Student Union,
JCU’s organization that handled student affairs, attended the meeting, along
with one unnamed faculty member.23 The secretary of the Student Union,
James Laures, described the university’s bureaucratic process of chartering
official recognition. After learning about this process, the SDSers “expressed
a desire to have no specific leadership or recognition, so that in acting as
individuals, the Union or the Administration couldn’t investigate or prosecute the group.”24 The decision to postpone official university recognition
suggests that SDSers recognized the potential problems that could result
from being an official university student organization. The fear of potential
“investigations” and “prosecution” from the university’s administration was
an interesting development in the leftist culture they sought to create and
sustain. First, it showed by the fall of 1968 that JCU’s SDSers had little trust
in the university and its administration. As Tymowski had stated earlier, in
22. Sale, SDS, 499.
23. “SDS Picnic Draws Newsman, Curiosity Seekers, and Ants,” Carroll News (University
Heights), Sept. 20, 1968.
24. Ibid.
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February 1968, the university had to support the creation of an SDS chapter
at JCU due to the Declaration of Student Rights. By the fall of 1968, however,
campus activists felt that even though the university would support the creation of an SDS chapter, it opened up the possibility for the university to investigate the organization and prohibit its activist behavior. Second, the fear that
the university could investigate the organization suggested that JCU’s SDSers
planned to conduct protests that would warrant university prosecution.
These fears were not unfounded. At other universities across the United
States, university police often conducted investigations of SDS chapters. Furthermore, the more radical SDS chapters, such as one at Kent State University,
also located in northeast Ohio, were investigated by the federal government.
JCU SDSers, then, felt that the potential risks of an SDS chapter outweighed
the benefits. This realization restricted Tymowski’s initial calls for an official
SDS chapter at JCU, and helped prove McKearney’s argument that SDSers
had more sinister intentions. If JCU SDSers sought only social justice and did
not want to participate in revolutionary violence, they had little to fear from
potential investigations. Although the meeting solidified the fact that there
would be no official JCU SDS chapter, student activists still wanted to align
themselves with the national SDS movement. Thus, they announced that they
would use the next day as an opportunity to challenge the Establishment’s
authority in what became their first and last protest on campus.
On Friday, September 13, 1968, JCU SDSers sponsored a campus protest
that they labeled a “picnic.” The Carroll News reported that even though
JCU had no official SDS chapter, thirty students who called themselves The
Students for a Free Society were really “Carroll’s local affiliation with the
national SDS movement.”25 The thirty protestors gathered in front of JCU’s
administration building stating that they would march to the university’s
athletic field to protest a scheduled ROTC drill. A university administrator asked the SDSers to “make sure everybody’s rights are adhered to and
I’ll assure your rights are also respected.”26 This proclamation affirmed that
the university sought to protect JCU’s SDSers if they “adhered” to certain
protocols. But the university was uncertain if the protest would harm the
daily routines of the campus and felt it necessary to explain that the protection of the SDSers was conditional on the guidelines administered by the
university officials. In other words, if JCU activists wanted to protest, they
had to do so in a manner deemed acceptable by the university.
The protestors arrived at the field and positioned themselves in a way that
prohibited ROTC members from beginning their drill. Prior to this demonstration, JCU’s SDSers had made no attempt to disrupt the daily routines of
25. “SDS Picnic Draws Newsman.”
26. Ibid.
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the university. With the ROTC cadets unable to conduct their drill, JCU’s
SDSers succeeded at displaying their identity in a way that demanded the
university’s attention. They utilized methods typical of SDSers by calling for
an end to the ROTC program and the Vietnam War. Once the SDSers ended
their protest and returned to their initial gathering place, the ROTC cadets
resumed their drill without further interruption.27
The ROTC protest was important to the development of an SDS identity
at JCU. Although the university had no official SDS chapter, SDSers still
created tension on the campus. The protest identity also reinforced that official recognition was not important for being part of a broader identity. The
only thing important for JCU SDSers was for them to display their leftist
identity as a collective force regardless of whether or not the collective was
officially recognized. Despite the tension created by the ROTC protest, it
was the last open-air challenge to the university’s authority. With no further
protests planned, support for the creation of an official SDS chapter now
came from those within the university’s power structure.
Ulf Goebel, a professor of political science at JCU, picked up Tymowski’s
original arguments about the feasibility of an official SDS chapter. In October
1968, Goebel mirrored the rhetorical tactics crafted by Tymowski in an editorial in the Carroll News. He began with an explanation that JCU’s SDSers
had nothing to fear from the university if the organization operated with religious intentions. He also commented on McKearney’s arguments about SDS
chapters wanting only publicity, such as the chapter at Columbia University.
Columbia’s SDS aligned itself with Columbia’s Afro-American Society and
occupied five university buildings, including the administration building,
during April 1968.28 The U.S. media widely publicized the takeover, which
reinforced the fears of university officials across the country that SDS was
a dangerous organization. Geobel agreed with McKearney that these chapters tarnished the name of SDS by being radical for the sake of being radical,
while also commenting that the “ill-informed accusations that would associate anyone even thinking about the Students for a Democratic Society with
a dark and sinister international Communist conspiracy” compelled him to
write the editorial.29 Geobel’s attacks on Columbia’s SDS protected him from
possible claims that he supported university takeovers and violent protests,
but he noted that connecting SDS to communism was absurd. Goebel argued
that an SDS chapter would be important for JCU, owing to its positions on
fighting racism, helping the poor, and ending the war in Vietnam.
27. “SDS Picnic Draws Newsman.”
28. Crisis at Columbia; Report of the Fact-Finding Commission Appointed to Investigate the Disturbances at Columbia University in April and May, 1968 (New York: Vintage Books, 1968), xv.
29. Ulf Goebel, “Prof Explains SDS Advocacy,” Carroll News (University Heights), Oct. 4,
1968.
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Geobel drenched his editorial with Catholicism’s motifs of agony, death,
resurrection, and redemption by commenting on the polarization of JCU’s
campus community as a reflection of the divides in American society in 1968:
A university at its best is a microcosmic manifestation of its society
on the level of reflexive humanization and thus redemption by way
of a memory that frees and makes possible the engagement of future
possibilities with compassion. To affirm the future in full view of our
responsibility as free men it is imperative that we make the experience
of this nation in agony ours. To rise above from the barbaric death of
hippies and yippies it is necessary for us to live that death ourselves.30
He ended his editorial with similar religious justifications that Tymowski
used in his March 1968 article, but expanded the connection between the
life of Christ and SDS activists:
I have always been attracted to Christian mythology and particularly
now it speaks to me. I am reminded of the man Jesus . . . who lived
the only life possible for God, engaged in the project of redeeming
humanity. A carpenter first and outcast for the remaining two years of
his life, he chose the company of whores, pimps, embezzlers, thieves,
and generally the wretched of the earth. His was a life of rebellion
with the alienated for the purpose of raising all of humanity to a
higher level. We might well benefit from his example.31
It appears Geobel believed SDS was the modern force that could raise humanity to a “higher level.”
JCU’s SDSers did not respond to Goebel’s calls, though. JCU’s Students
for a Free Society made no further protests for the remainder of the academic year. Although JCU’s SDSers made no further protests, the university allowed for open-air challenges of the Establishment by hosting a lecture
for two protest priests in April 1969. On April 22, 1969, JCU held a dialogue
“concerning Dow Chemical, the producer of napalm for the Vietnam War,”
with Father Robert Begin and Father Bernard Meyer, who had broken into a
Dow building in Washington, D.C., and destroyed a number of company files
on April 15, 1969.32 The activities of Father Begin and Father Meyer against
Dow showcased their covert relationship with student activists, especially the

30. Ibid.
31. Ibid.
32. Peter Minark, “Boland, Hampsch, Clancey, Hay Discuss Dow-Chemical, Napalm,”
Carroll News (University Heights), Apr. 25, 1969.
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SDSers who protested the company. When Dow received a contract from the
U.S. government to produce napalm in 1966, SDS chapters across the nation
protested the company. In the 1967–68 academic year alone, SDS chapters
conducted over one hundred protests against Dow recruiters. According to a
task force report submitted to the National Commission on the Causes and
Prevention of Violence, protests against companies that supported the war
effort became a central purpose for the hundreds of SDS chapters across the
nation.33 The protests against Dow marked a “growing sophistication among
many students of the role of corporations in propagating the war and is a
solid indication that at least a rudimentary understanding of imperialism was
catching hold.”34
In many ways these priests were also similar to the Catonsville Nine, who
used illegal actions to display their revolutionary behavior. The Carroll News
commented on the controversial ideologies expressed during the meeting
while reporting the moral and religious connections the priests had to student activism. Once again, the meeting demonstrated that the university
would not prohibit activist sentiment on the campus. When Professor Boland
from JCU’s Department of Sociology took the stage, he “maintained the morality of the priests’ action.” He then attempted to continue Geobel’s earlier
arguments about the connections of Christ to radicalism by stressing “that
Frs. Meyer and Begin were faced with two evils, the napalming of children
and the burning of offices. A true prophet will challenge evils, accepting the
retribution of society.”35
The meeting took a more radical turn when the activist priests began
their talk on Dow Chemical and the war in Vietnam. They outlined America’s corporate imperialism in Latin America and argued that communism
was not the enemy of the United States or even Catholicism:
Turning to Viet Nam, the priests pointed out the immorality of war
itself, and as Fr. Begin said to one of the students, “If you consider
war immoral, but go to the aid of your country, you are in a sense becoming a ‘Christian murderer.’ The priests also mentioned the Cuban
revolution, and stated that the U.S. should have rendered assistance,
militarily and economically to the rebels. On Viet Nam again, they advocated self-determination by the people of that country even if they
chose to elect Communism. “Freedom is obtained by choice,” said Fr.
Begin, “even if Communism is the type of freedom they want.”36

33. Jerome H. Skolnick, The Politics of Protest (New York: Ballantine Books, 1969), 99.
34. Sale, SDS, 382.
35. Minark, “Boland, Hampsch, Clancey, Hay.”
36. Ibid.
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The protest priests revealed to the campus community that agents of an
official institution supported radical ideologies. Furthermore, the priests
showed that they were willing to initiate revolutionary change to the structures of the United States through radical protest methods. The priests, as
members of the Catholic Church, had influence on the campus community.
These were not individuals who represented political ideals, but rather religious ideals, and thus redefined the power relationship between agents of
the Establishment and those who protested against it. Although the priests
offered JCU students lessons on how to legitimize leftist ideologies through
religious motives, JCU’s SDSers remained dormant and attempted no further protests on the campus.
The SDS chapter at Case Western Reserve University (CWRU), also located in Cleveland, realized the moribund protest culture at JCU and attempted to recruit some students into its protest identity during the fall of
1969. On Thursday, September 18, 1969, CWRU’s SDS chapter distributed a
pamphlet on JCU’s campus titled “War/Game.”37 The pamphlet called for a
protest against the Davis Cup tennis championship and explained that CWRU
SDS would protest the cup that Saturday. The distribution of a pamphlet at
JCU written by CWRU SDS is an interesting development in the story of
JCU’s protest culture and northeast Ohio’s New Left identity. CWRU SDS
attempted to build a unified protest culture in the Cleveland area as it sought
to recruit JCU students into its anti-Establishment activities. The pamphlet
hinted at the absence of a strong revolutionary identity at JCU because it had
no official SDS chapter to generate and sustain acts of campus protest, even
though potential SDSers still attended the university in the fall of 1969.
JCU sophomore Jim Fraley answered the CWRU SDS call and attended
the Davis Cup protest as a reporter for the Carroll News. He noted a small
“cohort” of JCU students participated in the protest, and his account of the
protest gives an “on the ground” overview of what occurred:
“Hey, man . . . good to see ’ya, good to see ’ya,” said one guy that I
recognized from JCU (whom I’ll call Bill). “Do you plan on getting
arrested?” I told him I hadn’t. “Then you better get out now,” as he
headed east down North Park. . . . Then it happened. I stood there
alone and watched, yet it was still hard to believe. To say that the SDS
got everything they expected would be fairly accurate. To say that
some police officers vented personal frustrations couldn’t be closer to
the truth. A short, stout young man later identified as a math instructor at Cleveland Heights High by a fellow teacher, made sure that the
37. J. Fralley, “Carroll Sophomore Recounts SDS Clash at Davis Cup,” Carroll News (University Heights), Oct. 10, 1969.
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demonstrator’s first swing would be her last. I walked over and stood
about four feet away with hands in pockets and watched. Squirming
and swinging on the ground with her breast exposed and screaming,
“fascist pig . . . fascist pig,” he dropped his knee on her neck and took
on her hair with his other foot. “Here get her with these,” as one policeman tossed him a pair of cuffs.”38
The participation of JCU students in a protest organized by CWRU SDS demonstrated that if a university did not fulfill students’ revolutionary desires,
they would seek fulfillment by integrating themselves with other groups of
leftist students. This fact also illuminated how, even if a student attended a
university without an established SDS chapter, northeast Ohio still offered the
opportunity for a student to display his or her revolutionary tendencies. Even
though JCU SDSers could align themselves with other SDS chapters in the
region, their participation in violent protests ended with the Davis Cup. In
many ways, it is apparent that JCU SDSers had indeed fallen into the trap of
abandoning peaceful methods of protest by becoming associated with violent
SDS demonstrations, which proved the arguments raised by JCU’s anti-SDS
students. However, the evolution of JCU SDSers still suggested that not all
SDSers felt violence was the only method to bring change to the United States.
The manner in which SDS’s protest culture operated at JCU provides an
excellent example of how SDS functioned at smaller institutions of higher
learning and why smaller universities were less willing to sustain displays
of revolutionary fervor. SDSers at JCU sought to organize an identity that
stood in binary opposition to the Establishment’s authority, but often lacked
the desire to participate in and adopt the more radical aspects of other SDS
chapters. They reflected the early actions of SDS in the sense that challenges
to the Establishment’s authority occurred in the metaphysical realm of intellectual debates with physical demonstrations and confrontations considered for the most part counterproductive to achieving their goals. This
point demonstrated that even though other SDS chapters had abandoned
the organization’s founding objectives, the SDSers at JCU kept the original
guidelines alive.
Although an SDS identity at JCU remained miniscule when compared to
the SDS chapters at other universities in the United States, the presence of
an SDS cohort at JCU showed the apparent strength of the student movement during the late 1960s. More important and interesting is the manner
in which JCU SDSers used revolutionary language to convey their leftist
identity. JCU SDSers exploited the religious composition of the campus community to redefine power relations between university officials and students.
38. Ibid.
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They claimed that those who opposed leftist ideologies rejected the moral
principles that they needed to uphold as JCU students and Catholics.
This form of rhetorical justification complicates the history of northeast
Ohio’s leftist culture and identity for a variety of reasons. One of the complications is that opposition to the Establishment in northeast Ohio was not
always secular in nature and religion played a role in the way some students
identified with the movement. One of the most important complications
is that JCU SDSers had difficulty in defining the Catholic Church as connected to the Establishment. Indeed, the Catholic Church functioned as
an anchor for the Establishment due to its centralization of ideologies and
linguistic expressions; however, its vague opposition to the war in Vietnam
and other American imperialist endeavors, support for social justice, and
its reluctance to support America’s capitalist institutions meant its alliance
was shaky at best.
JCU SDSers often failed to establish strong definitions of how the Establishment harmed their campus culture and remained ambivalent as to
whether the Catholic Church was connected to it. Thus, the SDSers at JCU
found themselves in a campus culture that did not feel an SDS chapter was
necessary for the campus. This lack of support stemmed from the university’s unified religious culture, which furthered the notions that an SDS
chapter at JCU was unnecessary, even if priests and professors openly called
for a chapter. Indeed, whether pro-or anti-SDS, students and university officials often cited the importance of social justice, and as many SDS chapters
across the nation became interested in a violent overthrow of the Establishment, JCU SDSers had difficulty in negotiating a common relationship
between the university’s religious culture and SDS’s secular culture.
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Water in the Shaping of
Columbus, Ohio, 1812–1912

m a n s e l g . b l ac k f o r d

“The 1908 Columbus Experiment was like the 1969 moon landing to the
world’s engineering and emerging public health community of that time,”
Conrade C. Hinds—architect and retired project manager for the city of
Columbus, Ohio, Division of Water—has recently stated. He was referring
to a revolutionary water and sewage-treatment system established in Columbus between 1904 and 1908. The death of Marcus Hanna, one of Ohio’s
senators and a leading GOP politician, from drinking disease-laden water
in Columbus in early 1904 spurred city residents to build a state-of-theart system to provide them with pure water. That system was, Hinds has
observed, “the catalyst that helped set a precedent for delivering clean and
uncontaminated drinking water on a large scale, not only in the city of Columbus but also America and the world.”1
This article examines the creation of Columbus’s new water system and,
more generally, argues for the great importance of water issues in shaping
the spatial development of Columbus. Water and sewage-treatment plants
constructed in Columbus during the Progressive era nearly eliminated waterborne diseases from Columbus, and the system put in place in Columbus
during the early 1900s remains the basic one in use today. However, the
changes entailed social costs and raised environmental-justice issues, as not
The author would like to thank John Burnham, William Childs, Conrade Hinds, Andrea
Lentz, Mark Rose, David Stebenne, and two anonymous readers for this journal for reading
an earlier draft of this article and making valuable suggestions for its improvement.
1. Conrade C. Hinds, The Great Columbus Experiment of 1908: Waterworks That Changed
the World (Charleston, S.C.: The History Press, 2012), 11, 13.
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all Columbus residents benefited equally from them. In fact, as this article
shows, those living in Columbus’s South Side opposed some of the changes
and were hurt when alterations were, nonetheless, made. In particular, siting a new sewer plant near the South Side hindered the growth of that district and encouraged the northward expansion of Columbus.
This study contributes to a growing, but still very incomplete, historical
literature on urban infrastructures, especially that dealing with water systems.2 Urban historian Martin Melosi’s works have informed much of the
scholarship on this topic. His pathbreaking The Sanitary City: Environmental Services in Urban America from Colonial Times to the Present focused,
Melosi has explained, “on sanitary (or environmental) services—water, sewerage, and solid-waste disposal—because they have been and remain indispensable for the functioning and growth of cities.”3 Melosi and most other
historians who have dealt with urban water matters have looked mainly at
developments in large coastal cities—Philadelphia, New York, Boston, San
Francisco, Oakland, and Los Angeles—along with examinations of water
systems in Chicago.4 Few have investigated the evolution of waterworks in
midsize, inland cities. About a decade and a half ago, historian Maureen

2. Mark Rose, “Technology and Politics: The Scholarship of Two Generations of UrbanEnvironmental Historians,” Journal of Urban History 30 (July 2004): 769–85. See also Kathleen A. Brosnan, “Effluence, Affluence, and the Maturing of Urban Environmental History,”
Journal of Urban History 31 (Jan. 2004): 115–23; Jonathan J. Keyes, “A Place of Its Own: Urban
Environmental History,” Journal of Urban History 26 (Mar. 2000): 380–90; Christine Meisner
Rosen and Joel A. Tarr, “The Importance of an Urban Perspective in Environmental History,”
Journal of Urban History 20 (May 1994): 299–310; Stanley K. Schultz and Clay McShane, “To
Engineer the Metropolis: Sewers, Sanitation, and City Planning in Late-Nineteenth-Century
America,” Journal of American History 65 (Sept. 1978): 389–411.
3. Martin V. Melosi, The Sanitary City: Environmental Services in Urban America from Colonial Times to the Present (Pittsburgh, Pa.: Univ. of Pittsburgh Press, 2008), 1. See also Martin
V. Melosi, Precious Commodity: Providing Water for America’s Cities (Pittsburgh, Pa.: Univ.
of Pittsburgh Press, 2011), a collection of eight essays. See as well Daniel Schneider, Hybrid
Nature: Sewage Treatment and the Contradictions of the Industrial Ecosystem (Cambridge:
Massachusetts Inst. of Technology, 2011). Like Melosi, Schneider examines the development
of sewage-treatment systems as parts of urban infrastructures. However, he goes further in
looking at sewage-treatment plants as human and biological ecosystems and depicts bacterial sewage treatment as part of a revolution in industrial processes using microbiology to
produce foods, chemicals, and pharmaceuticals. Most recently, Carl Smith, author of City
Water, City Life: Water and the Infrastructure of Ideas in Urbanizing Philadelphia, Boston, and
Chicago (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 2013), has drawn valuable connections between
changing ideas about water and alterations in water-use policies.
4. Nelson M. Blake, Water for the Cities: A History of the Urban Water Supply Problem in
the United States (Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse Univ. Press, 1956), which looks at developments
in Boston, New York, Baltimore, and Philadelphia; Louis P. Cain, Sanitation Strategy for a
Lakefront Metropolis: The Case of Chicago (DeKalb: Northern Illinois Univ. Press, 1978); Sarah
S. Elkind, Bay Cities and Water Politics: The Battle for Resources in Boston and Oakland (Lawrence: Univ. of Kansas Press, 1998); Joel Tarr, The Search for the Ultimate Sink: Urban Pollution
in Historical Perspective (Akron, Ohio: Univ. of Akron Press, 1996).
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Ogle decried that scholarly overemphasis on large metropolises and called
for more research on smaller cities.5
Exploring water use in just such a midsize metropolis highlights differences and some similarities in its development compared to that of larger
neighboring cities. Inhabitants of smaller cities initially lagged behind those
of larger centers in their creation of centralized, municipally owned water systems. Developments in Columbus, where comprehensive water and
sewer systems were at first slow to be constructed, were typical of the gradual
spread of such infrastructures in Ohio and the nation. However, changing
conceptions of disease in the late nineteenth century also encouraged residents in smaller cities to rapidly catch up with, and sometimes surpass, their
brethren in larger urban centers in best practices in water use. Environmental and developmental matters concerning water were intricately linked, this
work concludes, in many aspects of the evolution of Columbus.

Lo cal Fragmented Water Developments to 1870
Designated Ohio’s capital in 1812, Columbus developed as a commercial
city, with only limited, nascent industry before 1870. Columbus’s population
rose from 2,435 in 1830 to 31,000 in 1870, with much of that growth occurring during the 1860s. As it became a center of politics and trade, Columbus was an increasingly thirsty city, with a pressing need for pure water for
residential and commercial uses—and, overarching those requirements, for
fire protection. Yet, before 1871 Columbus had no comprehensive, citywide
water or sewer systems. Instead, all arrangements were ad hoc and local.6 In
this situation, water-borne diseases flourished, and efforts to extinguish fires
proved difficult. The water system established during the Progressive era
grew out of century-long worries that Columbus residents harbored about
the inadequacies of their city’s earlier water systems in preventing diseases
and combatting fires.
Copious supplies of water were available. Columbus lay atop a thick layer
of glacial till, gravel, and sand left behind by retreating glaciers. It was 110 feet
down to bedrock at the intersection of Front and High streets in the city’s
downtown. A Columbus geologist has described this “area of deep drift” as a
5. Maureen Ogle, “Water Supply, Waste Disposal, and the Mid-Nineteenth-Century
American City,” Journal of Urban History 25 (Mar. 1999): 321–47.
6. On the early history of Columbus, see esp. Charles Cole Jr., Fragile Capital: Identity
and the Early Years of Columbus, Ohio (Columbus: Ohio State Univ. Press, 2001); Chester C.
Winter, A Concise History of Columbus, Ohio, and Franklin County (n.p.: Xlibris, 2009). On
Columbus’s history more generally, see Ed Lentz, Columbus: The Story of a City (Charleston,
S.C.: Arcadia Publishing, 2003).
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“great reservoir for ground water.” About thirty-nine inches of rain annually
percolated into the till and also provided surface runoff for rivers and streams
flowing north to south in central Ohio: Blacklick Creek, Big Walnut Creek,
and Alum Creek, in addition to the Olentangy and Scioto rivers.7 Streams,
springs, and underground reservoirs—especially the latter two sources—provided Columbus residents with their first supplies of water. An early historian
of the city observed, “The entire East Broad Street region abounded in springs”
and noted that Spring Street “took its name from numerous natural fountains
which issued in its vicinity and fed a brook of clear water known as Doe Run.”
In this soggy situation, he stated, “wells sunk or driven to a depth not exceeding thirty feet, and frequently to not more than half this depth, command a
generous and unfailing amount of cool and well filtered water.”8 Columbus
possessed about seventeen hundred wells for its 32,600 residents in 1866.9
Sewage went into outhouses (then called “necessaries”) built over underground vaults and cesspools, as was typical of most smaller, and even
many larger, American cities well into the twentieth century. Privy vaults
and cesspools were supposed to be cleaned out on a regular basis, but often
were not, allowing sewage to leak into water supplies. A few unconnected
local sewers carried some sewage into the nearby Scioto River. Sewage was
also simply washed away in surface streams, which, in turn, also ran into
the river. Like residents in most midsize cities, those in Columbus initially
favored largely private water sources and sewage outlets. Some of the sewers were built by the city, but many were privately constructed, designed to
drain areas for real estate development. Some large American metropolises
moved toward citywide, centralized municipal water systems in antebellum
years, but the vast majority of smaller cities did not. The costs of centralized
water systems, a dislike of perceived intrusiveness of government in private
affairs, and legal situations that favored individuals over communities militated against centralized water systems for decades.10
Then, too, Columbus residents, like other antebellum Americans, had no
knowledge of germ theory and so did not fully perceive the dangers arising
from sewage contaminating their water supplies. Most Americans believed
that diseases originated in miasmic airs coming from decaying animal corpses
and rotting plant materials.11 Such thinking did little to address the actual
7. J. Ernest Carman, “The Geology of the Columbus Region,” in Columbus, Ohio: An
Analysis of a City’s Development, ed. Roderick Peattie (Columbus, Ohio: Industrial Bureau
of Columbus, 1930), 5. See also Henry L. Hunker, Columbus, Ohio: A Personal Geography
(Columbus: Ohio Univ. Press, 2000), 12–16.
8. Alfred E. Lee, History of the City of Columbus (New York: Munsell & Co., 1892), 1:273–
74, 686.
9. Hinds, Experiment, 29.
10. Ogle, “Water Supply,” 340–41.
11. Melosi, Sanitary City, 29–31. See also John Duffy, The Sanitarians: A History of American Public Health (Urbana: Univ. of Illinois Press, 1990), 93–109.
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causes of many diseases, invisible bacteria. Water-borne diseases, often spread
in epidemics, resulted.12 An international cholera epidemic, which killed
sixty thousand people in Great Britain during 1831–32, crossed the Atlantic to
hit the Columbus area hard in 1832–33. Cholera returned in 1849, killing 116
prisoners in the state penitentiary just north of Columbus’s downtown, in
addition to about two hundred Columbus residents. More cholera outbreaks
occurred in 1850, 1852, and 1854. Typhoid fever was another big killer. In 1867,
diphtheria and typhoid fever were so prevalent at the state institution for the
deaf and dumb in Columbus that the school had to be disbanded and the
students sent home. Dysentery—that is, severe diarrhea—was also frequently
caused by impure water and often affected those living in Columbus. A fourth
water-related disease chronically found in early Columbus was malaria,
spread by mosquitoes, which bred in stagnant water.13 Water-borne diseases
affected animals as well as people. In 1872, a water-borne epizootic fever,
which had first appeared in Columbus in 1858, returned with a vengeance to
fell many of the city’s horses. Seized with chills and coughing, the horses were
incapacitated. Stagecoaches, horse-drawn streetcars, and omnibuses ceased
running. Firemen had to pull their engines and hose carts by hand. Bakers
and grocers delivered their goods on foot, and oxen took over heavy pulling.
The city almost shut down temporarily.14
Indeed, diseases, many of them water-borne, limited growth in the early
days of Columbus, as can be seen in the letters written by Elizabeth (Betsy)
Green Deshler. Newlywed Betsy moved to Columbus in the summer of 1817
with her husband David W. Deshler from Easton, Pennsylvania. Betsy was
eighteen years of age; David was twenty-five. They were soon living in a house
built by David, who was a carpenter, on Broad Street just west of High Street.
From this “plain, wooden building” Betsy penned letters to family members
back in Pennsylvania. A constant refrain concerned unhealthy living conditions in Columbus. In late 1821, Betsy wrote her brother that “The most that
appears to occupy the minds of people this year is sickness, taking care of the
sick, going to funerals, and hard times.” In the fall of 1822, she observed to
him that “There has been much more sickness this season than has ever been
known since the settlement of Franklin County [in which Columbus was
sited]. Our burying ground has averaged ten new graves per week.” Matters
12. Early histories of Columbus contain extensive litanies of epidemics. See William Martin, History of Franklin County (Columbus, Ohio: Follett, Foster & Company, 1858), 1:6, 305–
6, 328–30; Lee, Columbus, 1:716–29; Opha Moore, History of Franklin County (Indianapolis:
Historical Publishing Co., 1930), 1:355–56; Jacob H. Studer, Columbus, Ohio: Its History, Resources, and Progress (n.p.: Columbus, 1873), 1:36–37, 48–49; and William Alexander Taylor,
Centennial History of Columbus and Franklin County, Ohio (Chicago: S. J. Clarke Publishing
Co., 1909), 1:101.
13. Charles Rosenberg, The Cholera Years: The United States in 1832, 1849, and 1866 (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 1962).
14. Lee, Columbus, 1:727.
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failed to improve in 1823, with Betsy telling her parents in August that “Our
town is at present nothing but a scene of trouble, sickness and death.” In the
spring of 1826, she further informed her brother that “Everyone in this town
has been severely afflicted with the influenza.”15 Betsy died in 1827 at the age
of twenty-eight, “simply worn out.”16
Columbus residents sought to prevent and combat diseases through governmental actions. Borough ordinances aimed to clean up Columbus, thus
removing filth, miasmic airs, and disease. An 1828 ordinance specified that
outhouses had to be erected at least twenty feet back from any street, had
to have vaults at least six feet deep, and be cleaned on a regular basis. An
ordinance approved in 1820, and again in 1828, required residents to remove
decomposing bodies of dead hogs, cows, horses, sheep, dogs, and cats from
borough streets within one day or face fines. The repeated passage of this
measure suggests, however, that rotting animal bodies were a continuing
problem. The 1828 ordinance also forbade leaving manure, lumber, firewood,
or “any nuisance of any kind whatever” in the streets, subject to a hefty fine
of $10. An ordinance passed in 1830 provided for the cleaning of High Street
between Broad and Friend streets in the emerging downtown area. Home
and business owners were to “cause to be swept or cleaned so much of High
Street as lies in front of the lot or part of the lot they occupies [sic] to the center of the street.” There the dirt was to be collected “into convenient heaps on
Saturday in each week before 10 Oclock of said day from the 1st day of May
to the 1st day of November.” Failure to obey this rule resulted in a $1 fine. The
borough marshal was ordered to ensure that a “scavenger” then removed the
waste from the center of the High Street to “some proper place of deposit.”17
When it was recognized as a city in 1834, Columbus’s articles of incorporation encompassed the borough’s earlier rules for street cleaning and
repeated earlier prohibitions against allowing dead animals to decompose
on city streets.18 Indicating a growing awareness of the miasmic theory of
disease, ordinances also stated that “Whenever any lot, yard or cellar within
the bounds of the city shall contain any stagnant water, filth or offensive

15. Long excerpts from Betsy Deshler’s letters may be found in Lee, Columbus, 1:265–71.
Betsy’s original letters are no longer accessible, for they repose in a time capsule buried in a
sealed container in the One Columbus Building in downtown Columbus.
16. Ed Lentz, As It Were: Stories of Old Columbus (Delaware, Ohio: Red Mountain Press,
1998), 37–41, esp. 37. David Deshler remarried and became one of the leading bankers in Columbus. On the Deshlers, see Cole, Fragile Capital, 28–29.
17. The original, handwritten borough ordinances for 1816–30 are available at the library
and archives of the Ohio Historical Society in Columbus, Ohio, in State Archives Series 5039,
Box 18,380. The pages for the book of ordinances in that box for the ordinances referred to
above are 55, 94, 148–49, 151, and 185.
18. “An Act to Incorporate the City of Columbus in the State of Ohio,” in State Archives
Series 5039, Box 18,381, 1:6–10, the Ohio Historical Society.
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matter of any kind which may be prejudicial to the public health, the same
shall be deemed a nuisance and the owner or owners or occupants of such
lot, yard or cellar shall cause such nuisance to be removed” under the threat
of a fine. Likewise, candle-makers and soap-makers were forbidden to use
any “stale, stinking or putrid fat, grease or other offensive matters.”19
The 1834 articles of incorporation permitted city officials to establish a
board of health, and they quickly did so.20 In the wake of the cholera epidemic of 1832–33, the city council created a temporary seven-member board
empowered to take whatever actions were necessary to keep diseases at bay.
Council members also enacted an ordinance requiring that the masters of
canal boats entering Columbus report to the board of health “any person affected with cholera or any contagious or infectious disease.” Boats carrying
infected travelers were not permitted to land inside the city limits, and infected people were forbidden to disembark.21 The board of health had only
a temporary existence and soon passed way. Only larger metropolises like
New York City had permanent boards of health at this time. Such was the
outcome in later health crises. The 1848 outbreak of cholera prompted the
appointment of another temporary seven-member board of health. Only in
1887, after additional outbreaks of typhoid fever and cholera, was a permanent board of health established in Columbus.22
If disease was one major problem that early residents in Columbus faced,
frequent fires were another. Columbus residents again responded through
governmental actions. An 1819 ordinance outlawed “the burning of timber,
brush shavings or any combustible materials within the Borough of Columbus” without the prior permission of the mayor, subject to a $50 fine. An 1822
ordinance provided for the enrollment in the mayor’s office of a hook-and-ax
company of fifteen men and a ladder company of twelve men. The mayor
could draft the men, if necessary. All men were required by law to “act in
concert” with the fire companies to extinguish fires. Ordinances of 1822 and
1824 further required that “all houses, stores, and shops” contain their proper
“quota of fire buckets,” made of “good leather” capable holding four quarts of
water each.23
Columbus’s articles of incorporation as a city empowered the city council “to secure said City” from “the destructive ravages of fire” by forbidding
the construction of any building more than ten feet tall unless it were made
19. The city of Columbus ordinances may be found in State Archives Series 5039, Box
18,381, 1:48–51 and 1:266–70.
20. “Act to Incorporate the City of Columbus,” 6.
21. City of Columbus, “Ordinances,” 38, 63–64.
22. Lee, Columbus, 1:725, 729; Martin, Franklin County, 1:328–30; Moore, Franklin County,
1:355–56; Studer, Columbus, 1:48–49.
23. Borough of Columbus, “Ordinances,” 89, 115–16, 129.
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of brick or stone. Any offending structure could be torn down.24 An ordinance of 1835 laid out detailed specifications for the construction of blacksmith shops, bakeries, and other commercial establishments to make them
less likely to catch fire. Another ordinance passed in the same year authorized the city to build six-thousand-gallon water cisterns at the intersections of major streets in the downtown area and to connect those cisterns
with underground pipes. The council had purchased a hand-pumped fire
engine four years before, bought two more in 1835, and recognized the need
for water supplies for them. A building to house the three engines and a
hook-and-ladder carriage was also built at this time. A third 1835 ordinance
laid out plans for the creation of a forty-man hook-and-ladder company
and three fifty-man engine companies, along with provisions for the establishment of fire wardens throughout Columbus.25
Fire wardens had considerable powers. They could “enter any house or
building, lot, yard or other building in this city between sun rising or setting
on any week day for the purpose of examining any fire place, stoves, hearths,
chimneys, kettles, boilers or other apparatus which may be dangerous in causing or promoting damage by fire.” The wardens could order building owners
to “remove or amend” any fire dangers “in such manner and within such time
as they may deem reasonable,” subject to a $50 fine. Such was the extensive
police power that city officials delegated to the fire wardens.26
Further changes to firefighting occurred in the 1850s and 1860s. After
reviewing their performance in Cincinnati, Columbus city council members purchased steam-powered, horse-drawn fire engines in the 1850s. At
this time, Columbus also began paying members of its fire department, now
organized under the leadership of a fire chief, becoming the fourth city in
the United States to have paid firemen using steam-powered pumpers. There
were some controversies in taking these steps. An 1853 ordinance forbidding firemen to run their engines on sidewalks gave offense, leading to the
disbanding of several companies. Some firemen saw the ordinance as an infringement of their rights to do as they pleased and dissolved their organizations rather than follow its dictates. Then, too, the election of the first fire
chief by the city council required 170 ballots due to differences of opinion
among council members. Not all Columbus residents were confident that
these steps were enough to prevent the spread of fires. One enterprising jeweler built his shop on wheels so that it could be easily moved into the middle
of a street in case of fire.27

24. “Act to Incorporate the City of Columbus,” 7.
25. City of Columbus “Ordinances,” 41–42, 56–62, 65–66.
26. Ibid.
27. Lentz, As It Were, 50.
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Columbus trailed larger Ohio cities in establishing centralized municipal
waterworks. Cincinnati was the first to have one, set up in 1821 when that
city had about ten thousand residents. Water was pumped from the Ohio
River to an elevated storage reservoir from which it was distributed to homes
and businesses by gravity feed through pipes. With a population of about
thirty thousand people in 1855, Cleveland installed a municipally owned waterworks drawing water directly from Lake Erie from an intake crib about
three hundred feet offshore. By 1870, eleven Ohio towns and cities possessed
municipal waterworks, serving about 380,000 of Ohio’s 2.7 million people.
At this time, no Ohio cities possessed municipal sewer systems.28
In general, large East Coast cities led the way in the creation of municipal
waterworks. Philadelphia had an extensive water-pumping and distribution
system from 1801, and Boston and New York had such systems by the mid1840s. Smaller, less-comprehensive systems were constructed in Chicago,
Milwaukee, and St. Louis. Altogether, 244 American cities and towns possessed waterworks of some sort by 1870. Beyond Richmond, Virginia, however, no American cities filtered their water. Residents of Boston, Cincinnati,
and Philadelphia considered establishing “slow-sand” filtration systems,
which passed water through beds of sand and gravel, to try to eliminate pollutants, but rejected them as too expensive. Even Richmond’s system, established in 1832, proved to be ineffective. Paisley, Scotland, had put in place
the world’s first effective slow-sand filtration system in 1804, followed by the
Chelsea waterworks of London twenty-three years later. Berlin’s water went
through slow-sand filtering from 1856.29

Toward a Cit ywide Water System, 1870–1903
The diffusion of the germ theory of the origins of diseases combined with the
expansion of Columbus as an industrial center to spur mightily the desire for
clean water after about 1870, as did the city’s growth in population to 237,000
in 1920. The idea that many diseases are spread by bacteria invisible to the
human eye originated in the work of European scientists and spread to the
United States. Conversion to germ theory in sciences, medicine, and public
health (“sanitation”) took place surprisingly quickly during the 1880s and
28. F. H. Waring, “Public Water Supplies and Control of Water Pollution in Ohio,” Ohio
State University Engineering Studies Engineering Series, Engineering Experiment Station Circular No. 57, 24, no. 4 (Sept. 1955): 1–36, esp. 1–3, 8, 11–12. Waring was the chief sanitary engineer
for the state of Ohio’s department of health. See also J. Douglas Brookhart and Alvin D.
Wansing, History of Ohio’s Water Systems (Columbus, Ohio: American Water Works Association, 2010), 7, 18–20, 78–99, which relies heavily on Waring’s report.
29. Melosi, Precious Commodity, 37–60.
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1890s.30 Shifts in thinking about the origins of diseases had consequences
for actions. Since few vaccinations against diseases existed then, emphasis
was on trying to make homes germ-free. Early home economists sought to
instruct all Americans, but especially women, on how to make toilets sanitary, how to cook and preserve food safely, and how, more generally, to banish disease-carrying microbes from their homes. Fecal contamination came
under special scrutiny. Historian Nancy Tomes has written: “In this era no
public health precept was better established than the role of fecal contamination in spreading diseases such as cholera and typhoid. Because disease
germs throve in human sewage, it was assumed that food, water, or air that
came in contact with such wastes could become infected.”31
State and city governments became involved in the fight against bad microbes. In 1887, the state of Massachusetts began the first state program of
sanitary chemical analysis and microscopic examination in the United States,
and the establishment of similar laboratories followed in most large cities.32
As we have seen, Columbus created a permanent board of health in 1887. That
agency, in addition to employing six inspectors to examine milk, meat, and
bakery products offered for sale in Columbus, had a full-time “bacteriologist” on its staff at the substantial annual salary of $1,500 by 1908. In that year,
the board’s chairman asked the city council for more laboratory space due to
“the rapid increase in the demands on the laboratory service in the Health
Department especially in connection with food examinations and contagious
disease work,” a request granted.33
Cities also established water and sewer systems with centralized treatment
plants. By 1924, some 9,850 waterworks had been built in the United States.
Most of the waterworks—70 percent of those in cities with populations of
100,000 or more—were publicly owned. Between 1870 and 1920, the number
of cities in the United States with sewer systems rose from about one hundred
to roughly three thousand, representing about 87 percent of the nation’s urban population at the later date. However, most of the sewer systems initially
released untreated sewage into nearby rivers and lakes. Only in the Progressive era and later did the same bacterial revolution that changed thinking
about the origins of diseases lead to the large-scale purification of sewage by
30. Nancy Tomes, The Gospel of Germs: Men, Women, and the Microbe in American Life
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univ. Press, 1998).
31. Nancy Tomes, “Spreading the Germ Theory: Sanitary Science and Home Economics,
1880–1930,” in Women and Health in America: Historical Readings, ed. Judith Walzer Leavitt
(Madison: Univ. of Wisconsin Press, 1999), 596–611, esp. 602.
32. Melosi, Sanitary City, 77, 79, 91.
33. “Resolution of the Board of Health with Reference to Additional Space for Use as a
Laboratory,” May 5, 1908, State Archives Series 5052, Box 2292, the Ohio Historical Society;
“Health Department Positions & Salaries,” 1909, State Archives Series 5052, Box 2293, Ohio
Historical Society.
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bacteria in treatment facilities. The number of Ohio municipalities having
waterworks rose from just eleven in 1870 to 237 in 1920, when two-thirds of
Ohio’s population benefited from municipal waterworks. An increasing proportion filtered and softened their water supplies. In 1910, twenty-two plants
serving 952,000 of Ohio’s 4.8 million people did so.34 Most sewer systems,
like most waterworks, came to be publicly owned and operated, and for the
same reasons; they were seen as too technologically complex and too expensive to be provided by private businesses—a real contrast to the earlier private
ownership of more limited facilities. The water and sewer plants were typically financed by combinations of bonds, taxes, and user fees.35
Some Columbus residents felt the need for a citywide water system as
early as the 1850s, and in 1868 the city council reported in favor of establishing a waterworks designed by engineer Birdsill Holly.36 A resident of
Lockport, New York, Holly was responsible for “the first pressure water systems in America,” including a number in Ohio. Holly’s systems relied on
steam-powered pumps, not just gravity feed, to move water through pipes.
Holly was, according to one account, “known to catch a train out of New
York, travel to an Ohio community, and survey the raw water supply.” A system of Holly pumps, pipes, and hydrants (for firefighting) often resulted.37
Such was the case in Columbus. In early 1870, the city council approved a
contract with the Holly Manufacturing Company for the purchase of several of Holly’s rotary pumps, which were guaranteed to throw six one-inch
streams of water simultaneously for firefighting purposes, while at the same
time supplying Columbus residents with water for business and domestic
uses. Auxiliary pumps, pipes, and hydrants were part of the deal.38
To provide water for the pumps, the city council authorized the digging
of a well twenty feet in diameter on the east bank of the Olentangy River
just north of that stream’s juncture with the Scioto River. Water entered this
well through a 256-foot-long brick filtering gallery, where it settled and lost
its turbidity (muddiness). It was hoped that natural underground filtering,
along with the location of the well north of most development in Columbus, would result in pure water for residents of the city. To try to ensure that
outcome, water police patrolled riverbanks upstream to eliminate sources
of pollution. These efforts proved insufficient, as polluted water flowed
downstream from towns such as Worthington and moved laterally through
Columbus’s underground water table. Earth alone was not enough to filter
34. Waring, “Public Water Supplies,” 3–5.
35. Melosi, Sanitary City, 98, 111; Schneider, Hybrid Nature, xxi.
36. Studer, Columbus, 1:136–38.
37. Brookhart and Wansing, Ohio’s Water Systems, 22. See also Michael Speer, “Urbanization and Reform: Columbus, Ohio, 1870–1900” (PhD diss., Ohio State Univ., 1972), 205–18.
38. Moore, Franklin County, 1:216–17; and Studer, Columbus, 1:138–40.
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out all germs. Holly pumps in what became known as the West Side Pumping Station pushed water directly from the well through cast-iron pipes to
households, businesses, and fire hydrants. In 1889, wells sunk on the west
side of Alum Creek began providing water to an East Side Pumping Station.
Columbus thus came to possess two systems of wells, pumps, and highpressure pipes to convey water to homes, businesses, and firefighters.39 By
the late 1890s, the West Side wells provided Columbus with 9 million gallons of water per day, and the East Side wells distributed another 6 million
gallons.40
Even as they addressed concerns about water supplies, Columbus residents tackled sewage issues. A major intercepting sewer was completed under the eastern banks of the Olentangy and Scioto rivers in 1892. Smaller intercepting sewers took sewage from the east and west sides of Columbus to
that main intercepting sewer. All of the sewage was pumped to an outlet 2.5
miles south of Columbus’s downtown, where it was discharged, untreated,
into the Scioto River, which ran from north to south. The downtown area
and much of the rest of Columbus were partially cleaned up, but regions
to the south reeked. The overly optimistic but widely held idea behind this
project was that running water would diffuse and purify sewage.41 It did
not. In response, most spatial development in Columbus took place to the
north, continuing the city’s northward march.
Improvements to Columbus’s water system, along with the continued
modernization of the city’s fire department, lessened, but failed to eliminate, the fire dangers that had been so greatly feared in antebellum years. By
1890, the Columbus fire department possessed six engines, seven hose companies, and two hook-and-ladder companies. Before being replaced by hydrants, seventy-two cisterns—kept full first by city wells, but later by pipes
from the municipal waterworks—provided water for firefighters. Even so,
destructive fires occurred as firefighters continued to struggle with ways to
extinguish blazes. In 1893, the Chittenden Hotel burned to the ground in
the downtown area. By 1920, Columbus had expanded its fire department
to seventeen engine houses sheltering motorized equipment capable of racing to fires at fifty miles per hour. Three hundred firefighters graced the fire
department’s rolls.42 Nonetheless, city hall was destroyed by fire in 1923.
39. John H. Gregory, “The Improved Water and Sewer Systems of Columbus, Ohio,” Transactions of the American Society of Civil Engineers 67 (June 1910): 206–473, esp., 212–13.
40. Olman Castle Hooper, History of the City of Columbus, Ohio (Columbus: Memorial
Publishing Co., 1920), 1:117.
41. Gregory, “Improved Water,” 280; Hooper, Columbus, 1:121; and Lee, Columbus, 1:662.
Intercepting sewers were a common response to sewage problems in the nineteenth century.
Brooklyn had intercepting sewers in 1855, as did Chicago four years later. London completed
building them in 1865.
42. Gregory, “Improved Water, 280; Hooper, Columbus, 1:121; Lee, Columbus, 1:662.
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Health problems defied easy solutions. By far the most worrisome water issue facing Columbus inhabitants was the continuing ravages of waterborne diseases. Cholera killed fifteen prisoners in the state penitentiary in
1873; malarial fevers proved deadly in 1881; and an epizootic disease incapacitated horses again in 1875. However, it was typhoid fever that attracted
the most attention. As long as sewage from upstream sources, privy vaults,
and cesspools reached Columbus’s wells near the Olentangy River and Alum
Creek, typhoid fever ended lives. An average of forty-two people died of
the disease annually in Columbus between 1898 and 1903, about thirty-three
deaths per 100,000 of population, with deaths from typhoid fever spiking
to an average of 119 per year in 1904–6, about seventy-eight per 100,000 of
population. Between 1898 and 1906, typhoid fever accounted for roughly 3
percent of all deaths in Columbus.43

The Great Columbus Experiment, 1904–8
A typhoid fever epidemic was widely reported in Columbus newspapers
during 1904, just as the city’s citizens were considering bonds to pay for major changes to their water system. Sen. Marcus Hanna was only one of the
hundreds of people who fell to typhoid fever contracted in Columbus, but
he was by far the most famous. Hanna, William McKinley’s chief mentor
and a national GOP leader, was very well known, and his death was seen by
many as a “shame” for Columbus. Columbus residents responded to the typhoid epidemic, highlighted by Hanna’s death, by building a new, ultramodern water and sewer system for their city, often called the “Great Columbus
Experiment.”44
Hanna’s doctors announced on February 5, 1904, that the senator, who had
been sick for some time, was definitely infected with typhoid fever. On that
same day, Dr. McKendree Smith, the superintendent of Columbus’s health
department, explained in a statement broadcast in newspapers: “It is to be
believed that to Columbus must be ascribed the responsibility for inoculating the great statesman with the disease germs. . . . There is little doubt in
my mind that Senator Hanna drank from typhoid bearing water during his
visit to Columbus on the occasion of Gov. Herrick’s induction into office” in
January.45 Hanna died on February 15, 1904, and his death acted as something
of a catalyst for fixing Columbus’s water system. On the day Hanna died,

43. Derived from Gregory, “Improved Water,” 211.
44. Hinds used that term as the title for his work on water in Columbus. He took the term
“Great Columbus Experiment” from Progressive-era engineering reports.
45. Columbus Evening Dispatch, Feb. 5, 1904, p. 1.
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the Columbus Evening Dispatch editorialized: “It is evident that Columbus,
in common with most cities, has paid too little attention proportionately to
its sanitary affairs,” and noted that as a result the city was “wrestling with a
typhoid fever problem.” The newspaper’s editor pledged his full support for
plans to improve Columbus’s water situation, asserting that “The importance
of those plans cannot be overestimated, for upon them depend the safety of
the present Columbus and the development of the greater city.”46
Yet, as important as the typhoid epidemic and Hanna’s death were in
bringing changes to Columbus’s water system, Columbus residents built on
past practices in improving their water supplies. The alterations made in the
Progressive era derived, in part, from changes underway for decades, long
before Hanna’s death. The resulting changes were massive. Three interrelated components—a new water supply, a new water-treatment system, and
a new way of handling sewage—made up the core of the alterations.
Columbus leaders began considering new sources of water in the late
1870s and the 1880s and soon focused on damming the Scioto River north
of Columbus to create a large storage reservoir. Julian Griggs, a professional
engineer who had been trained at the Sheffield Scientific School at Yale University, took the steps needed to make the dam and reservoir realities. He
had come to Columbus in 1880 as an engineer for the Norfolk & Western
Railroad, a position he left when appointed as Columbus’s chief engineer
by Mayor George J. Karb in 1893.47 Griggs recommended building a concrete dam thirty feet high across the Scioto River.48 Necessary funds did not
then exist. The United States was enduring a severe depression, and Columbus could not afford the dam. More studies followed. Samuel Gray—a civil
engineer from Providence, Rhode Island, brought in by Griggs—recommended building a fifty-foot-high dam in early 1901. Gray also urged the
construction of a new water-filtration and softening plant next to the West
Side Pumping Station. Columbus’s water was quite “hard,” and its use shortened the life of steam-generating boilers in the city’s many businesses. Softening the water would prolong the lives of boilers and was greatly desired
by Columbus’s business leaders. Not surprisingly, members of the Columbus board of trade, “representative of a thousand business men, including
the heaviest taxpayers,” began calling for water and sewer improvements
around this time. Gray also recommended the abandonment of Columbus’s
two pumping stations, with water from the new reservoir to be conveyed
in a gravity-fed conduit to a new treatment plant downstream. Gray’s plans
became the basis for many of the changes soon to be made.49
46. Columbus Evening Dispatch, Feb. 15, 1904, p. 4.
47. Hinds, Experiment, 63.
48. Gregory, “Improved Water,” 213.
49. Ibid., 214; Hinds, Experiment, 69. Hardness is a measure of the presence of the minerals calcium and magnesium in water. As water moves through the earth, it can pick up these
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Griggs breathed life into ideas for a dam and reservoir in early 1904,
when he forwarded to the Columbus board of public service cost estimates
for them totaling $569,000. This estimate went to the city council. Council
members, urged on very strongly by Mayor Robert Jeffrey, unanimously
passed ordinances enabling the construction of a dam (and its reservoir)
and a water-filtration works. Jeffrey’s political leadership was essential.
Robert Jeffrey was the son of Joseph A. Jeffery, the president of the Jeffrey
Manufacturing Company, a firm that had more than one thousand employees turning out electrical machinery, elevators, and mining machinery in
a large plant on thirteen acres of land near downtown Columbus. Robert
Jeffrey was born in 1873. After graduating from Williams College and attending law school at Ohio State University, he was the assistant manager of
the works at Jeffrey Manufacturing when the Republican Party nominated
him to become mayor of Columbus in 1903. He won election handily. He
was well known in Columbus by then, having served as the president of the
Columbus board of trade in 1902. In late 1904, Columbus residents, urged
on by Jeffrey, followed up on the passage of the enabling ordinances by voting their approval for a bond issue for the dam and water filtration plant,
which were seen as necessary to rid Columbus of typhoid fever.50
Construction of the masonry and concrete dam started in mid-1904 and
was completed late in the following year. Both the dam and reservoir were
named after Julian Griggs. To save money, no conduit was used to convey
water to a new treatment station 4.3 miles south of the dam. Instead, water ran freely over the dam and through the Scioto River to that plant. The
Griggs Dam was only thirty feet high, not engineer Gray’s recommended
fifty feet. Lowering the height was due to “reasons purely local.” People living downstream from the dam feared that should a high dam collapse, they
would be flooded. Many remembered the 1889 dam failure and resulting
flood in Johnston, Pennsylvania, which had killed thousands, and they pressured Columbus officials for the lower height. The cost of the Griggs Dam
and Reservoir came to $640,000, with additional sums spent to buy land
around the reservoir to protect its watershed from pollution.51 As a large
minerals and become hard. “Hard” refers to the difficulty with which water produces soapsuds, with successively harder water requiring more and more soap.
50. Chief Engineer Julian Griggs to the Board of Public Service, Jan. 8, 1904, State Archives Series 5052, Box 2289; Chief Engineer to Board of Public Service, Feb. 10, 1904, State
Archives Series 5052, Box 2293. See also Columbus Evening Dispatch, Feb. 3, 1904, pp. 1, 8; Feb.
4, 1904, pp. 1, 4; Feb. 5, 1904, pp. 2, 4; Feb. 9, 1904, p. 5; Feb. 10, 1904, p. 2; Feb. 16, 1904, p. 11;
Feb. 18, 1904, p. 5; Feb. 19, 1904, p. 4; Apr. 5, 1904, p. 14.
51. Gregory, “Improved Water,” 214, 216 (quote), 219–22; Hinds, Experiment, 69–73, 97–
102; Columbus Director of Public Service, “Reports as to the Purchase of Land Along the
Scioto River Above Storage Dam,” Oct. 16, 1911, in State Archives Series 5052, Box 2300. James
Thurber, a famous Columbus humorist, penned a fictional story in 1933 about the supposed
bursting of the Griggs Dam.
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Named for Columbus engineer Julian Griggs, the Griggs dam and reservoir was the
first step in bringing modern water convenience to the city. (Columbus Metropolitan Library)

body of relatively pure water, Griggs Reservoir was not merely a scenic addition to the Columbus area, but, more importantly, a means to dilute any
disease germs, rendering them less harmful than they might be in a small
container such as a well. The volume of the reservoir, engineer Hinds opined,
was of prime importance: “That, to begin with, would have gotten rid of the
typhoid.” Water police patrolled the reservoir on a regular basis to eliminate
possible points of pollution.52
Professional engineers supervised improvements to Columbus’s water
and sewer systems in the early twentieth century. Julian Griggs was one. John
Gregory joined him in 1904. Gregory had graduated from of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in engineering and first came to Columbus in
1886 to consult about a dam on the Scioto River. It was Gregory who would
design and oversee the construction of the new water and sewer plants for
Columbus. After doing so, Gregory left Columbus in 1908, only to return for
52. Conrade C. Hinds, interview by Mansel Blackford, Jan. 17, 2014. Hinds observed, in
shorthand, “The solution to pollution is dilution.”
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several years as consulting engineer in 1918. He joined the faculty of Johns
Hopkins University in 1920 and taught there until his death in 1937, coming
back to Columbus as a consultant on several additional occasions.53 Joining
him in designing Columbus’s new water and sewer systems were two brothers, Clarence and Charles Hoover. Clarence, who quickly became a nationally
recognized authority in municipal water purification, had graduated from
Ohio State University in agriculture in 1903, with training in chemistry and
bacteriology, and began work in Columbus at the city’s sewage-testing laboratory. Charles, who graduated from the Ohio State University in chemistry
and began working right away as the chemist in charge of Columbus’s new
water- and sewage-treatment facilities, was particularly interested in softening industrial water supplies. He later became their superintendent.54 These
men made a strong team.
Behind the work of many members of that team, directly or indirectly,
was their educator, Ellen Swallow Richards. Born in 1842, she was the first
53. Brookhart and Wansing, Ohio’s Water Systems, 17.
54. Hinds, Experiment, 93. Science was increasingly important in water and sewer plants.
Between 1905 and 1925, American municipalities and states spent millions of dollars on sewage research alone. Chicago spent $500,000 and Milwaukee $800,000. See Schneider, Hybrid
Nature, 66.
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female graduate from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. In 1880,
that university established the first program in sanitary engineering in the
United States with Richards as its director, a position she held until just a few
years before her death in 1911. John Gregory studied with her, as did some of
the others leading the water and sewage changes in Columbus: Allen Hazen,
an engineer important for advances in water filtration and for the design of
Columbus’s new sewage-treatment plant, and Philip Burgess, whose private
consulting firm designed a large water-storage dam and reservoir for Columbus in the 1920s, to mention just two of the most significant ones.55
With Griggs Dam under construction, Gregory and his associates moved
to a consideration of how to treat water. In their new plant the treatment of
water began with its removal from the Scioto River through an intake conduit to a raw-water well thirteen feet in diameter and thirty-four feet deep,
just off the river north of Columbus’s downtown. Here the water settled, and
turbidity was eliminated. From that well, water flowed through pipes to a
new Scioto River Pumping Station built on the north bank of the river about
one mile upstream of its juncture with the Olentangy River. Here, Gregory
explained, “low-lift service pumps” pushed the water “to the purification
works, where it is softened and filtered.” Once treated and softened, the water
went into “filtered water reservoirs.” From those reservoirs, the water passed
on to a “filtered-water suction well” just north of the pumping station. At
that station two new Holly pumps rammed the water into cast-iron pipes
thirty-six inches in diameter to a point about a mile away, just opposite the
old West Side Pumping Station, where the water entered Columbus’s system
of distribution pipes. The Holly pumps were massive triple-expansion steam
engines, each four stories tall and each capable of handling 25 million gallons
of water per day. It required thirteen railroad flatcars to transport the parts
for each pump to Columbus, where they were assembled. The plant was designed to process 20 million gallons per day, but could double its capacity
fairly easily.56
Gregory and the engineers working with him employed state-of-the-art
treatment methods every step of the way. The “problem of purifying the water,” Gregory averred, “was not simply one of filtration, but softening and
filtration combined, and has required, therefore, not only mechanical filtration works, but softening works.” Lime, soda, and alum—made in a plant
devised by Charles Hoover, the “first of its kind ever built at a purification
works”—were used in combination to purify and soften water in six large
tanks. Hoover was the “co-discoverer of the sterilizing value of the excess
lime method of water treatment,” which the Columbus plant used to kill
55. Hinds, Experiment, 38–42; Hinds interview.
56. Gregory, “Improved Water,” 225. See also Hinds, Experiment, 106–7.
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The Columbus water-treatment plant was one of the most modern in the world, and
worked well in all weather. (Columbus Metropolitan Library)

disease-causing bacteria. He obtained a patent on this process, and for decades his book describing it, Water Supply & Treatment, known colloquially
as “The Lime Book,” was a Bible for sanitary engineers across the United
States. The volume went through six editions by 1946 and is still in use today. From the tanks, the water passed through large mechanical filters. Ten
filters, using gravel and sand, purified the water, removing any remaining
typhoid or other bacteria. This process was called the “fast-sand” method.
The Columbus installation was the third-largest plant to use fast-sand filtration methods in the United States at that time and the largest plant to have a
water-softening facility. The cost of constructing the water-treatment works
totaled $1.3 million.57
With the construction of the water-treatment plant well begun, engineers Griggs and Gregory turned their attention to new sewage-treatment
57. Gregory, “Improved Water,” 235–60, esp. 235; Hinds, Experiment, 108–16; Hinds interview; Brookhart and Wansing, Ohio’s Water Systems, 34–35 (the source of the quotation about
Hoover’s discovery). Chlorination came a bit later. In 1908, Jersey City, New Jersey, became the
first community to chlorinate its drinking water. However, because of fears Americans harbored
of introducing chlorine as a chemical into their water supplies, chlorination spread slowly, with
filtration long being the preferred method of purification. As late as 1955, some 34 percent of
American water-treatment plants used lime or lime-soda processes. See Melosi, Sanitary City,
94–95; and Waring, “Public Water,” 7. When Columbus’s water-treatment plant began operations, the old West Side and East Side pumping stations were closed and demolished.
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works.58 Despite the construction of interceptor sewers, not all sections of
Columbus were well served by sewers. Privy vaults and cesspools were still
common in some parts of Columbus. The South Side, in particular, lacked
adequate sewer connections. This industrial district was inhabited by immigrants from southern and eastern Europe, by African Americans who had
recently arrived from the South, and by white migrants from Appalachia.
Throughout 1904 and 1905, South Side business and civic organizations beseeched Columbus’s city government to provide their area with more sewers. In early 1904, the South Side Business and Improvement Association
complained to the city council about the “insufficiency of pure water” and
the lack of a “proper means of disposing of the city sewage.” In the winter of
1905, the body again petitioned the city council, with its members arguing,
“The sanitary condition of South Columbus is such that the need for sewers is very great, especially in the extreme South-Eastern section, where the
discharge from private sewers and accumulated surface filth is carried into
Kian Run to stand in stagnant pools during the greater part of the years,
causing this stream to be a hot-bed for the propagation of disease menacing
the health of the entire city.” The petition called upon council members to
take “quick and decisive action in this matter and provide ways and means
for relieving us of this dangerous condition with the least possible delay.”59
The lack of adequate sewers for the South Side raised the issue of what
academics and activists call “environmental justice.” As historian Melosi
and other scholars have shown, immigrant, minority, and working-class
neighborhoods have not usually received city services at the same levels as
white, middle-class neighborhoods. They have suffered in comparison. In
addition, many city dumps, garbage-disposal plants, sewer works, and the
like have been located in their neighborhoods.60
Help was on the way with regard to sewers in Columbus. Under Gregory’s supervision, engineers built an ultramodern sewage-treatment plant on
the west bank of the Scioto River 3.5 miles south of Columbus’s downtown in
1905. All of the city’s sewage went to this plant, carried there in pipes under
pressure from pumps at several way stations.61 At the Columbus plant sewage was initially treated in a series of large, open-air septic tanks. In these
tanks aerobic bacteria (bacteria needing oxygen to function) began working
58. Hinds, Experiment, 117.
59. “Communications from the South Side Business and Improvement Association,” Jan.
4, 1904, and Feb. 8, 1904; South Columbus Improvement Association to the Columbus City
Council, Mar. 30, 1905, all in State Archives Series 5052, Box 2293. See also Columbus Evening
Dispatch, Mar. 5, 1904, p. 1.
60. For the classic statement on this issue, see Martin Melosi, “Equity, Eco-racism, and
Environmental History,” in Out of the Woods: Essays in Environmental History, ed. Char
Miller and Hal Rothman (Pittsburgh, Pa.: Pittsburgh Univ. Press, 1987), 194–213.
61. Gregory, “Improved Water,” 282.
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on sewage. The sewage then went to a second, and more innovative, purification step. This phase used “sprinkling filters,” which were, in Gregory’s understated words, “somewhat different from what might be said to be current
practice.” Sprinkling filters used more aerobic bacteria to purify sewage and
were direct antecedents of today’s commonly used trickling or percolating
filters. Rotating sprinklers sprayed sewage from the secondary tanks onto
beds of broken limestone. Bacteria growing on the stone surfaces completed
the purification of sewage as that sewage trickled through the beds, which
averaged about five and a half feet in depth. Sprinkling filters had previously
been employed with success in Great Britain, but the Columbus plant was
the first one to show that they could work well in very cold climes.62
In fact, the Columbus sprinkling system became a model for sewage
plants in the United States. Gregory noted in 1910 that “While, as previously
mentioned, somewhat different details [of sprinkling] have been adopted in
some of the more recent works, an examination of designs seems to indicate that the details adopted and the experience obtained at Columbus have
served as a basis from which to work.” The Columbus plant was, Gregory
also observed with pride, “the largest of their type now under operation
in the United States.”63 From the limestone beds, purified liquid sewage
ran off to settling basins before being released as effluent into the Scioto
River. Sludge—the remaining solid sewage, now purified—was also initially
disposed of in the river. However, the sludge overwhelmed the stream, especially in the summer, when the river’s flow was low. In 1913, Columbus
began drying its sludge preparatory to its being incinerated, buried, or sold
as fertilizer.64 The Columbus treatment plant had the capacity to handle 20
million gallons of sewage per day, volume that could be boosted fairly easily to 30 million gallons per day. The cost of building the sewage-treatment
plant came to about $1.4 million, paid for by public approval of a bond issue
in November 1903.65
By the close of 1908, all aspects of Columbus’s new water and sewer systems were in full operation. The cost came to $3.3 million, including the
expense of Griggs Dam. That amount would be about $83 million in 2010
terms. More than that, engineer Hinds has conservatively estimated that it
would require a staggering $265 million to replicate the systems in the present day following current safety and environmental regulations.66
Completing efforts to clean up Columbus—and going beyond water
matters—was the construction of a new garbage-disposal plant. A private
62. Ibid., 293.
63. Ibid.
64. Ibid, 293. See also Schneider, Hybrid Nature, xxvi–xxvii, 14.
65. Gregory, “Improved Water,” 311.
66. Hinds, Experiment, 126.
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businessman built and operated the installation under contract with the
city. The plant used incinerators to burn the city’s garbage and was called
“a reduction works” by the head of Columbus’s public service department.
City workers delivered garbage, separated into different categories, to the
plant, located just west of the city’s South Side on land next to the new
sewage-treatment plant.67 When it was being planned, the proposed placement of the plant drew howls of protest from the South Side Business Men’s
Association. In Columbus prevailing winds blow from the west to the east
and threatened to waft odors from the plant over the South Side. This was
an issue with the sewer plant as well. The Business Men’s Association protested that smells carried by those winds would “injure the south half of
the city” and prevent its southward growth. The organization urged that
the reduction plant be sited somewhere else, far from their district.68 The
plant went ahead as planned, nonetheless, at a cost of $500,000—raising
again the issue of environmental justice. Like smells from the sewer plant,
odors from the garbage-reduction works enveloped the South Side, stifling
expansion there and directing city growth northward.
Columbus’s water system succeeded in its main goals of providing safe
drinking water to the city’s inhabitants and soft water for its industries.
Deaths from typhoid fever plummeted from 170 in 1908 to five in 1909 and
then disappeared completely.69 Water purification, as carried out in Columbus and other American cities in the Progressive era, was part of what
demographers have labeled “the great mortality transition.” Called “one of
the most remarkable developments in modern history” by historian Nancy
Tomes, this transition involved alterations in which types of diseases killed
people. New understandings of microbes “defanged” the older killers of cholera, typhoid, pneumonia, and tuberculosis. People lived longer, to fall prey to
maladies such as cancer and heart disease.70 The water and sewer systems established in the Progressive era remained the basis of those in use in Columbus a century later. Additional reservoirs and water-treatment plants were
built, as were new sewage-treatment plants, but the basic set up remained
the same. Nor was that situation unusual. The filtering treatment of water to
purify it, usually augmented eventually with chemical treatment by chlorine,

67. “Communication from the Board of Public Services as to Contract for Disposal of
Garbage,” Feb. 19, 1906; “Communication from the Board of Public Service in Regard to the
Question of the Disposal of Garbage,” July 16, 1906, both in State Archives Series 5052, Box
2300. Gregory, “Improved Water,” 304.
68. South Side Business Men’s Association to the City Council, Aug. 26, 1907, in State
Archive Series 5052, Box 2293.
69. Gregory, “Improved Water,” 211. For the accolades of civil engineers from around the
world, see ibid., 324–419.
70. Tomes, Gospel of Germs, xiii–xiv.
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and the use of bacteria to cleanse sewage remained the norm in the United
States in the opening years of the twenty-first century.
The design and construction of new water and sewer systems in Columbus during the early 1900s was very much in line with the thoughts and
actions of Americans in the Progressive era. In this optimistic period before
World War I, it seemed to many Americans that they could control their
environments through governmental actions, resulting in the creation of a
harmonious, productive society.71 In the Progressive era, Columbus’s political leadership led the way in securing public approval for the water and
sewer plants. The city’s mayors and city council members almost unanimously pushed for water improvements. Mayor Jeffrey helped get enabling
ordinances through the city council in 1904, aiding particularly in working
out compromises on costs for projects when deadlocks loomed. Columbus
residents also respected their city’s engineers and came to believe in their
plans. Expert knowledge meant a lot in the Progressive era, and Columbus had its share—and more—of nationally known engineers in Griggs,
Gregory, the Hoover brothers, and others.

Conclusion
Water-use developments were important in shaping Columbus. Into the
early twentieth century, but especially during the antebellum years, waterborne diseases at times stunted the growth of Columbus. Cholera, typhoid,
and diphtheria, in particular, slowed expansion. Likewise, an important
long-term consequence of building new sewage-treatment and garbage-reduction plants and placing them south of the downtown was to encourage
the northerly expansion of Columbus. No one wanted to smell the smoke
from burning garbage or the stench from the treatment of sewage on a daily
basis. People moved north to avoid them. Even today, Columbus remains
relatively underdeveloped to the south. Finally, Columbus politicians often
employed their power over water and sewage treatment as a club against
outlying areas to force annexation with their city in the twentieth century.
They used the state-of-the-art water and sewer plants built in the Progressive era, and upgraded in later decades, as weapons. Until recently, no annexation usually meant no water or sewer connections. As a result, Columbus absorbed many nearby unincorporated areas and was not surrounded
by suburbs. Columbus continued to grow outward, enlarging the city’s tax
71. On progressivism, see esp. Richard Abrams, Burdens of Progress, 1900–1929 (Glenville:
Scott Foresman & Co., 1978); Michael McGerr, A Fierce Discontent: The Rise and the Fall of the
Progressive Movement in America (New York: Free Press, 2003).
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base and helping keep city finances healthy—a real contrast to situations in
Cleveland and Cincinnati.72
Columbus initially trailed larger cities in water matters. Columbus was not
a metropolis like New York, Boston, or Philadelphia. Columbus was more
typical of the many midsize cities across the Midwest and other sections of
the United States. Private, local water systems lasted well into the nineteenth
century in them. Columbus was, however, ahead of the curve on urban water
developments in the early twentieth century. The city’s engineering and political leadership in water matters was most pronounced during the Progressive era, when in the space of just a few years residents approved building
water-purification, sewage-treatment, and garbage-reduction plants—all at
considerable expense to themselves. The skillful political leadership of Mayor
Jeffrey and the respect tendered Columbus’s engineers counted for a great
deal. Optimism about the prospects for their city, tempered by fears of waterborne diseases like typhoid fever, led Columbus residents to cast favorable
votes on the needed bond issues.
Ultimately, it is clear that politics were as important as engineering matters
in determining how water systems in Columbus worked. Path dependence—
that is, how early actions often greatly affect later ones—of engineered systems
was at times significant. A decision made in the 1880s to combine sewage and
storm-water runoff in one system of pipes, which could overflow into streams
and rivers, rather than setting up two different ones, with no sewage overflows,
bedeviled Columbus residents into the twenty-first century. Even so, the present was not always determined by the past. Columbus residents demonstrated
in the Progressive era that they could break away from past practices in crises
when given reasonable political leadership. Politics always mattered, as residents of Columbus’s South Side repeatedly found to their dismay.

72. Hunker, Columbus, 32–33; Lentz, Columbus, 137.
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Ohio: A History of the Buckeye State. By Kevin F. Kern and Gregory S. Wilson
(Malden, Mass.: John Wiley & Sons, 2014. 525 pp. Paper $39.95, isbn 978-1-11854843-1.)
Kevin F. Kern and Gregory S. Wilson, both of the University of Akron, have
written the most comprehensive history of Ohio since George W. Knepper’s
Ohio and Its People, which was first published in 1989. Well researched and
solidly grounded in the most recent secondary literature, it is eminently readable and will serve ideally as the standard college-level text for years to come.
Seventeen well-organized and informative chapters unfold the story of Ohio’s
history from the geological and topographic heritage of the ancient past to the
myriad social, political, and economic issues of the present day.
The book has excellent key topics of interest to scholars, teachers, and general
readers. Chapter 2 on prehistoric peoples goes well beyond Knepper’s treatment
and expertly summarizes recent work by archeologists in this area. The concept
of the “middle ground,” developed by Richard White and others over the past
quarter century, informs the story of eighteenth-century interactions between
Native Americans and Europeans that culminated with the Treaty of Greenville
in 1795. Well-chosen maps, diagrams, and illustrations accompany the narrative
of Ohio’s early development as territory and state. Here the authors make effective use of the pathbreaking scholarship of R. Douglas Hurt, Andrew R. L. Cayton, and Donald J. Ratcliffe, to name but a few. While the level of detail provided
for local events and people is impressive, the state’s experience is carefully set
within national and international contexts. The regional origins of early settlers
and immigration patterns preface insightful discussions of architecture, speech
patterns, religion, education, and social reform movements. Economic growth
and the development of canal and early rail transportation are viewed as particular expressions of the market revolution; an interesting account of the rapid
book reviews
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rise and decline of Milan, Ohio, as commercial entrepôt makes for a dramatic
example. In politics, Ohio’s role in the collapse of the Second Party System in the
late 1840s and early 1850s receives close attention as a sign of the state’s movement
toward a more central place in national politics.
Ohio’s history since the Civil War can in one sense be described as industrialism and its discontents, and here the authors thoroughly examine both. The
new wealth and opportunities generated by industrial growth have been accompanied by forms of social distress and various struggles to ameliorate them,
both publicly and privately. Kern and Wilson offer especially strong accounts of
post–Civil War development in the cities and life there for African Americans
and white ethnic groups; “Snapshot Cleveland” (296–99) is a superb example of
the latter. On the other hand, changes in rural Ohio in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries do not receive the same level of attention. The authors
integrate a number of topics that are sometimes treated separately. For example,
the Great Migration of African Americans and their experiences upon arrival
are set in the context of World War I’s home-front tensions and complications.
A strong chapter on the interwar period (1920s to 1930s) includes portraits of
well-known writers Sherwood Anderson and Louis Bromfield, although the
overall coverage of Ohioans’ contributions to arts and culture is somewhat limited. Readers looking for a clear, insightful discussion of political and economic
trends since 1945 will be rewarded; especially notable here are accounts of the
social movements of the 1960s and the devastating impact of deindustrialization on Ohio communities in the 1970s and 1980s. Finally, the authors conclude
that, despite an image of blandness, Ohio’s regional diversity actually suggests
a history “profoundly more interesting, complex, and significant” (487). Such
adjectives could well describe this book itself.
John B. Weaver
Sinclair Community College
The Worlds the Shawnees Made: Migration and Violence in Early America. By Stephen Warren (Chapel Hill: Univ. of North Carolina Press, 2014. 308 pp. Cloth
$39.95, isbn 978-1-4696-1173-0.)
During the past three decades, scholars like Colin Calloway, Jerry Clark, and
David Edmunds have greatly enriched our understanding of the history of the
Shawnees, a famous but (to outsiders) often enigmatic Indian nation. Nearly all
of their scholarship focuses on the period between the Revolution and Removal.
Historians have found it difficult to write a coherent account of the colonial-era
Shawnees because of that nation’s geographical dispersal and multiplicity of experiences. To scholars’ rescue comes Stephen Warren, already an accomplished
historian of the Shawnee nation and an interviewee in the PBS series We Shall Remain. In his new book, Warren supplies a descriptive term that unites the disparate histories of early Shawnee communities: “parochial cosmopolitanism” (18).
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The Shawnees, he argues, became a well-traveled people with extensive cultural
connections, but they also retained a coherent identity as a separate people. What
allowed them to do so was their adoption of “symbolic and portable . . . markers
of identity” (78), such as allegiance to particular towns (which could move over
time) and rituals of national renewal. The Shawnees thus did not need a specific
geographical homeland to sustain their nationhood.
Following archeologists’ lead, Warren identifies the Shawnees as descendants
of the Fort Ancient culture (1000–1500 c.e.), an Ohio Valley people who lived
in self-sufficient settlements while trading with and adopting cultural institutions
from their neighbors. In the seventeenth century the proto-Shawnees began to
buy European goods, and Warren argues (persuasively) that they dispersed later
in that century to maintain access to European trade, not because the Iroquois
conquered them. The Shawnees’ subsequent diaspora becomes the main focus of
Warren’s book. Many moved to the Carolina–Georgia piedmont, where they became allies of the Creeks and slavers for the English. Several hundred moved west
and joined the Grand Village of the Kaskaskias, actually a small multinational city
with access to rich hunting and French trade. Still others resettled with the Susquehannocks and became members of the Iroquois Covenant Chain. As the Shawnees
felt secure in their own corporate identity, they had no misgivings about living in
multiethnic communities or confederating with other Native American groups.
The Shawnees wanted to help create “middle grounds,” zones where different Indian nations and European traders could live together peacefully. They
soon learned that at least one group of colonists, the English, had no interest
in this project. Carolinians and Virginians sold Shawnee captives into slavery,
and Pennsylvanians used debt to strip Shawnees of their land. In the 1720s the
Shawnees began to re-coalesce in the Ohio Valley, establishing new communities like Lower Shawnee Town, or joining their relatives in Upper Creek country. This new generation of migrants felt growing hostility toward the British,
which would erupt into warfare during the 1750s.
This is a hard story to tell well, given the huge geographical range of colonial-era
Shawnees, but Warren does so in clear and elegant prose. He leaves unanswered,
however, one question with great relevance to the Shawnees’ future: did they confederate with other Native Americans out of pragmatism, or did they also develop
a sense of pan-Indian identity? Actually, Warren provides an ambivalent answer
to this question: Shawnees and other Ohio Valley Indians saw themselves as “inheritors of a common history” (196), but also “resisted national and interregional
unity” (221). This ambivalence supports Warren’s thesis about Shawnee “parochial
cosmopolitanism,” itself an ambivalent term, but one would like to know why so
many Shawnees resolved this tension by supporting pan-Indian confederation in
the Revolutionary era. Arguably, Warren deserves credit for raising this particular
question, or rather for providing a useful new way to frame it.
David Nichols
Indiana State University
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The Battle of Lake Erie and Its Aftermath: A Reassessment. Edited by David Curtis Skaggs (Kent, Ohio: Kent State Univ. Press, 2013. 274 pp. Cloth $38.95, isbn
978-1-60635-179-6.)
The Battle of Lake Erie has long been a focal point of the War of 1812, as well as a
focal point of Ohio history. This pivotal moment in the War of 1812 saw the first
American squadron-to-squadron naval victory against the mighty British Navy
and allowed the United States to gain access to vital routes for water-borne
transport. The recent bicentennial of the engagement on September 10, 2013,
provided an opportunity for a reexamination of the topic as a whole.
In The Battle of Lake Erie and Its Aftermath: A Reassessment, David Curtis
Skaggs collected twelve thought-provoking and informative essays regarding
the events leading up to the battle, the battle itself, and the short- and longterm consequences that were brought about by this decisive American victory.
Skaggs, a professor emeritus at Bowling Green State University, is a well-known
authority on the War of 1812, especially the Battle of Lake Erie. In fact, Skaggs
considers this publication as an update to War on the Great Lakes: Essays Commemorating the 175th Anniversary of the Battle of Lake Erie (Kent, Ohio: Kent
State Univ. Press, 1991), which Skaggs co-edited with William Jeffery Welsh.
Early in the introduction, Skaggs states that the intension of this volume is
not to present new information, but to review the battle and its consequences.
Skaggs separates the book into three sections, linking related essays and allowing the reader to more easily follow his premise. Part I, “Military Operations,”
contains five essays. Larry Nelson’s essay describing the importance of the Maumee River as a critical route to Lake Erie sets the stage for the next four, which
directly address the battle itself. These five essays, two of which were written
by Skaggs, establish a clear picture of the engagement and its importance. This
section also contains a number of illustrations and maps that help the reader to
understand the full scope of the battle.
The third section is simply titled “Consequences.” These five essays deal
largely with expansion and Native American decline in the western territories.
According to this volume, the Battle of Lake Erie opened up key waterways that
allowed for access to targets of military importance and further military operations, as well as eventual expansion west. Another key theme in this section
looks at how this westward expansion led to subjugation of Native American
populations following the war.
The final section, “Memory,” contains two essays particularly interesting
and useful to those who study historic preservation. The first essay by Deborah
Lee Trupin and J. Scott Harmon looks at how experts have restored and preserved Commodore Oliver Hazard Perry’s famous “Don’t Give Up the Ship”
flag that flew above the USS Niagara during the engagement. The second essay,
by Walter P. Rybka, looks at the reconstruction of the USS Niagara, which was
orchestrated by the Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission. Skaggs
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stresses the importance of these two essays in that these two symbols serve as a
testament to the legacy of the Battle of Lake Erie and the War of 1812.
The Battle of Lake Erie and Its Aftermath is a volume that serves multiple purposes. First and foremost it is a compelling and informative look at one of the
most important naval engagements of the nineteenth century. The clear and succinct nature of the volume makes it an excellent read for a general audience or
those interested in military history. Furthermore, Skaggs included a full bibliography that lists primary and secondary sources. The ease with which one can find
important source material within the text makes it an important tool for students
and scholars alike. The quality of the research in this book, as well as its readability, makes it a very important addition to the body of scholarly works regarding
the War of 1812. Although it may not contain a wealth of new information, it does
give the reader a fresh new look at a very important historical event.
Ryan T. Gelesky
Youngstown State University
America’s First Black Socialist: The Radical Life of Peter H. Clark. By Nikki M.
Taylor (Lexington: Univ. Press of Kentucky, 2013. 308 pp. Cloth $40.00, isbn 9780-9131-4077-3.)
Unless you lived in the city of Cincinnati or the state of Ohio, you probably
would not know the name Peter H. Clark. Despite his significance in the nineteenth century, he is little remembered by current historians or politicians. This
is a key reason why Nikki Taylor set out to write his biography. As Taylor has
noted, in the years prior to and following the Civil War, Clark was among the
best-known and well-respected public figures in the Ohio African American
community. But by the last two decades of that century, he had become a peripheral and, in some quarters, despised individual. The story of his rise and fall
is the central theme of this book.
Clark did not leave an abundance of papers and records with which to reconstruct his life. Other than documents retained by Clark’s family and his
writings or speeches published in newspapers, there is but scant additional information upon which to draw. This is probably another reason why Clark’s life
history has not been previously explored in depth. Despite these challenges,
Taylor does an excellent job of reconstructing and analyzing Clark’s life.
Clark’s story parallels that of a tragic Greek hero. He first comes to prominence as a consequence of his involvement in the black convention movement
in Ohio. His participation in that movement, Taylor suggests, marks his initial
embrace of radical black nationalism. Clark is also a stalwart supporter of black
education and political rights. In many ways Clark’s intellectual flexibility was
both his strength and his Achilles’ heel. As long as his words and actions reflected
the hopes and values of the African American community, he remained an influential figure in Ohio politics. But his switch from the Republican Party to the
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Democratic Party in the 1880s eroded this base of support and his influence. Why
he decided to do this is open to debate, but undoubtedly it led to his going from
being a revered figure among African Americans to a reviled one in most quarters. It also marks his steady decline into oblivion as he was relieved of his position in the Cincinnati school system and forced to scramble for his livelihood.
Taylor’s intent is to put Clark’s thought process into perspective. He is a complicated personality who is willing to embrace different ideas if he believes they
might help him achieve his goals. As Taylor points out, Clark was one of the first
black socialists as well as a black nationalist. She believes that despite his decisions later in life, “he is one of the foremost public intellectuals in nineteenthcentury African American history” (2). It is not an easy case to make, but Taylor
does it successfully. She accomplishes this through a thorough examination of his
writings and what has been written about him by his contemporaries and others.
What results is a carefully balanced assessment of Clark. While Taylor thinks
highly of Clark, she also recognizes that personal ambition and conceit served
him poorly later in life and in many ways undermined what was a brilliant career
for many years.
America’s First Black Socialist is a fascinating character study of the rise and
fall of an important but forgotten historical figure. There is much to be learned
from the choices Clark made, as well as the issues that African Americans in
positions of leadership faced. Taylor reminds us that even admirable, charismatic individuals can make poor decisions that can cause all their previous
accomplishments to be overlooked and forgotten.
Spencer Crew
George Mason University
Slavery’s Borderland: Freedom and Bondage Along the Ohio River. By Matthew
Salafia (Philadelphia: Univ. of Pennsylvania Press, 2013. 336 pp. Cloth $55.00,
isbn 978-0-8122-4521-9.)
In Slavery’s Borderland, Matthew Salafia scrutinizes the history of the Ohio River
Valley and its people and communities, mostly from the late eighteenth through
the mid-nineteenth centuries. At the center of his story, however, is not a generalized account of a watery thoroughfare and the interconnections that it facilitated
over time. Instead the author grapples with a more focused historical problem,
one that is rich with historiographical potential. In eight thematically oriented
chapters, Salafia assays if, when, and how the northern side of the river, specifically the southern regions of Ohio and Indiana, functioned as a barrier against
slavery and a bastion of freedom from the age of territorial organization to the
onset of the American Civil War. Salafia seeks to determine whether or not the
ultimate establishment and early development of the non-slaveholding states of
Ohio and Indiana effectively transformed the nature and meaning of the Ohio
River from a simple geographical boundary into a more complex geopolitical
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border. In order to arrive at firm conclusions, the author incorporates a comparative analysis throughout the monograph, frequently exploring a chapter theme
within the context of slavery-related events in Ohio, Indiana, and Kentucky, as
well as cross-river relations among Ohioans, Indianans, and Kentuckians.
In stark contrast to the scholarship of Stanley Harrold, whose recent study,
Border War: Fighting Over Slavery before the Civil War (Chapel Hill: Univ. of
North Carolina Press, 2010), emphasizes a record of nearly constant antagonism between the states of the Lower North and Upper South over the issue
of runaway slaves, Salafia stresses a very different set of interstate dynamics
at work throughout the Ohio River Valley. Quite simply, he complicates the
interactions among peoples on both sides of the river border by underscoring
that the latter acted as a force of division and unification, a place of confrontation and accommodation. Although such dualisms figure prominently in a
number of the chapters, the book itself essentially privileges one of the two opposing elements as characterizing the area. Cross-river legislative and judicial
disputes notwithstanding—especially concerning the subject of fugitive slaves
and their reclamation—Salafia argues on behalf of a centripetal Ohio River that
had a greater tendency to bring white border inhabitants more closely together,
rather than increasingly tearing them asunder. Whereas Harrold recognizes repeated conflict, Salafia discerns considerable compromise.
For Salafia, the white residents of Cincinnati, Ohio, of Madison, Indiana,
and of Louisville, Kentucky, for example, had much in common. The river of
commerce that they shared facilitated significant intraregional economic ties
as well as similarly moderate views and conciliatory approaches toward local and national unrest. Neither radical abolitionist nor extreme secessionist
movements flourished across the Ohio River Valley, as the author points out.
Whereas the United States as a whole fragmented into warring sections by 1861,
Salafia’s borderland, in the end, avoided irreparable fragmentation. The final
chapter of the book, among the strongest of the eight, directly engages with
how and why the communities of the Ohio River did not follow the country’s
divisive social and political currents. Unionism, Salafia reasons, “triumphed in
the borderland precisely because [white] residents divided over the best course
for the region’s future.” “The absence of consensus,” he adds, “prevented any
one group from dominating, and therefore conflict required resolution and,
ultimately, accommodation” (216).
Yet, this is not a scholarly tale about the unifying role of commerce per se,
for Salafia more provocatively indicates that the decades-long desire of white
Indianans and Ohioans to deter the cross-border migrations of African Americans coincided with the intentions of slaveholding Kentuckians to prevent the
cross-border escapes of their black bondsmen. In the author’s estimation, the
Ohio River boundary that demarcated the outer limits of perpetual enslavement did not represent an uncomplicated threshold for a new birth of freedom.
Rather, based on his reading of a variety of fugitive slave narratives, Salafia
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asserts that the river was a barrier, too, and runaways calculated both the risks
and rewards of entering a border that both divided and united white residents.
Slavery’s Borderland contains a number of stimulating ideas, which is why
historians of the Old Northwest, the early United States, and the onset of the
American Civil War should peruse it. Yet, Matthew Salafia arguably attempts to
accomplish more than his 250 pages of text can fully support. Combinations of
chapters could easily warrant separate, book-length examinations of their own,
which means that this reviewer would have preferred more in-depth analysis
for each chapter in further demonstration of the overall points.
R aymond James Krohn
Boise State University
The Akron Offering: A Ladies’ Literary Magazine, 1849–1850. Edited by Jon Miller
(Akron, Ohio: Univ. of Akron Press, 2013. 466 pp. Paper $39.95, isbn 978-1935603-53-5.)
In this edited, periodical commentary, Jon Miller offers an insightful vignette on
the intellectual, literary pieces The Akron Offering presented to its antebellum,
largely female audience, which mirrored broader social issues such as public
reforms, slavery, and women’s suffrage. The introduction analyzes problematic
typographic errors that inundated print material throughout America, positing that many republished selections became victims of “textual corruption” by
printers’ errors, often significantly impacting an original work’s interpretation
and meaning (5). However, not all print errors resulted from ignorance or haste;
some editors purposefully adulterated a submission to protest an author or his
or her ideas. Moreover, pervasive written works such as Uncle Tom’s Cabin and
other national publications also contained careless orthography and printing errors, symptoms not anomalous to a regionalized periodical, but a result of rapid
print demand and dissemination (19).
Many middle-class women in mid-nineteenth-century America read the
proliferation of prescriptive books, journals, and magazines meant wholly for
female consumption during the “market revolution,” which significantly affected print culture with its mass distribution but also the influx of women
agents as subscribers, writers, and public educators. Frequently used as a tool
for social reform and reinforcing viewpoints on gender roles, ladies’ literary
magazines held widely varied readerships in northern and midwestern states,
such as The Akron Offering, hailing from northeastern Ohio. However, few accounts reveal the perspective of the rare, overtly criticized female editor who
played a part in turning out edifying literature for other women.
The Akron Offering’s editor, Calista Cumings, experienced a brief professional
life printing her magazine from 1849 to 1850, compared to her contemporaries,
Sarah J. Hale and Catharine Beecher, who spent many years employed as writers,
educators, or editors. Miller illuminates that Cumings, like other female, middleaged, or unmarried professional counterparts in her time, self-identified as anti96
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suffrage, promoting traditional gender-role reinforcement in her writing, while
in reality contributing to expanding women’s domain in the public sphere with
her own professional and independent efforts. Cumings, although a noteworthy,
progressive woman, fell through the cracks in the public historical records as an
unmarried woman, a common oversight within government census data. Despite
her short-lived success, Cumings and her contributors, many using pseudonyms
or anonymity, stand as a reminder that many women participated and claimed
a public voice in the midst of their own inner turmoil regarding their domestic
duties and opinions on women’s “appropriate sphere” (29).
Miller’s exceptional work as an editor contextualizes Akron’s place in antebellum society as a microcosm, a young city that flourished from the booming
canal industry, burned with religious revivalism, and hosted a woman’s rights
convention in 1851, complete with Sojourner Truth’s speech about being a
woman and women’s intellect. The Akron Offering’s readers conveyed their sentiments on the California Gold Rush and the conversion of native Hawaiians,
proving that virtually no literate American could be isolated from or apathetic
toward national news and global events. Miller’s contribution to historical and
literary scholarship effectively demonstrates the value of looking past popular,
well-known periodicals at lost-and-found literature, exemplified by this annotated edition.
Arielle J. L ester
Youngstown State University
Illinois’s War: The Civil War in Documents. Edited by Mark Hubbard (Athens:
Ohio Univ. Press, 2013. 262 pp. Paperback $18.65, isbn 978-0-8214-2010-2.)
Part of a series of volumes documenting the Civil War in the Midwest, Illinois’s
War provides a well-curated collection of speeches, letters, and newspaper articles illustrating the experiences of Illinois residents during the Civil War era.
Organized largely chronologically in eight chapters, each with a well-written
introductory essay, the collection includes seventy-five documents. Some of
these, such as Lincoln’s “House Divided” speech, would be familiar to most
readers, while others, particularly in the chapters on the soldiers’ experience,
have been plucked from archival manuscript collections.
Two major themes emerge from the introductory essays and the documents.
First is the role of race and slavery. Bordering the slave states of Missouri and
Kentucky, Illinois became the destination for thousands of runaway slaves,
shaping the state’s politics before and during the Civil War. Second is Illinois’s
dramatic demographic and economic transformation in the decades preceding
the Civil War. Immigration and urbanization had transformed a frontier state
into a robust and bustling industrializing society. Not surprisingly, Abraham
Lincoln features prominently in this documents collection. Nearly half of the
documents are written by, to, or about Lincoln, a presence that at times seems
to overwhelm the other documents.
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The strongest chapters in this collection are those that focus on the war years
themselves. Here the editor has located a number of previously unpublished
manuscript collections, many of them letters between soldiers and their families. One significant omission from this collection, given the recent scholarship
on the Civil War and memory, is a chapter on how the Civil War has been
remembered and commemorated in Illinois over the last century and a half.
Documents illustrating the myriad manifestations of the Cult of Lincoln alone
would have provided an interesting coda to this collection.
The volume appears to be intended primarily for use in the classroom: there
are discussion questions at the end of the volume and a selected bibliography
more appropriate for students than scholars. Most of the documents are brief,
usually a page or two in length, making them accessible to high school or college
students. There are a couple of areas where this collection could have been much
more pedagogically useful. First, the two maps included do not have enough detail for students without an encyclopedic knowledge of Illinois geography. Second, the four (somewhat drab) illustrations add little to the text. A selection of
political cartoons critical of Abraham Lincoln, for instance, would have given
students more to work with. The reviewer wonders if this collection might have
been better imagined as a Web site that allowed teachers to select which documents to use with students and provided a greater diversity of visual culture.
David Sikenat
University of Edinburgh
The Tie That Bound Us: The Women of John Brown’s Family and the Legacy of
Radical Abolitionism. By Bonnie Laughlin-Schultz (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell Univ.
Press, 2013. 288 pp. Cloth $29.95, isbn 978-0-8014-5161-4.)
The Tie That Bound Us is a collective biography of the women in the immediate
family of radical abolitionist John Brown. In it, Bonnie Laughlin-Schultz traces
the support that Brown’s wife Mary and his daughters Ruth and Annie provided for his abolitionist activities, including his fateful denouement, the 1859
raid of the federal arsenal in Harpers Ferry, Virginia. As in the best examples
of this type of history, Laughlin-Schultz’s uses her subjects’ stories to reflect
on both how they helped to shape the times in which they lived and how their
circumstances molded each of their own identities and experiences. The author
succeeds with both goals.
One of the major accomplishments of Laughlin-Schultz’s work is the way in
which she reveals the importance of the Brown women’s “indirect ‘supply side’
support” of Brown’s more public activities (4). The domestic work of his wife and
daughters, as well as their sacrifices, made it possible for Brown to pursue his
antislavery agenda. Although the women of Brown’s family generally accepted
the social prescriptions for women of the time and remained within the private
sphere of the home, their activities nevertheless were political ones. By helping
to create an antislavery culture within the family and by providing support and
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refuge to Brown and his compatriots, they actively supported Brown’s radical
goals. Laughlin-Schultz’s revelation of the Brown women’s role is an important
contribution to the historiography of abolitionist women, which has remained
largely focused on those who joined antislavery societies and who pushed against
domestic prescriptions to enter the public sphere. The story of the Brown women
shows that even in their domestic roles, women could be political.
A second accomplishment of Laughlin-Schultz’s work is the window she
provides into the lives of the Brown women. They were ordinary women who
lived extraordinary lives because of their connections to Brown, and all of them
labored under his enormous shadow, especially the posthumous one cast after
his execution for the Harpers Ferry raid. The Brown women’s stories reveal the
class divide within the antislavery movement as the Brown women struggled
with poverty and were forced to accept charity, and sometimes direction, from
Brown’s supporters. Their stories also reveal their struggles with their own notoriety because of their connections to Brown. Celebrated by some and denigrated
by others, the Brown women found that they remained symbols of America’s
violent past in the years after the Civil War, and they were never able to live
completely private lives.
Laughlin-Schultz has done an admirable job in her reconstruction of the
experiences of the Brown women. Although the Brown family left behind some
correspondence, their writings were often vague. Mary Brown was especially
enigmatic, and Laughlin-Schultz expresses her own frustration at the lack of
insight Mary gives into her inner world. Despite this disadvantage, LaughlinSchultz was able to piece together their stories through archival research that
mined this correspondence, the papers of the abolitionist connections of the
women, and the local histories of the places in which they lived. She has produced a worthy book that provides a different lens through which to view not
only John Brown’s radicalism but the larger culture of nineteenth-century
America both before and after the Civil War.
Angel a F. Murphy
Texas State University
The Collected Letters of Henry Northrup Castle. Edited by George Herbert Mead
and Helen Castle Mead (Athens: Ohio Univ. Press, 2012. 194 pp. Paper $49.95,
isbn 978-0-8214-2011-9.)
The Collected Letters of Henry Northrup Castle is a compilation of Castle’s personal correspondence from the 1870s to 1895. The letters were first selected and
published in 1902 by George Herbert Mead and Helen Castle Mead after the
death of Henry Castle in 1895. Only fifty copies were printed and distributed
to family, friends, and select institutions. The original letters are now kept in
the Castle and Mead collection at the University of Chicago. Reissuing the letters gives scholars better access to the correspondence between Henry Castle
and George Mead. George Mead was one of the founders of pragmatism and
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a prolific figure in American philosophical thought. Castle, who also pursued
philosophical studies, was one of his closest friends. Castle’s letters reveal the
development of ideas between himself and Mead and reflect an overall change
in scholarly thought in nineteenth-century America.
Henry Castle and George Mead met at Oberlin College in 1877. They were
close friends from their time at Oberlin forward and Mead eventually married
Castle’s sister, Helen. In the “Recollections” section, which ends The Collected
Letters, Mead describes the impact that Castle had on him as a friend and as
a scholar. In his opinion, Castle had an innate gift for assessing and appreciating literature, philosophy, and nature. Mead became one of the most prolific
figures in pragmatism and sociology, while Castle pursued law and journalism.
However, Mead’s contact with Castle was instrumental in helping him shape
his ideas. The two were also friends and collaborators with John Dewey. The letters in this book illustrate the development of ideas and attitudes of American
progressivism and philosophical thought.
The letters serve as a journal of Henry Castle’s thoughts and observations,
and they cover a wide variety of topics: advice to his sister Helen, a record of his
daily activities, higher education and Oberlin College, and Hawaii in general.
The Castle family was based in Hawaii. Henry Castle was particularly invested
in Hawaii, politically and culturally. He wrote about the islands with fondness.
He was a proponent of keeping the land and resources in the hands of the people above corporate interests. He supported the overthrow of the monarchy and
the establishment of the Hawaiian Republic.
The Castles were huge advocates of education. Henry spent much of his life
learning. He encouraged others, including Helen, to pursue higher education
as well. For example, he encouraged her to learn French and German, and he
used self-deprecating humor to keep her spirits up when she found it difficult:
“You cannot by any possibility be as lazy as I am, and even the poor, feeblewilled I have done some pretty good work since January 1” (419). The letters
reveal a passion for reforming education, particularly during the most formative years of a child’s life. He, his sister, and John Dewey collaborated to create progressive, inclusive kindergartens in Hawaii, which were the first in the
country. In the introduction to The Collected Letters, Alfred L. Castle, Henry’s
great-nephew, discusses the impact that Henry and Helen had on education in
Hawaii. He states that there was “difficulty of translating progressive theory into
reality,” but that the “educational framework . . . endures” (xxii).
The letters of Henry Northrup Castle are more than valuable tools for students and historians. Castle’s letters are well-written, entertaining, and thoughtprovoking. His gift for literature lends his letters an accessible but poetic style.
His observations and remarks are witty and reflective of a deep thinker. This
book will also be useful for scholars of nineteenth-century America, Hawaii,
education, George Mead, and progressivism.
Nicole Z ernich
University of Akron
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Robert Newton Baskin and the Making of Modern Utah. By John Gary Maxwell
(Norman: Univ. of Oklahoma Press, 2013. 408 pp. Cloth $45.00, isbn 978-087062-420-9.)
Here is a volume that makes an interesting follow-up to John Gary Maxwell’s
2010 study, Gettysburg to Great Salt Lake: George R. Maxwell, Civil War Hero and
Federal Marshal among the Mormons. The author is a retired professor of surgery
at the medical schools of the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, and the
University of Utah–Salt Lake City. Those who may uncritically admire Brigham
Young and Mormon governance in the Utah Territory during the nineteenth
century—or be ideologically opposed to the extension of federal government
authority in America—may not much care for Maxwell’s perspective in either of
these books. As for the one under review here, Maxwell, as in the earlier work,
makes no mystery of his personal leaning. This biography of Ohio-born Robert
Newton Baskin, he asserts in the preface, “does deserved honor to its man, naming him to the Valhalla of Utah’s early Gentiles” (15). For Baskin, the Mormondominated world of the Utah Territory, contends Maxwell, was “one of tightly
controlled state of obedience and conformity, enforced by violence or its threat”
(14). In Maxwell’s view, modern historians have “remained mute” as to “any
positive effect” of non-Mormon opposition to the obdurate, near-totalitarian
Mormon elite in the years prior to Utah statehood in 1896 (348).
Part of what makes this tale engaging is the good-guys-versus-bad-guys tension in the way the author tells it. The arc of the narrative, constructed over the
course of twenty-two chapters, features the Harvard-educated attorney, Baskin,
a native of Jackson, Ohio, leaving that state under a legal cloud, then arriving in
Salt Lake City in 1865. This was only eight years after the Mountain Meadows
massacre in southern Utah, in which perhaps as many as 140 men, women,
and children of an emigrant wagon train perished by the hands of the Mormon
Militia, sent out to enforce Young’s 1857 edict attempting to close the borders of
Utah Territory to religious outsiders. Soon after arrival, Baskin learned further
what it meant to be part of the despised non-Mormon minority in a society
rigidly controlled by the theocratic Young and his contingent of true-believing
lieutenants, a group that included Utah territorial delegate to Congress, George
Q. Cannon, and LDS Church official John Taylor. Consistently resisting and, at
times, openly defying federal law, the Saints maintained that their own “Kingdom of God on Earth,” based on God’s law, revealed uniquely to them, took
precedence. That meant not only polygamy and theocracy but also a denial of
basic tenets of republicanism, including freedoms of speech and thought, exclusion of common-law principles and U.S. legal precedent, and the conducting
of fair trials and honest elections.
Courageously challenging the power of the LDS Church and Mormon leadership of the territory, Baskin went on (among other career highlights) to organize the Liberal Party in Utah; wrote the 1870 Cullom Bill, which, had it been
passed in Congress, would have ended the theocratic order sooner rather than
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later; and prosecuted high-ranking Mormon leaders for crimes ranging from
sexual misdeeds to murder. His involvement as a prosecutor included the eventual trial and conviction of John D. Lee for his role in the Mountain Meadows
event. In 1886–87, Baskin pushed for passage of the Edmunds-Tucker Act, which
prohibited the practice of polygamy and undercut both the LDS Church and
its Perpetual Emigration Fund. In the 1890s, he served as mayor of Salt Lake
City, pursuing an infrastructural agenda that included public education (long
resisted by Mormon authorities) and completion of the architecturally notable
City-County Building in 1894. Finally, Baskin’s post-statehood service on the
state Supreme Court, and his advancement to become chief justice of that body
in 1903, capped a lengthy life in politics, one that Maxwell considers sufficient
to dub him, in the title of his final chapter, “the father of modern Utah.” Finally,
in 1914, Baskin published an autobiographical Reminiscences of Early Utah, until
now the main source to scholars on his interesting, varied, and controversial life.
Some readers probably will take issue with Maxwell’s harsh judgments of the
early Mormon leaders and their institutions. Still, this formidable addition to
the library shelves gives us valuable insight into how at least some of the religious outsiders living in Utah viewed the dominant majority there in the latter
half of the nineteenth century.
John R . Van At ta
The Brunswick School
Ida McKinley: The Turn-of-the-Century First Lady through War, Assassination,
and Secret Disability. By Carl Sferrazza Anthony (Kent, Ohio: Kent State Univ.
Press, published in cooperation with the National First Ladies’ Library, 2013.
358 pp. Cloth $45, isbn 978-1-60635-152-9.)
Ida McKinley was destined for great things even before she met “the Major.”
Highly educated, to a degree that many prominent men could not achieve, Ida
Saxton was a bright and active young woman. She worked in her father’s bank
in several capacities, eventually as manager, more as a testimony to her merit
than to nepotism. Her success in the workplace, which was highly unusual for
the late nineteenth century, was an indication of her mental acuity.
In his biography of Ida McKinley, Carl Sferrazza Anthony gives insight into
her character beyond being an ornament and political tool to William McKinley. Portrayed as not only extraordinarily bright in her youth, but also physically fit, she favored hiking and physical exercise in stark contrast to her later
public image as an invalid.
The ebb and flow of Ida’s health is instrumental in Anthony’s storytelling.
Her varying health frequently corresponded with her husband’s political events
and activity. Based in tragic truth, Ida’s epilepsy, or “infirmity” as they would
call it, was not the only physical ailment she would contend with. Her illness was
genuine but politically manipulated to portray her loving and doting husband as
a gentle caregiver. Anthony supports this as reality by citing examples in every
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chapter. As together they faced several tragedies—including the deaths of both
of their daughters, a spinal injury to Ida, her ongoing seizures, and a financial
near-catastrophe along with the struggles of public life and political jockeying—
the McKinleys valued one another in a loving and supportive partnership. This
devotion did not end with her husband’s untimely demise; Anthony spends a
full chapter on the newly widowed Ida’s visitations to “the vault” and her mourning process. Eventually she overcame her grief, like her other obstacles, through
family support and her own strength of character.
Because her physical ailments are such an important component of her story,
many readers would benefit from a better contextualization of the social view of
epilepsy during the nineteenth century. Anthony makes reference to how it may
have been viewed, but does not detail it for those without an existing understanding of the depth and pervasive stigma assigned to the affliction, which was
tantamount to lunacy at the time. His attention and description of the possibilities of her spinal or nerve damage was appropriate and very helpful.
Carl Sferrazza Anthony enjoys a prolific career with a dozen books published.
His storytelling style makes his work accessible and enjoyable to a wide audience. Anthony is very skilled at weaving the personal story with the political and
making the reader feel intimate with the subjects through his narrative style. His
use of “the Major,” Ida’s pet name for W. M., throughout is an effective example.
Although at times the pendulum swings toward the political over the personal,
it always returns to Ida, while providing context.
The introduction to this book reflects his screenwriting abilities. Some sections border on historical fiction as Anthony skillfully recreated an episode with
Ida, visitors, and her husband, including complete dialogue that was presumably
gleaned from clues found in a personal letter. (He includes a footnote about the
letter from the girl who is the other participant in this scene, but it is unclear
how much of this is directly sourced and how much is conjecture.) One minor
detraction to this work, which may be nothing more than a personal preference
of this reviewer, is the use of endnotes and their structure. Although a useful key
is provided for the abbreviations used in the endnotes, the indicators themselves
are unnecessarily convoluted. A single endnote may cover a page or more, and
several different direct quotations within the text requires the reader to hunt
through the notation to discover the exact source.
Nicole Marino
Youngstown State University
The Wright Company: From Invention to Industry. By Edward J. Roach (Athens:
Ohio Univ. Press, 2014. 212 pp. Paper $22.95, isbn 978-0-8214-2051-5.)
Most Americans at some point in their education learn the basic story of the
Wright brothers, the two bicycle mechanics from Dayton, Ohio, who invented
the airplane. Many would also recognize the iconic photograph of their first
flight on December 17, 1903. What happened after that flight is less well known.
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And the least studied aspect of the brothers’ career is their attempt to manufacture and sell aircraft. That important and missing part of the Wright story is
provided in Edward Roach’s The Wright Company: From Invention to Industry.
Roach’s work focuses on the years 1908–15. During that time the Wrights
achieved international acclaim for their invention and sought to capitalize on
it by attempting to control, if not monopolize, the construction and sale of aircraft. Their business venture took them into the world of high finance, entangled
them in a series of contentious legal battles over their patent, and eventually left
them behind, both in terms of the technology they invented and the industry
they pioneered. Their bid to create and dominate the aircraft-manufacturing
industry also involved the construction of the first purpose-built aircraft factory in the world. The company, however, never evolved beyond the small-batch,
craft-oriented production of increasingly obsolete aircraft. Nonetheless, Roach
asserts, due to the prominence of the brothers and their high-profile battles over
their patent, their story was key to understanding the beginnings of the aircraft
industry in the United States.
The central argument in The Wright Company, based on a thorough examination of the surviving historical documents, is that Wilbur and Orville Wright
were highly successful inventors, but were failures as innovators. According to
Roach, several factors contributed to their inability to bridge the gap between
invention and innovation. First, although the Wrights had owned and operated
a number of small businesses, including their famous bicycle shop, that experience did not prepare them to understand the demands of operating at a higher
level of corporate organization. Second, their business plan revolved around
a strict and unyielding defense of their 1906 patent, particularly against their
chief rival, Glenn Curtiss. This not only absorbed most of their energy (perhaps
even to the point of contributing to Wilbur Wright’s early death), but left them
behind technologically. The Wright Company failed to make any improvements
to the brothers’ basic commercial design—the Wright B Flyer—for fear that it
might undermine their patent claims. Finally, neither brother seemed willing to
trust the professional management put in place by the company’s investors. In
many ways they wanted to run their aircraft factory the same way they had run
their bicycle shop—as hands-on proprietors.
Roach’s work also explains why although the Wright brothers are widely celebrated as the inventors of the airplane, the company they founded to capitalize
on that invention has left barely a trace on today’s aerospace landscape. He details a series of sales and mergers that resulted in the original Wright Company
evolving into the Curtiss-Wright Corporation. That company, though it still
exists and was once quite large, is not ranked among the giants of the aerospace
industry today. The aircraft factory still stands, but it was used through most of
the twentieth century as part of the automobile industry in Dayton.
Edward Roach’s well-researched and thoughtful work fills an important
void in the story of two of America’s most famous inventors. Most works to
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date have focused on the brothers’ successes. This shows that the brothers were
not always as successful as their legend might suggest.
Janet R . Bednarek
University of Dayton
A Guide to Greater Cleveland’s Sacred Landmarks. By Lloyd H. Ellis (Kent, Ohio:
Kent State Univ. Press, 2012. 434 pp. Paper $45.00, isbn 978-1-60635-121-5.)
Perhaps it is cliché to say so, but churches and other places of worship are the
soul of most communities. They are centers of social life and often political
activity, as well as religious centers. In 1992 the late Foster Armstrong produced
A Guide to Cleveland’s Sacred Landmarks, in which he described 124 churches
and other religious sites and outlined ten suggested tour routes. The current
volume revisits that seminal effort and widens the scope to 154 properties and
a total of fifteen driving tour routes to include portions of suburban Cuyahoga
County in addition to the city of Cleveland proper.
I have never visited Cleveland, but have documented many endangered religious properties in other cities, and I found Ellis’s property discussions concise
and evocative, but also sufficiently detailed to not only describe each property but
to also place it in context with respect to the diverse history of the various ethnic
communities and religious denominations that have made Cleveland their home.
When known, the year of construction, architect, and builder are listed for each
property, and major additions and alterations are similarly identified.
Each description includes a small (approximately 1.5 by 2.5 inch) black-andwhite photograph of the property. It appears that these were converted from
color images and many suffer from having been backlit in the field and/or low
contrast in their reproduction, and if I have a major complaint about the volume, it is the quality of the photographs. Priced at $45 for the paperback edition on which this review is based, one assumes that color illustrations would
have resulted in a volume prohibitively priced. The photographs are more than
adequate to assist one in finding the property described while on tour, and that
is their primary purpose.
The book is organized into fifteen neighborhood/regional chapters following a brief introduction, which makes some observations about the religious
history of Cleveland and the organization of the volume. Readers are warned
that most of the properties are private and few are open to the public for unscheduled visits. Those that are open are identified.
Each chapter opens with a description of the neighborhood and its historical associations. A detailed description of the recommended tour route with a
reasonably well-detailed map is presented, then the individual properties are
presented in order of the tour route. All the properties are identified in the list
of illustrations at the front of the volume, but their affiliations are not included,
making it difficult, for example, to identify all the Roman Catholic churches in a
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given part of Cleveland included in this Guide. Detailed footnotes and bibliography are included for those interested in the sources of the information presented.
In sum, the volume is a useful and informative guide to the sites associated
with the religious life of Cleveland and its suburbs. The edition reviewed is sized
for easy handling while touring and can conveniently be stored in the glove
compartment of most cars. While the material presented is well documented,
the volume is best suited for those with an avocational or casual interest rather
than scholarly. That said, I will be sure to pack this book should I ever happen to
find myself visiting Cleveland.
John P. McCarthy
Ball State University
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